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Residents speak out on YMCA proposal
14
Murray council
!.
will vote tonight
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
A proposal to build a 23,000
square-foot YMCA facility in the
Old City Park sparked a wide
range of debate from approximately 100 residents who
attended a public hearing Wednesday night.
Members of the Murray City
Council met for more than two
hours with residents concerning
competition with private childcare centers, use of public land
and other issues.
Dr. Jack Rose, president of the
YMCA board, said during the
hearing the organization can take
on an estimated S901,000 debt
service to complete the facility,
which would include a wellness
center, gymnasium and activity
rooms.

STACEY CROOKIedger 8 Times photo

More than 100 people gathered for a public hearing to discuss the possibility of building a full-service YMCA building in the Old City Park Wednesday evening.

Lottery foils
local ticket scam
By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
Two Hazel residents are under
investigation by state lottery officials after stolen tickets were
redeemed at a Paducah convenience store.
Randall Sanders, 35, was
arrested . by the Paducah Police
Department and charged with
nine counts of receiving stolen
property and nine counts of
redeeming a stolen lottery ticket
-- a Class C felony punishable
by five to 10 years in prison.
Sanders told Calloway County
bcputy Brian Wilburn that his
wife, Beth Williamson Sanders,
activated the lottery tickets at
Gallimorc's Fruit Stand and Lottery in Hazel where she was
employed.
Bill Gouch from Kentucky
Lotto Security said several packages of lottery tickets were activated and had disappeared from
the store. They were then
reported stolen on or about Aug.

Bill Gouch
(Kentucky Lottery)
are not on the active status."
Gouch said until a retailer activates the tickets at his terminal,
they cannot be redeemed.
After the tickets, which were
reported stolen from Gallimore's,
were entered into the computer,
state officials can track each sale.
"As each is scanned and
redeemed, it goes into the system
and it tells us where they were
cashed, the date and the time up
to one-hundreth of a second," he
said.
Wilburn said while Calloway
officials were investigating the
case, Gouch was able to tell him
almost instantaneously where a
transaction was made anywhere
in the state.
Couch has a computergenerated log of each transaction.
Wilburn said according to a
sworn statement given by Mr.
Sanders, his wife would activate
the tickets, then pass them off to
him.

EVENTS
•Don't miss the Last Summer Fling at
the Murray-Calloway County Park Pool
Thursday night from 6 to 9 p.m. Admission is $1 per person for all ages.

YMCA board members have
said the proposed child-care center will accommodate children
whose parents work second and
possibly third shifts at local
industries, a service that is not
currently available.
But Cornelison said she has
conducted surveys of various
industries and found no interest.
"We would love to have afterIN See Page 3

Alexander makes
pitch to supers

"People have
taken two losing
tickets and tried
to paste them
together, but with
the safeguards,
you just can't do
It.

"Because of the safeguards in
the lottery procedure, it is
extremely possible if someone
attempts to steal and redeem tickets, they will be arrested," he
said.
• When Mr. Sanders attempted
to redeem the stolen tickets in
Paducah, police were notified and
an arrest was made.
Gouch said the Lottery has set
up a series of safeguards to protect the integrity of the system.
"When a packet of tickets is
sold to a retailer, they are put in
the system as being issued to that
retailer," he said. "But the tickets • See Page 3

He said a $500,000 state grant
may be available from community development block grant funds
which arc earmarked for child
development projects.
The city council will vote
tonight on a resolution to support
the grant application, which
includes the park location and a
St per year lease agreement.
Competition
Several day care center owners
oppose implementation of a
child-care center because they

said it will be in direct competition with their operations.
"I feel like it is a total duplication of services that are already
provided," said Gayle Cornelison,
co-owner of Wee Care Day Care.
She said most area centers currently have openings and accept
low-income children.
"We have to maintain a minimum of 25 percent low-income
kids to qualify for state food
assistance," Cornelison said,
adding that the money subsidizes
their program.
Cornelison said she does not
want her tax dollars spent on a
program that will be in direct
competition with her . business.
But YMCA board member
E.W. Dennison pointed out that
Cornelison also receives state
money for the food program at
her center.

Area superintendents, who are members of the West Kentucky Educational Cooperative, met with Murray State University President Dr. .
Kern Alexander Wednesday.

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Murray State University President Dr. Kern Alexander has made
a pitch to area superintendents for assistance in boosting
enrollment.
Alexander spoke to the West Kentucky Educational Cooperative's board of directors Wednesday to gain feedback about how
the university can better serve the public schools.
A superintendent from each school district, as well as Dr. Jan
Weaver, dean of MSU's College of Education, serves on the board
of diTctors.
"We all agree that we have to work with the public schools,"
Alexander said. "If we miss that opportunity, we aren't doing our
job."
Alexander introduced the university's nine deans and asked them
to discuss their programs.
Alexander told the superintendents that he wants to have some
kind of plan of action. He also met with them Tuesday night for an
informal discussion.
"Some of the points that came from our discussion was that the
superintendents would like to have a resource book of expertise
listing assistance that we can provide to the districts," Alexander
• See Page 2

MCCH meets with Marshall hospital board
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Murray-Calloway County Hospital officials will once again
travel to Marshall County Hospital to make a management
proposal.
Earlier this month, Marshall
County Hospital's board of directors • invited six different groups
to make management proposals.
Of those six, the board has
invited Murray-Calloway County

SPORTS
• Murray and Calloway County renew
their football rivalry Friday night at 7:30
at Calloway's Jack D. Rose Stadium.
Murray has won the past two meetings
and leads the all-time series 8-6.

Hospital and Lourdes and Western Baptist hospitals of Paducah
to return tonight with additional
information.
The two Paducah hospitals
have prepared a joint proposal.
"The reason the two groups
were invited back was for clarification purposes," said Pete Gunn
Ill, chairman of the Marshall
County Hospital Board. "The
other four proposals were made
by actual management companies

MEETINGS
•The Murray City Council will meet
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the council
chamtkrs of City Hall.

Page 12
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and the board has additional
questions for the two hospital
groups."
Other companies that have
made presentations are Epic
Health Services of Dallas; Alliant
Health System of Louisville;
Brim, Inc. of Portland, Ore.; and
Quorum Health Resources of
Nashville, Tenn.
Gunn said the board had originally planned to make a decision
by Sept. 1, but it has been post-

poned until October. No proposal
has been eliminated at this point.
"We're looking for someone to
give us guidance in the future,"
Gunn said. "We've been under a
management contract for five
years with Quorum Health
Resources and it' is up for
renewal.
"There has been some dissatisfaction with the present company
III See Page 3
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U.S. rejects talks with Castro, cautions boat people
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Responding to Fidel Castro, the
Clinton administration today flatly rejected high-level talks with
Havana and said the flood of boat
people from Cuba was the direct
result of "his reluctance to
reform."
Undersecretary of State Peter
Tarnoff said the United States is
not ready to talk with Cuba, as
Castro proposed in a 24 hour
broadcast address Wednesday
night.
"Castro is trying to make the
U.S. part of the problem and part
of the solution," Tarnoff said in
an interview on CBS. "The problem lies in Cuba. It's a result of
direct mismanagement over the
last 35 years, his reluctance to
reform."
Tarnoff said the solution to the
refugee problems "lies in Cuba
in the form of his establishing a
dialogue with the Cuban people,
leading to what they're demanding — reform, economic and
political, in Cuba itself."

Sen. Chris Dodd, D-Conn., a
member of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, said that
"some open negotiations with
Castro makes sense. Its anachronistic not to do it."
Sen. Richard Lugar of Indiana,
a senior Republican on the Foreign Relations panel, said, "The
administration is going to have to
deal with Fidel Castro and with
the Cuban government — not in a
sense in which they say, in
essence, 'All is forgiven."'
Instead, Lugar said, the United
States has to deal with Cuba "in
the same hard-nosed way that
we've tried to deal with Kim 11Sung and his successor over in
North Korea, or with the Chinese,
or with other people that we
don't care for."
The Coast Guard picked up

•Alexander...

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3
2-7-5
Pick 4
1-4-0-6
Cash 5
12-14-18-34-35
Lotto:
3-15-17-25-31-41
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Free
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Delivery
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Bob Dunn, R.Ph

109 S. 4th St.

3,096 Cubans at sea Wednesday,
bringing the exodus of refugees
since last Friday to about 10,000
people.
To deal with the crisis, the
administration rushed to expand
the capacity of detention camps
at the U.S. naval base at Guantanamo to hold 40,000 people.
Some 14,000 Haitians already are
being held there.
Administration officials said
contingency plans are being
reviewed for housing up to
65,000 refugees at Guantanamo.
The administration launched an
intense effort to persuade Cubans
to stay home.
"We are preparing to maintain
that base indefinitely, if necessary, until such time as the people can be repatriated to Cuba,"
Defense Secretary William Perry

753-1462

FROM PAGE 1
said.
Other points superintendents
emphasized they would like is for
the university to have a better
understanding of the Kentucky
Education Reform Act, enhance
the number of people who are
,:ertified as administrators and
evaluate the courses that are
offered to the students.
"I think all the suggestions
have practical applications
between the university and public
school relationship," Alexander
said.
In order to make sure that each
student has access to the university, Alexander suggested that
each superintendent be given
some discretionary funds to be
used for special grants.
"We don't want a student to
not be able to attend MSU
because of money," he said. "I
think it would be a good idea if
we (the university) gave the
superintendents some money,
maybe three or four grants each,

to keep in their back pocket to
give to students who need it."
Murray Superintendent W.A.
Franklin pointed out that public
school teachers arc taking different approaches in the classroom.
"The philosophy that 'we as
teachers have an obligation not to
let anyone slip and fail' is a fundamental change from the past,"
he said. "The mortality rate at the
university level is high. I know
we need students at MSU. To me,
the issue is more fundamental
than tutoring students; it begins
in the classroom."
Dr. Gary Boggess, dean of
MSU's College of Science, said
he thinks there is hope in what
the university is doing.
"1 have sat back and watched
you squirm as KERA was implemented," he said. "You've never
seen people squirm until you try
to implement change on the university level."
The deans expressed their willingness to work with the schools
in implementing new ideas.

said Wednesday when asked
whether the United States would
maintain a Cuban colony at
Guantanamo for months or years.
In Havana, Castro charged that
U.S. immigration policy and
tightening the 30-year-old economic embargo on his regime
created the mass exodus from the
island.
In an address on Cuban television as well as CNN, Castro said
the U.S. policies against Cuba
"compel illegal immigration ...
the massive exodus." He accused
the United States of "creating a
concentration camp at Guantanamo Bay."
Attorney General Janet Reno
scoffed at Castro's comments
today, telling NBC that Castro
was encouraging to flow of refugees to help himself.

"There is nothing encouraging
about Castro," Reno said. "His
regime has failed, his country is
in despair and all he does is react
in human contemptible terms by
letting his people risk their lives
Just to ease the pressure on himself." are on their way to Guantanamo or are already there.
Senate Minority Leader Bob
Dole, R-Kan., called Clinton's
policy a failure and said the
administration should call for
Fidel Castro's removal from
power with "no conditions, no
waffling."
Rep. Beau Ros-Lehtineu, RFla., today criticized the administration policy on Cuba, saying
on CBS: "I think its a half-baked
policy with little chance of success unless it is coupled with
some strong foreign policy
initiatives."

Dr. Joe Cartwright, dean of
MSU's College of Humanistic
Studies, said the university has
obviously not been through the
"wringer of change yet.

dent Dr. Jack Rose suggested that
professors be matched with high
schools.
"I think it would be beneficial
for professors to make contact
with high school students so the
students will have a security rope
in case they need help," he said.

"There are two things that are
moving us closer — people are
taking teaching more seriously
and changes in assessment," he
said. "I think we are in the beginning stages of change."
Another issue that generated
discussion was the possibility of
extending professional staff development opportunities to MSU
faculty.
"Maybe we need to look at
requesting funds for professional
development," Alexander said.
"By hooking up with the public
school teachers, we not only get
staff development, but we get to
know people. Once our people
make contacts in the public
schools, good things will
happen."
Calloway County Superinten-

-For those students who aren't
sure of themselves, this would be
very helpful when they go to the
university."
Alexander said he was pleased
with the opportunity to discuss
these issues with the
superintendents.
"If occasionally we could sit
down and discuss things like this,
I think we could really formulate
a relationship in western Kentucky," he said.
Alexander was on the road
again today heading to Henderson to speak to the Rotary Club.
He has also been invited to an
alumni reception there.

Superintendent pleased with new principals
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Calloway County Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose is pleased
with The way- the three new-prin-cipals are fitting into the school
system.

VIDEO GOLD OF MURRAY
announces
the

FINAL DAYS

"The transition has been unbelievably smooth," Rose said.
"Anytime you have changes, you
have people who are working to
- -become - more -familiar -with -thepolicies and procedures. These
three are working very hard."
East Elementary welcomed
Patsy Whitesell as its new principal. Whitesell, who formerly
served as assistant principal of
Carr Elementary School in Fulton, was hired in April to replace
Jim Feltner who retired after 10
years at East.
Her official duties began July

"We had 472 students the first
day and more students are coming in," Whitesell said. "We had
a wonderful first day and we
have- just -redesigned the unloading and loading of the buses. We
had a very smooth opening day."
Whitesell began her career in
education in 1975 as an instructional assistant at Carr Elementary School. She served as a substitute teacher at a variety of
elementary schools prior to working in the Fulton City Schools as
a certified instructional assistant.
Whitesell taught third grade for
six years and then became assis-

tant principal at Carr Elementary
School.
Jim Sloan was welcomed to
Southwest Elementary after
working- as a teacher at Reidiand
Middle School. Cloyd Bumgardner was named principal of Calloway Middle School after serving as assistant principal at.Calloway High School.
"I have heard some very positive comments about these three
principals," Rose said. "The
faculty and staff are working very
hard to make it a very smooth
transition."
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Prosecutor probing Cowlings to collect evidence
LOS ANGELES (AP) — 0.1.
Simpson's prosecutor has finally
explained why it's taking him so
long to decide if he will charge
"getaway car driver" Al Cowlings: He's using the grand jury
investigation to gather evidence
against Simpson.
District Attorney Gil Garcetti
said Wednesday that he is not
seeking a grand jury indictment
against Cowlings.
"We are there for strictly
investigative purposes," he said.
"Any information we obtain
there can be used in any other
Lriminal proceeding as long as
it's relevant."
Garcetti said he is using the
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grand jury rather than his own
investigators because the panel
has subpoena power that his
office lacks. Furthermore, he
said, the formal setting of the
grand jury room often elicits
more truthful answers from
witnesses.
Simpson, 47, has pleaded innocent to murdering • his ex-wife
Nicole Brown Simpson and her
friend Ronald Goldman. His trial
is to begin Sept. 19.
Judge Lance Ito is to rule Friday on whether certain blood
samples must be shared with the
defense so it can conduct its own
DNA tests.
Cowlings, Simpson's lifelong

•MCCH...
FROM PAGE 1
and we thought if we heard proposals from other companies, we

id that
high

would see how the current one
has performed," he said.
A management company provides guidance to the hospital.

eficial
ontact
so the

"With health care reform, it is
difficult for a hospital to keep up
with the changes without either
hiring a management company or
a consultant," Gunn said. "A
management company has the
resources to keep up with
changes in health care. It is hard
to do that if you are a small
hospital."
A management company would
also furnish a chief executive
officer and chief financial officer.
"This is still something that is
up to Marshall County Hospital's
hoard of directors," said Stuart
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FROM PAGE 1
Charges have not been filed
against Mrs. Sanders.
Wilburn said he will present
the case to the Calloway grand
jury, which meets next month.
Mr. Sanders is currently lodged
in tile McCracken County Jail.
Gouch said he is still conducting an audit of the store to determine how many packages of tickets were taken.
"It could be a considerable
amount," he said.
Gouch said $1 tickets are sold
to—retaiters iTrpack uf Met—The
S2 tickets are sold in packs of
150.

Is

ntary

xl to
after'

igard• Calservallo-

Poston, MCCH administrator. "I
feel we made a good presentation
the first time."
Mayor Bill Cherry, chairman
of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board, said he thinks a
joint effort between the two hospitals would be beneficial.

friend and former teammate,
drove the white Ford Bronco during the nationally televised freeway chase that ended with Simpson's arrest. Cowlings was
arrested for investigation of aiding and abetting a fugitive.
His lawyer says Cowlings was
trying to talk Simpson out of killing himself, not help him escape.
Garcetti's disclosure was the
lust time he had confirmed what
as going on behind the grand
jury's closed doors. Normally,
prosecutors do not comment on
secret grand jury proceedings.
The state penal code bars jurors
from discussing them, but doesn't
mention prosecutors.

Simpson defense lawyer Harland Braun, a former prosecutor,
said he had never heard of a district attorney publicly discussing
a grand jury probe.
"It is sort of indiscreet."
Braun said. "The whole point of
the grand jury is if you don't
indict someone, then you haven't
besmirched their name."
Either way, Garcetti was making no promises.
"If the evidence establishes
that Mr. Cowlings or anyone else
was involved in assisting criminal
conduct we're going to prosecute
that," he said.
Those entering the grand jury
room Wednesday included

Deuice Shakarian Halicki, the
fiancee of Simpson's friend and
lawyer Robert Kardashian.
Simpson and Cowlings were at
Kardashian's house the morning
of June 17, when Simpson fled
instead of surrendering as
arranged.
Another grand jury witness
was Dr. Henry Lee, a forensic
expert on the defense team who
was at Kardashian's house the
morning Simpson fled.
Other developments:
— The district attorney's death
penalty committee was to meet
today to discuss whether to seek
the death penalty or life imprisonment if Simpson is convicted.

she said.

"But we didn't think it was
possible or even probable for
many, many years," he said.

Deputy District Attorney
Sundstedt will make the decisiw
Ciark...tt
but Garcetti can seto
would not say if defense lass r
would address the conunime
— ABC News cited unfder,:
lied sources who said the fussier!.

ens elope that v.as sealed an
given to the judge durtly Sin
son's preliminars hearii4:
tains the German-made
that Simpson bought on Mas

arid the receipt.
— CNN cited unidentili,
sources close to the defense
saying the defense team liLt
the knife lying in plain sight
Simpson's Brentwood estate at,
several police sear:hes

•YMCA...
FROM PAGE 1
noon and evening care," she said.
Bob Cornelison, co-owner of
Wee Care Day Care, said he
would like to see professional
documentation of an assessment
that shows Calloway County
needs a publicly-funded day care
center "that will compete with
our private day cares."
Linda Kilpatrick, who spoke
on behalf of the Apple Tree
Schools located in Murray and

"It would help us make contact
with the Marshall County people
and be an outreach for us," he
said. "It would be good for the
Marshall County Hospital
because of the number of specialists we have.
"I think we have good management at our hospital and our
board backs this proposal," Cherry said.

Paris, Tenn., said the Paris school
provides evening care, but participation is minimal.
"We are licensed for 99 children on nights and we have 12,"
she said.
Dennison said he sympathizes
with day care center owners.
But he said the YMCA wants
to do something other centers are
not doing. He added that the Y is
a non-profit organization so it
will not be concerned about actually making money on the
venture.
Use of public land
Debate over whether a private
organization should be given

Marshall County Hospital
offers 28 acute beds and 34 longterm care beds.
He said people often attempt to
steal lottery tickets when they
break into businesses, but this
type of activity is not as
common.
"People have taken two losing
tickets and tried to paste them
together, but with the safeguards,
you just can't do it," Gouch said.

access to public land continued.
Lorilyn Kipphut, a concerned
resident, said building the YMCA
in the park sets a bad precedent.

In another case, Gouch said a
_store clerk, who was familiar
with the lotto system, attempted
to alter a ticket and redeem it.
When a store refused to cash the
ticket, the woman filled out a
claim form.

She said the land should be available to everyone.
Kipphut said the facility should
be located on private land in the
southern area of the city.
"While the kids who need the
Y may bye in the core of the city,
they can't afford to use it. So
they should have a place to play,"

"She went so far as to send it
to Louisville," he said.

YMCA elite
While many of the concerns
posed by residents are valid and
should be addressed, Dennison
said one argument is blatantly
false.
Some people have said the
YMCA is an "elitist group" that
few can afford, he said.
"There are 26 million members
in America," he said. "We gave
out 175 scholarships to local
children last year."
YMCA employee April Lane
said 30 children were on full or
partial scholarships for the summer day-camp program. At least
40 children have signed up for
scholarships to participate in the
after school program this fall.
"We refuse no kids for financial reasons.
"Yes, the fees are high, but
with a full facility, we can do
enough volume in other programs
to hopefully lower fees," Dennison said.
Short notice
Many residents asked why the
proposal came on such short
notice and no one knew about the
idea until shortly before the Sept.
1 deadline for applying for the
grant.
Dennison said members found
out about the potential funding
about a month ago.
"We figured why not take this
$500,000 and try to provide a full
facility," he said.
Rose said a full-service facility

"Now we have the possibility of
having a grant proposal funded,
and that's probably the largest

piece of seed money we could
ever expect to see at one time."
Why build?
Several residents who attended
the meeting spoke in favor of the
YMCA location and its activities.
Martha Andrus, president of

found it to be a useful tool
"I have seen lots of change children's lives," she said
Ruth Smith, a concerned re,t
dent, said she appreciates what
YMCA can do lot people in it,:
community.
"11 not for the Yin Lek ingot'
I don't know what my hushat,.
and 1, who had three young children, would have done while
struggling through graduat„.
school," she said.
YMCA board member W.A
Franklin told council member,
there is no simple answer to the
controversy, but they should consider what is in the hest interest
of the community.
"The world Will not come to an
end if this doesn't happen. Well
continue to work to improve the
quality of life here.
"On the other hand, here's the
way to enhance. Take a bold step.
and realize your friends may not
smile at you tomorrow or for sis
weeks, but do what is best.'
Franklin said.
Because the city has reached
the maximum allowance for grant
funds this year, officials has e
asked the Calloway County' Fiscal Court to act as lead applicant
for the money.
Elias said if the grant
approved, it will not affect any
county effort to get state assistance for the construction of a
new jail.
The fiscal- court is expetited ti

the Murray Woman's Club, said
her organization began a fundraiser in January to revamp the
old park and has collected
S30,000.
"We do not have the funding to
keep that park up," she said. "It's
going down year after year."
The club purchased playground
equipment, has done some landscaping and tried to spruce up
•0111e structures.
"There just seems to be no
money," Andrus said. "When I
heard of the YMCA proposal, I
could not think of anything I
thought would be more compatible with the park."
Joy Waldrop, who lives near
Racer Arena, said she considers
having that facility close to her
home "a tremendous asset.
"We think we have a great
neighborhood," she said.
Waldrop thinks once residents
near the Old City Park become
accustomed to theefacility, they
will be glad it is ttere.
Donna Herndon, director of the
has -been—a—dream 0L—the-Ancal---C--al-lewarGettntr-Fantily-Resentr--YMCA since it began six years
cc Center, said she works with decide if will act as lead applic
ago.
children and the YMCA and has ant for the funds.

Kopperud Realty's Showcase of Homes
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Call Us For All Your Real Estate Needs!!

WHEN THE ORDINARY JUST WONT DO!
Then take a look at this beautiful 4 bedroom
three bath home in great location. Huge
master suite downstairs, very large great
room with wet bar. Oversized garage with
large storage area.These are only a few ofthe
nice features of this property. Listed at
$137,900.

HERE IS A REAL OPPORTUNITY to see a
spacious 4 bedroom plus bonus room that has
just been freshly painted inside and out.
Convenient location to schools and shopping
situated on a tree shaded, deep lot. Priced at
$77,500.

SO MUCH TO OFFER in this extremely well
maintained four bedroom, two bath home in
town in excellent neighborhood. Priced at only
$109,500. Call 753-1222.

WANT CHARM—COMFORT! It is waiting
for you in this newer 2 story maintenance free
exterior home w/large spacious rooms, formal
dining room w/hardwood floors,fireplace. nice
outbuilding. Nicely decorated interior and
landscaped exterior. Priced in the 80s.

KOPI,RUD
1••

753-1222

REFRESHINGLY ROOMY! Describes this 4
bedroom, 3 bath home in great location with
many recent upgrades including brick siding,
gaspak, parquet and ceramic tile flooring,
attractive landscaping and much more.
$118,900.

TRUE COUNTRY GENTLEMAN'S ESTATE 10+ acres. Quality five bedroom, four bath
home. Gourmet kitchen with walnut cabinets
and many extras. Metal barn and two
equipment sheds,3 horse stalls, vinyl fencing
and dog kennels. What more could you ask
for?

homes FOR UVWIG.

711 Main St.

Our Sign Means Business!!

753-1222

•

•

COUNTRY LIVING AT IT'S BEST! If privacy
and room to roam are what you are looking for,
be sure to see this listing. Approximately 120
acres of fields and trees surround this 3
bedroom,2 bath home. A horse lover's delight!

BEAUTIFUL BRICK HOME located on 2
acres rn/l. 3 bedrooms, 3 baths, 2 fireplaces,
central heat & air,2car garage,black top drive
and lots other special features. Only minutes
from town. Call for your appointment today.

COZY COUNTRY HOME on lovely wooded
homeplace setting plus 40 acres. Located 5
miles southwest of Murray, home has been
completely remodeled.

HOME'WITH ACREAGE - Older farm home
with many recent updates. Property includes
two log tobacco barns,five acres with up to 34
additional acres available. Priced in the $50's.

1111111111111111•111, .11111r111.

411411.d '
1411
HANDSOME! Attractively remodeled older
home on unusually large in-town lot. 8 rooms,
4 bedrooms, 2 baths, vinyl siding. $57,700.
Call 753-1222.

LOCATED WHERECITY & COUNTY MEET!
1
2 bath
This well-maintained 4 bedroom, 2/
home features a 600 plus sq.ft.family room w/
beautiful stone fireplace situated on lovely lot
w/great privacy.

COUNTRY CHARM! You can have a 3 bedroom, 2 bath Tri-Level home minutes from
town ins quiet neighborhood for only $79,450.
It sits on a large corner lot big enough for a
garden that could be the envy of all the
neighbors. See this one today!

••••••.••4•111••••••••••••••
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BEAUTIFUL WOODED DOUBLE LOT —
Recent updates and lovely screened porch add
extra value to this 4 bedroom home. Good intown location but a country feel will welcome
you home. Recent updates in decor throughout! Just reduced to $124,500.
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Technique is great beginning
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Where there is no vision, the people perish:
IVBIJ.SIIED BY ARIRRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.
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ANALYSIS

Leader weakened,
still gives U.S. fits
By GEORGE GEDDA
A.-,soc[ated Press Writer
W A SHINGTON (AP) — Fidel Castro once dreamed of being in
%•inguard of a global revolutionary movement, and for a while
;mt,..!, seemed to be going his way. Now, hordes of his people are
:tear each day they would rather be anywhere — even a
1,1c:1;lon camp. — than in the society he has created.
11. despite all the setbacks, all the unfulfilled goals, the Cuban
,tesident is showing his legendary capacity to give his tormentors
in Washington fits, creating a refugee crisis that has left them
hefuddled and scrambling for answers.
Atter the administration moved quickly earlier this month to
head off a potential Maricl-style boat lift, Castro responded by
allow ing his most disgruntled people to depart on makeshift vessels
'A I thOUt penalty..
For Castro, it's good riddance to thousands of enemies and
potential security risks.
For President Clinton, it's the worst Castro-induced nightmare
ior an American president in years. Thus far, Clinton has yet to
.onie up with a way to provide Castro with an incentive to cut the
1- Iiigt.v flow off.
Castro may not have allies in the traditional sense but, at the
Fitted Nations, he is widely perceived as a victim of American
skis. The last time the merits of the U.S. embargo-against Cuba
.aitie to a vote in the General Assembly, only two countries —
Israel and Romania — sided with the U.S. position.
Castro himself replayed that theme in a televised address to the
Cuban people Wednesday night when he claimed that Clinton's
policies "compel illegal immigration, compel the massive exodus"
;rent Cuba.
ut.h of the world, including U.S. allies, believes the embargo is
anahronism. French President Francois Mitterrand, for one,
.S. picsidrtts to
IL-our:ice an accommodation with Castro.
That option was ruled out again by the administration on Wed., , !;.t And it's hard to find any White House position more firmly
Red than the embargo against Cuba. Politically, Clinton
:eI he has no choice but to _leave the sanction as. is. in sharp contrast to Haiti, where a get-tough position is popular
tinted Nations, there is virtually no international constituenior a muscular U.S. stance against Cuba.
; hat
explain the almost total absence of talk here about an
iii .I-hfl ot Cuba despite the refugee exodus. There is another reason: Castro has in place an elaborate plan to resist an American
ni‘ading force. U.S. officials have little doubt that American
„1,t;aities would be substantial.
So despite 15 years of setbacks, Castro still boasts some assets in
his dealings with the United States. He seems virtually insulated
to /al a U.S. invasion and knows that, globally, there is little sympath for Washington's policy of unremitting hostility.
It is also hard to overestimate the amount of stress he has caused
fl Ow White House and the various agencies assigned to feed,
house and clothe thousands of needy refugees arriving at the Guan:ariarliti Nai,a1 Base. If Castro is perceived as the winner in the con!ruination, officials say they expect some in the administration will
he shown the door.
Still, Castro can take no pleasure in the conditions that produce
the desperation driving people to risk their lives rather than remain
inter his rule.
ilovs much brighter things looked for Castro 15 years ago when
mi,re than 50 Third World leaders showed up in Havaija for a summit making a mockery of U.S. efforts to isolate him.
It was a time when Latin America was rife with revolutionary
inmements, communism was on the march in much of the world
and Cuba was an international force to be reckoned with. Just
months afterward, the weakness of his revolutionary experiment
was glimpsed when an exodus of historic proportions began. It was
not to be the last.
EDITOR'S NOTE — George Gedda covers foreign policy for
The Associated Press and has traveled to Cuba 23 times.

FROM OUR READERS
Congress should defeat health reform bills
Dear Editor:
We earnestly plead that ALL MEMBERS OF CONGRESS will vote
against and help make sure that all the health care bills being discussed
will be defeated by a large margin.. We cannot understand how anyone of
sound mind and good heart could believe that the original Clinton bill or
the Gephardt and Mitchell bills will lower health care costs, as well as
improve quality and access. If someone wanted to increase health care
costs,get the government in complete control ofall health care,lower the
quality of health care, start us toward health care rationing (as is
underway in Canada).
The national polls now indicate that 69 percent of voters think that
CONGRESS SHOULD VOTE NO AND STOP WORK ON
HEALTH BILLS UNTIL THE NEXT CONGRESS. It is too late now
for this Congress to calm down and to start studying the simple changes
that we and the legislators can understand,that will require only a page or
two of legislation rather than the one or two thousand page proposals
now under discussion, will not require 100 billion in hiddcn taxes now in
the proposals, will not further bankrupt our country, and surely will
improve our health care systems and control, if not lower its costs.
Pleas(' loin us in conveying this message to at least Senators Ford and
MsConnell and Representative Barlow if not to every Senator and
Representative. Please do this right away before the Congressional
"freight train runs right over us and our wishes in this matter".
John W. & Joy M. Menne
315 Chickasaw Bluff Rd., Benton, KY

If you stand still in the quadrangle on Murray State University's campus, you can feel the
breath of fresh air blowing
between Pogue Library and Wells
Hall.
It feels like a new beginning.
Things aren't perfect on campus,
hut there are some positives.
Take Great Beginnings. This is
a new project at MSU and one
that gets an A-plus for concept
and effort.
In the past, moving into the
dorms has left fathers cursing and
mothers insisting that their son or
daughter remain in the same
dorm room for the next four
ears.
That may change after university officials revamped a system
that was — well — no system.
Wearing gold t-shirts proclaiming a "Great Beginning," faculty
and staff were ready, willing and
able to help students move in.
Parking was regulated, refreshments were offered and pick-up
trucks were pressed into service.
Reps were set up at the Curris
Center Sunday to answer questions and local restuarants offered
a Taste of Murray. There was
even a free meal for everyone at
Winslow Cafeteria. President
Kern Alexander and Racer foot-

impression.
College Courts is another area
that needs a shot in the arm.
There is a car in the parking lot
with flat tires and weeds growing
above the hood.

hall coach Houston Nutt spoke.
But Great Beginnings didn't
end Sunday.
As registration lines formed
Monday, summer orientation staff
members, cheerleaders and student workers were on hand to
help students find their way
through the mazes.
Monday night Alexander
hosted a watermelon feast in the
wooded area next to Oakhurst.
Yesterday, on the first day of
classes, two more events were
held — Murray Madness and local businesses were set up in the
Curris Center.
The madness was a carnival
that included a bungee run and
sumo wrestling. (Great mental
pictures!) Area merchants distributed coupons and promotional
items.
I haven't listed all the events,
but picnics are planned along

with open houses and block
parties.
It sounds like a great beginning
— one that MSU needs.
"At most universities, you just
show up and try to figure out
where you are going.
"That's not true at Murray
State. This university is something special and I am happy to
be a part of it," Alexander told
The Ledger Monday.
Now if the university can revitalize the campus grounds and
maintain building maintenance,
Alexander can put a physical face
on this beginning.
A shortage of funds and manpower for the physical plant have
hurt the campus the last few
years.
But dead flowers in front of
the Curris Center and weeds
growing in the flower beds next
to Sparks Hall leave a bad

As social and professional
fraternities and sororities plan
their civic projects for the year,
maybe they could consider volunteering to work on landscape projects around the campus.
MSU could also sponsor a
clean-up day that would culminate in a ice cream social and
involve all student groups.
Students have been described
as customers with the university
supplying services to meet the
customers' needs. The start of the
fall semester has shown that the
campus is becoming more customer oriented.
Hopefully, pre-registration will
become just as streamlined as the
first days of school have been.
In just two months, MSU has
come a long way. Even though
there is still much to do, a visitor
can't help but feel the energy.
Herckia Great Beginnings!

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Here are excerpts from recent editorials in newspapers in the
United States and abroad.
Aug. 23 — The Augusta (Ga.) Chronicle on the crime bill:
The U.S. House of Representatives' Democratic leadership took
a bad crime bill that wisely had been turned down earlier this
month and made just enough concessions to pass it with the help of
40 "moderate" Republicans.
Making a bad bill a trifle less bad is not the answer to soaring
violent crime rates in this country. Even though GOP negotiators
shaved a little over S3 billion from the original $33 billion package, it is still larded with nearly Si billion worth of social welfare
and big-city patronage pork justified in the mame..-- of -"crime
preveThirtin."
The problem with this, as anti-crime conservatives note, is that
the so-called crime prevention measures duplicate $24 billion in
federal money already being spent on similar programs.
If Great Society spending was the answer to crime, the nation
wouldn't be in the crisis it is today. Since taxpayers began doling
out trillions in Great Society spending in the 1960s, crime has risen
500 percent.
The renegotiated bill still stresses gun control over harsher
penalties for using a gun in a crime. It doesn't provide any new
money to the courts and it could add billions to the national debt.

.4 ug. 19 — The Press-Enterprise, Riverside County, Calif., on
the crime bill:
Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O'Connor has chosen an apt
time ... to warn of a danger to the federal courts. ...
(She recently) said that the adding of crimes, which are already
offenses under state law, to the U.S. cod,is moving toward "federalizing" the crime problem.
She specifically mentioned the ... crime bill that would make

federal crimes out of spousal abuse and stalking, expand civil rights
to outlaw crimes of gender and sex abuse of children and would
require children at least 13 years of age to be tried in federal courts
for murder, robbery, assault and rape. ...
Adding more offenses may do to the federal courts what has
already been done to the state courts, and that can lead to the unintended leniency, through plea bargains and early releases, that so
offends the public but is necessary for the courts and prisons to
keep their heads above water.
President Clinton and the Congress have, in their zeal to fight
crime, added so many violations to the federal .code. that they may
inadvertently makethe
m
tturt -less
crime.
Aug. 22 — Omaha (Neb.) World-Herald on a verdict against
McDonald's:
A jury's verdict against McDonald's because its coffee was "too
hot" illustrates what is wrong with the American system of litigating product-related injuries.
A New Mexico woman sued the restaurant chain. While riding in
a car, she had removed the lid from a cup of McDonald's coffee
that she had placed between her legs. The coffee spilled, causing
what her attorney said were burns requiring SI0,000 in medical
treatment.
Perhaps the plaintiff was entitled to fair compensation for her
medical costs and lost time, although that's debatable. Whatever
happened to the idea of being accountable for our own misjudgments?
Justice is not served when people turn to the courts to deal with
every petty grievance. If people feel that fast-food coffee is too hot,
they should take up the matter with the restaurant, as customers
once did when the products or service didn't suit them. Or they
should take their business elsewhere.

No excuses genes?
Just where our pervasive failure
to develop an inner life is leading us
is evident in last week's Time
magazine cover story.
Titled "Infidelity: It May Be in
Our Genes," the article, excerpted
from a new book by Robert Wright,
examines the "emerging field" of
evolutionary psychology and presents studies that contend monogamy and faithfulness in marriage
are the exception, and adultery and
divorce arc "natural."
Wright asks us to accept this view
because we are supposedly -- on the
grand non-scale of things -- related
to birds. Because some birds are
found to be promiscuous, Wright
reasons, many humans are, too.
"It is to man's evolutionary advantage," says Wright, "to sow his
seeds far and wide." And what has
been the sociological impact of that
view? Fatherless children growing
up in undisciplined homes and the
evolution of crime into a serious
threat to the general welfare.
From birds, Wright moves on to
what might be called "gorillas in the
tyrst." He asks us to consider the
studies on the size of gorilla testicles. The bigger they arc, the more
likely male gorillas are to fall for
many female gorillas. From there
we move into "genetic legacy."
Take another primate, for example:
"Among baboons,the higher a male
ranks in the social hierarchy, the
more sex he has." Is that supposed to
explain the behavior of IFK, Gary
Hart and Bill Clinton?
Though the Time article does
have a sentence or two about morality and how it battles against

CAL'S THOUGHTS

Cal Thomas
Syndicated columnist
human nature, and Wright correctly
notes "we are not naturally moral
animals," he largely ignores the
need to infuse the "natural" person
with a Moral compass -- for our own
good.
"According to evolutionary psychology," he writes,"it is natural for
both men and women -- at some
time, under some circumstances -to commit adultery or to sour on a
mate . . • ."
It may be natural, which is why
we need something more than nature, perhaps something supernatural, to help us fulfill the marriage
vow "as long as we both shall live."
It is precisely because God made us

in His image and imbued us with a
soul that we are separate from the
animal kingdom and have value
above and beyond our "nearest
relatives." As moral beings, we
make choices and are responsible
(to God and to others) for those
choices. To say that our genes make
us do things is a more sophisticated,
but just as wrong, explanation for
human behavior as comedian Flip
Wilson's character Geraldine's:
"The devil made me do it."
If genes are responsible for those
who commit adultery, then how
long will it be before some evolutionary psychologist claims that
genes cause crime? If that were true,

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to'express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety
topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent Writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

or

we should empty the prisons, because how could the poor inmates
be held responsible for their actions?
If genes explain some bad behavior, why not all bad behavior? Why
stop with adultery? Let's ditch the
Ten Commandments on grounds
that God doesn't understand evolutionary psychology.
The really good news is that
many human beings have found
redemption from their lower nature
in the spiritual. Wright ignores this
dimension of humankind when he
writes, "At some point in our past,
genes that inclined a man to love his
offspring began to flourish at the
expense of genes that promoted
remoteness. The reason, presumably, is that changes in circumstance -- an upsurge in predators,
say, make it more likely that the
offspring of undevoted, unprotective fathers would perish."
I prefer a different explanation:
The introduction of Judaic-Christian faith, which revealed that humans were made in the image and
likeness of a personal God, Who
communicates His love and His
plan for their lives.
Even Wright has trouble making
his own case. He regularly uses the
word "design" when refering to
humans and the human mind. But a
design must have a designer -- a
figure Wright tries to exclude from
the equation.
If he wishes, Wright can believe
his nearest relative is downtown at
the zoo and that's why he like
bananas on his cereal. I'll settle for a
better explanation.
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Need Line needs more new items
Need Line is in need of special items for preparation of food
baskets for clients and for supplies for the school children. Pantry
items needed include cereal, crackers, macaroni and cheese, instant
potatoes, powdered milk, rice and canned fruit. School supplies
needed include clipboards, single subject spiral notebooks with wide
rule, broad washable markers, two pocket folders, large erasers, and
pointed school scissors. "Clients continue to need food baskets and
school supplies," said Kathie Gentry, executive director. These may
be taken to the Need Line office, located on the ground floor of
!Weaks Community Center.
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!Sesquicentennial

Chorus plans rehearsals

A Sesquicentennial Community Chorus, organized Sunday, will
Ihave its second rehearsal on Friday, Aug. 26, from 7 to 8 p.m. in the
meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. This is being
organized to sing for the Court House Square Heritage Celebration on
Saturday, Sept. 17. The chorus is open to all who would like to sing
choral music popular in Murray within the 150-year period. Any one
who would like to a part of this celebration be at the library on Friday.
Other practice dates will be Sept. 6, 8, 9, 12 and 16.
1Hospital retirees plan meeting
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I Retirees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital or any person who
'ever worked at the hospital will meet Monday, Aug. 29, at 6 p.m. at
Sirloin Stockade. All interested persons are invited. For more information call Nancy McClure, 492-8640, or Lottie Brandon, 753-3517.
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Singles (SOS) plans events
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Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have events on Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, Aug. 26, 27 and 28. The group will meet Friday
at 6:30 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce to go to Boot Scooters at Martin, Tenn. Saturday the group will meet at 10 a.m. at entrance to
Murray-Calloway County Park for dedication of the park trail, a yearlong project. On Sunday the SOS will split into two groups with one
to attend Hot August Blues at Kenlake State Resort Park and the other
to attend the special Indian Dancers ceremony at Wickliffe Mounds in
Ballard County. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support
and social group for single adults, whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. For more information call Jeanne, 753-0224, or
Linda, 437-4414.
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Single Too plans events
Single Too will have activities on Saturday and Monday, Aug. 27
and 29. Saturday the group will meet at JCPenney parking lot at 5:30
p.m. to go to Belew's to eat and then to the Hot August Blues Festival
at Kenlake State Park. On Monday, the group will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Pagliai's Restaurant. Det. Sgt. Ronald Wischart of Murray Police
Department will be the guest speaker. This is a support and social
group for all single men and women whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. For more information call 753-7663, 753-0251
or 753-8205.
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Murray Preschool has openings
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Murray Preschool Coop has openings for the four-year old class
which will meet mornings on Monday, Wednesday and Friday starting
Monday, Aug. 29. The preschool, with Sara Hussung as teacher, meets
at First Presbyterian Church, 16th and Main Streets, Murray. For
information call 753-2100 or 753-1000.
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Bogard Family Reunion on Aug. 27
Bogard Family Reunion will be Saturday, Aug. 27, from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank. A
, potluck meal will be served at noon. All family members and friends
are invited to attend.
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Hale reunion planned Aug. 28
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The descendants of Miley and Flois Hale will have a reunion on
Sunday, Aug. 28. The event will start at 3 p.m. with an early potluck
meal in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank. All
family members and friends are invited to attend.

Little League Football registration planned
Calloway County Football Little League will have registration and
issue of uniforms on Saturday, Aug. 27, at the Old Fieldhouse at Calloway County High School (east end of high school parking lot). The
charge ve#14-tke $30 per player. Registration for fifth grade will be from
8 to 10 a.m. and for fourth grade from 10 a.m. to noon.

Soccer registration scheduled
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Murray-Calloway County Soccer Fall 1994 registration will be
Saturday, Aug. 27, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., Sunday, Aug. 28, from 1 to
4 p.m., and Tuesday, Aug. 30, from 7 to 9 p.m. at the park office on
1Payne Street. Registration can also be done Monday, Aug. 29, through
Friday, Sept. 2, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the park office. Registration
will be completed Sept. 2 so teams can be drawn. This is open for
both boys and girls that will be between 6 and 14 years old by Aug. 1,
1994. For information call Bill France at 753-6524.

LIBRARY NEWS
By BEN GRAVES
lc Library Director
Aitoloscents don't
piclercnccs that

Lindsey Grogan and Double Dee Hustler

Grogan wins honors at
AJQHA show at Texas
Lindsey Grogan, AJQHA
national qualifier in barrel racing
and pole bending, participated in
the American Junior Quarter
Horse Association World Championship Show held Aug. 6-13 at
Fort Worth, Texas.
Grogan was the youngest participant in pole bending and barrel
racing which allows boys and
girls up to the age of 18 to vie for
the title of World Champion. She
competed with her American
Quarter Horse Double Dec Hustler, a 14-year old Palamino
gelding.
The first round of pole bending
began Aug. 8 with 66 entries.
The 15 fastest times advanced to
--the finals held Ang.-111-tiogan
was fourth after an impressive
first round of 20.7 seconds. In the
finals, Grogan was running second and leading until the 13th
horse ran. She did hang on to
second place and was named
Reserve World Champion in Pole
Bending. The pole class was
sponsored by the Mississippi
Quarter Horse Association which
presented Grogan with the
coveted championship buckle.
Kentucky Quarter Horse Association sent two barrel racers and
came home with two top 10
finishes out of 71 entries. Laurie
Williams of Benton won fourth
place and Lindsey Grogan got
10th place. Both girls were presented with various awards by
sponsor of the class, Paris
Wixon/Diamond C. Ranch of
Hope Hull, Ala.
The 1994 AJQHA World
Championship Show highlights
will air on "America's Horse,"
AQHA's monthly television special on the sports channel ESPN.
Air dates are tentatively schc-

duled for Sunday. Aug. 28, at 3
p.m., and Friday, Sept. 12, at
1:30 p.m. Viewers should check
local listings for broadcast dates
and times.
Grogan was one of the 1.704t
contestants that producers of the
program chose to follow and film
throughout the week.
Besides AJQH-A, Grogan is
also an active member of National Barrel Horse Association and
Kentucky Junior Rodeo
Association.
Other honors this year include
1994 Barrel Racing and Pole
Bending Champion of Kentucky
Junior Rodeo, and named the
1994 Reserve All-Around CowgiitTTTër sponsorsiiicicide -Thrnk
of Murray and red Oaks Bridles
to Britches.
Grogan is the eight-year-old
daughter of Kim and Gay Grogan
and is in the fourth grade at
Southwest Calloway Elementary
School.

cf

NEW
DIRECTIONS

have the
adults do.
'I he:, I! read almost anything in
the s:•.iis.h for their own tastes,
horror hellion being a particular
%Ronk'. the problem is that a lot
of adult horror fiction isn't at all
suited for middle school consumption. What we need are
hooks that will deliver chills
without causing nightmares.
That., where R.L. Stine comes
R 1.. Stine is the most popular
wurie person's author writing
I'd,'. , Popular with kids, I mean.
s writing two different series
.)1 books guaranteed to scare a
kids socks off. (Scary is relative.
\one of Stine's hooks are really
frightening in the way that some
adult fiction is.)
Fir..t there's aoosebumps.
Aimed at fourth through sixth
L!raders, they're only a little scary
with a lot of comic relief. Our
tic.% est title in the series is Return
..t he Mummy. (It's number 23
in the series.) The Fear Street
-cries is less funny and more
scary. It's latest title is 99 Fear
Street: The House of Evil.
Both series have met with Irerriendous success in your library.
We're buying hooks of both sets
and they circulate 'immediately.
i We liwrally haven't had to
an of them yet. The kids

pick them up off the carts as soon
as we check them in.) We'll continue to buy them since they rep
resent a good value in age appro.
prime literature in the hoiror
genre.
• • • •
Here's a children's txx)k on
hyperactivity. It's Shelly, the
Hyperactive Turtle by Deborah
M. Moss. Shelly's mother takes
him to the doctor to see why he's
so wiggly and jumpy inside. The
doctor explains ADD and tells
Shelly about the medicine that
ill help him be less jumpy.
If you know of a parent who
has a young child diagnosed with
ADD, this may be the book the)
need to help explain it to the
child. Look for it in the 618s
(that's Health and Wellness) in
the non-fiction section.
• • • •
The Friendship edition of Ideals magazine is in and it looks
great. I particularly liked the
essay on book collecting on page
51. As always, it's the: place to
look when you need a short piece
for a club program or just to read.
• • • •
Last for this week is the Couritry Home Rook of Herbs. This is
a 191-page eye popper. It's as
pretty a book as you've seen all
summer. If you garden, if you
cook, or if you're just interested
in herbs, you'll enjoy this one.
Highly recommended.

Dyslexia Screening Clinic is Saturday
NIAYFIELD - The Shedd
Dyslexia Foundation will fw
offering a Screening Clinic on
Saturday. Aug. 27, to help with
reading and attention deficit disorder (ADD) problems.
Students with dyslexia and
(ADD) are bright children. They
often have perceptual problems
which affect their reading or
comprehension.
However, this is not their
whole problem. They often have
problems with being organized.
paying attention and concentrating. Spelling and writing skills
are weak. Some have trouble with
reversing letters and numbers.
Some are overactive and distrac-

Someltmes they are inconsistent. (Me minute they are
doing well, and then they have
forgot.
ilic'SL.kiti Foundation offers
tabu Hg programs in different
In the programs,
one parent becomes involved by
helping tutor the students. Classes
hide L-I reading, social
skills training and a listerning
skills class.
The first step is to identify the
problem. This screening clinic
has teen set up to help parents in
the identification of their child's
problems. If a student qualifies,
bawd on the screening, then he
or she would he eligible for parti-

Storey's

Service Are
What To

Bel Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray

Expect From
Us.

cipation in a program in their
area.
To set up an appointment lot
screening or for information, call
Debbie Taylor, Admission's
Office, 1-502-247-81)07, at Shedd
Dyslexia Foundation, Mayfield.
Limited scholarship is available.

LOSE 10 LBS.
IN 3 DAYS!
All Natural T-LITE
with Chromium Picolinate
— Medicine Shoppe —
200

N

12th St. • Murray, KY

Quality Meat and
Personal

Food Giant
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FUNK & WAGNALLS
NEW ENCYCLOPEDIA
See Our Store Display For More Details
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Celestia Fuqua Skidniore of Ke%il and the late Danny Morton
of Bandana announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Danette Carol Morton, to Tony Linn Page, son of Mrs_
Martha B. Page and the late Hugh W. Page of Lone Oak.
M. Morton is the granddaughter of Mrs. Ruby Fuqua and the late
1.11_ F-uqua and of the late 011ie Belle and T.C. Morton, all of
Bandana.
Mr. Page is the grandson of the late Alva F. Bodkin of Bardwell,
Burn, Bodkin of Carlisle County, and the late Anna Mae Page and
Ermine Page of Lone Oak.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Western North Carolina Universit.sand is employed by Western Kentucky Regional Mental Health in
M Ur ra‘.
11 he groom-elect is a graduate of Murray State University. He is
wit enipioyed as an accountant with Page Bookkeeping and Tax Ser%Ike lki Murray.
'I he vows will be said in a private wedding on Saturday. Sept. 17,
at Kenlakc State Resort Park Hotel.
A reception will follow the wedding at 6:30 p.m. at the hotel.
All tclaiRes and friends are invited to attend the reception.
The couple will reside in Murray.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
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Morton-Page wedding
to be at Kenlake Hotel

••••

We are proud to announce
to Murray that we have a
full line of Elizabeth Arden,
and have since 1976.
We want to welcome all
Elizabeth Arden customers
to come by or call for
Elizabeth Arden.

• Hamburger Patties • Kabobs (Beef. Chicken 8 Pork)
• Thick Steaks• Thick Pork Chops
Plus Much More

(
Avoid The Holiday Rush—

0
9 990

America's
Best Value in
Encyclopedias

VOLUME 1

VOLUME 2 VOLUME 3-29

114 N. Market St.
West Court Square
Paris, Tennessee
901442-6744

With $5
Purchne

$599
EACH

FREE
2-Volume
Matching
DICTIONARN
With Vols. 33c3

VOLUME 1 IS ON SALE NOW!!

40"

Call your order In and we'll have it
ready for you at your convenience.

CALL t7t 753-MEAT

Olde Tyme Meat Shoppe
Dixieland Center On Chestnut St. • Murray
Mon.-FrI. 9-6 and Sat. 9-5
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- IF YOU LOVE
MOVIES...WE'VE
GOT A DEAL
FOR YOU!!

lt

▪ -..:A11,4 •

Introducing...
TV MOVIE MARQUEE

HBO • HBO2 • FLIX • ESPN2
American Movie Classics
Cartoon Network • Court TV
Country Music Television
Any Other Premium Channel
Choose from Snowtime, Disney. Cinemax or Encore)

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH at 300 South Johnny Robertson Rd., Murray, recently broke ground for a new
15,000 square foot Family Life Center and Education Facility. Architects are Gingles and Gingles of Nashville,
Tenn., and contractors are Cleaver Construction Company of Murray. Those serving on the Building Committee are Junior Turner, Ron Hubbard, Franklin Carroll, Bill Crick, Jimmy Felts, George Ligon and Larry Cherry.
The Rev. Glenn M. Orr, pastor, Is pictured right in foreground.

21 45

Month
For Only...
(2 Premium Channels - Reg $23 90)

WHAT A DEAL!!

753-5005
MURRAY CABLE VISION
TIMEW A•NUMI
C•IIIL•

•

Monday-Friday
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

11
V\A0114
11.

=,.•=•••=111m...

TODAY
The descendants of Odle Morris who died In 1976, and Mrs. Ola Morris who recently celebrated her 95th
birthday on Aug. 9 at Paris Manor Nursing Home, Paris, Tenn., held their third annual reunion, organized by
the grandchildren; in July at the home of Donnie Ray and Jane Morris, Paducah. The evening was spent in
picture taking, reminiscing, and the meal was grilled hamburgers and the trimmings. Those present were,
from left, back row, Doyce Morris, Kathleen Morris, Catherine Wicker, Pat Mitchell, Detta Mitchell, Hal Nance
Jr., Betty Johnson, Paul Johnson, Donnie Morris, Sue Darnell, Ralph Darnell, William Morris, Ron Wright,
Brent Morris, Shannon Mitchell, Jonathan Mitchell; middle row, Edith Morris, Angela Johns, Josh Morris,
Linda Wright, Jane Morris, Carolyn Morris, Benjamin Wright, Patrick Morris; front row, Jennifer Wright,
Heather Wright and Melissa Morris. Also present but not pictured are Bill and Mary Wicker, Kelli Bailey and
Benji Cruse.

IZZLIN'
UMMER

HOSPITAL JREPORTS
August Birthstone
Genuine Peridot
with Diamonds

1 Carat*
Filigree
Lace
Cluster

Solid Gold
Mickey
Ring

$499.

$24.99

Clear Not Cloudy
Diamonds
1 Carat*
!mond

1/4 Carat*
"Moonglow"
Cluster

Art

-adant

Dismissals and one expiration
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Tuesday, Aug. 23, have
been released as follows:
Dismissals
Mrs. Arletta Jo Lacey, Rt. 3, Box
370, Murray; Mrs. Tammy Seavers, At.
1, Box 132B, Murray; Boyd A. Clinard.
Rt. 1, Farmington;
Miss Norma Faye Jeffrey and baby
girl, P.O. Box 1222, Murray; Mrs.
y yB;Ellington, 1100 South 16th St.,
mauirsra
D

• • • •
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
Aug. 24, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Morgan baby girl, parents, Jennifer
and Joe, At. 7, Box 501, Mayfield.

Dismissals
Miss Belinda Jo Lane, Rt./ 1, Box
374, Dexter; Ken E. Breeding, 612
North Poplar St., Paris. Tenn.; Euclid
B. Conner, Rt. 4, Benton;
Mrs. Margaret B. Acree, P.O. Box
1334, Fulton; Darrell Lockhart, At. 8,
Box 863, Murray; Mrs. Martha Ann
Hutchens, At. 7, Box 546, Murray;
Brian P. McGregor, 1005A Northwood, Murray; Mrs. Blanche C. Titsworth, 1316 Olive Blvd., Murray; Harold C. Walls, At. 6, Box 305, Murray.

!II 490

Carat*
i)iamond

Expiration
Willie Allen Harris, 300 North Fifth
St4 • Murray.

Milton D. Donelson, At. 6, Box 229,
Murray; Mrs. Annie R. Peal, Rt. 1, Box
219, Hazel;
Mrs. Wilma Jo Brandon, 705 Fourth
Fourth St., Murray; Keith W. Holder,
Rt 2, Key Bottom Rd., Mayfield;
Wavel Osbron, Box 307, New
Concord;
Mrs. Denise Hendley and baby girl,
Rt. 3, Box 123, Mayfield; Mrs. Luelvia
Hastings, At. 2, Box 306, Springville,
Tenn.

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance.

Tennis

racelet

Ross Insurance Agency

Hendricks'family
reunion scheduled
at Hazel Sept. 5
The first ever Hendricks Family Reunion will be Monday, Sept.
5, Labor Day, at the Hazel Community Center, Hazel.
Those attending are asked to
bring old family photos and stories as well as a potluck dish and
their own beverages."We hope to
spend time getting reacquainted
or setting to know each other for
the frst time," a family member
said.
The following names are some
of the Hendricks' family descendants: Hunt, Paschall, Alexander,
Nixon, Turner, Overcast, Mooney, White, Dalton, Petty, Humphreys, Brandon, McClain, Reynolds, Key, Lemonds, Coats, Lassiter, Wilson, Henderson, Pryor,
Valentine, Jones, Newport, Provine, Marine, Walston, Gardner,
Hurt and Hooper.
For more information, please
send a self-addressed stamped
envelope to Joel H. Hutton, 5595
S. Neighbor Lane, Holladay,
call
84117 or
Utah
1-801-277-2236.

Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross

18" Solid Gold
Extra Wide
Herringbone
Chain or
Extra Wide
Rope
Chain

8
Diamond
Bridal
Trio

753-0489

600 Main St

odOICIIIM 111:1411314PIR
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199.
FREE Matching
Bracelet with Purchase

LIUBSCRIBE

ollingNills
urser

407
N. 12th. St.
Murray

$89.

753-1725

Red Hot Dollar Days
Are Ending Soon!
Come In Before August 31

$1.00
[

JEWELERS

Off][1

All Perennials

50 Off]

Pi(

Dwarf Spireas
All Sizes

eirer

Varieties

'The word
Chestnut Hills Shopping

1

a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 1:30
to 4:30 p.m.
Kappa Alpha Psi Block Party/8
p.m./front of Winslow Cafeteria, Murray State.
Currie Center Open HOU110/7
p.m.-midnight, Murray State.
Land Between the Lakes events
include Deer Up Close/10 a.m.,
Canine Communications/1 p.m.,
Eagles Up Close/2 p.m., Red Wolves/
Coyotes/3 p.m./Woodlands Nature
Center; A Mande for the Parlor/2-4
p.m./Homeplace-1850; Planetarium
Show/11 a.m., 1, 2 and 3 p.m./Golden
Center.
Pond
Visitor
Info/1-502-924-5602.

Creative Landscanina

Solid Gold
Hugs & Kisses
Bracelet

Thursday, Aug. 25
Murray City Counci1/7 p.m./City Hall.
Business After Hours of MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Comm•rc•/ 4 :3 0 - 6 :3 0
p.m./Sesquicentennial Store, Courtsquare, Murray.
Finance Committee of Pottertown
Fire Station No. 7/Wildcat One Stop
Store/7 p.m.
Parents of Sixth Grade students at
Murray Middle School interested in
joining band meet/7 p.m./band room of
school. Info/753-5125.
TOPS KY #469 meet/7 p.m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library.
Weigh-in/6-6.45 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County Park Last
Summer Fling/6-9 p.m./for all ages
Admission $1.
Pet Therapy/2 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
Chapter SO of Disabled American
Veterans/7 p.m./Legion Hall.
Men's Stag Night/5:30 p.m./Oaks
Country Club. Reservations/753-6454.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m/Sirloin
Stockade.
Breastfooding Class for Expectant
Parents/1-3 p.m./Calloway County
Health Center.
Compassionate Friends/7:30
p.m./Board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit/Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Christian Singles Group/7 p.m./at
800 North 20th St., Murray. Info/Joan,
759-1345, or Richard, 759-9994.
Murray Christian Fellowship
Bar-B-0/5 p.m.
Dexter Pentecostal Church service/7
p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day OuV9 a.m.and 3 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Narcotics Anonymous/7:30 p.m./St.
John Episcopal Church. Info/
753-0781.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,t
Paris. Info/Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p.m./Senior Citizens Center, Benton.
Murray High School Boys and Girls
Golf Teams host Lone Oak/3:30 p.m.
Computer Appreciation Days/7:30-9
a.m./Curris Center, Murray State.
Murray State Squares, fun take-off on
television series featuring MSU faculty
and staff/7 p.m./Elizabeth Hall
amphitheater.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 1:30
to 4:30 p.m. Admission free.
Mery Griffin Theater/3:45 and 6:45
p.m./across from Players Riverboat
Metropolis, Ill.
Casino,
Info/1-800-935-7700.
Land Between the Lakes events
include Planetarium Show/11 a.m., 1,
2 and 3 p.m./Golden Pond Visitor Center; What's for Dinner?/12:30
p.m./Homeplace-1850; Eyes of the
Night/1 p.m., Eagles Up Close/2 p.m.,
Wolves/Coyotes/3
Red
p.m./Wood-lands --Nature .Center•
Info/1-800-455-5897.
Friday, Aug. 26
Calloway County High School Lakers
host Murray High Tigers for football
game/7:30 p.m./Jack D. Rose
Stadium.
Friday Night Dinner/Murray Country
Club. Social hour/6:30 p.m.,
dinner/7:30 p.m. Info/753-6113 or
753-0430.
Parkinson's Support Group
meeting/2 p.m./private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100.
Murray High School Cheerleaders
host dance after Murray-Calloway football game.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citiens; activities.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities. Country
breakfast/8:30 a.m.
AA and Al-Anon open to
newcomers/8 p.m./American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple, Murray. Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Main Street Youth Center, 205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.
First Presbyterian Church events
include Korean Fellowship/7 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Mery Griffin Theater/3:45 and 6:45
p.m./across from Players Riverboat
Metropolis, Ill.
Casino,
Info/1-800-935-7700.
Sesquicentennial Shop on Murray
courtsquare/open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Country Dance/7:30 p.m./Hardin
Community Center.
Line Dancing for members only/8
p.m./Murray Moose Lodge.
Bingo sponsored by Shriners/7
p.m./National Guard Armory. Public
invited.
Bingo Play for Jonathon-Aurora
Action Group/7 p.m./Wishing Well.
Public invited.
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9

Center • 753-7695

* APPROXIMATE TOTAL WEIGHT •ILLUSTRATIONS ENLARGED TO SHOW DETAIL
**WITH APPROVED CREDIT
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Wranglers Riding Club
plans open horse show
Wranglers Riding Club will have its fifth open horse show of the
season on Saturday. Aug. 27.
The show will start at' 6 p.m. with payback of 80 percent. Admission will be $1 per person or 53 per car load. Children under 12 are
admitted free.
A concession stand will be available. Negative coggins are required.
The 23 classes will be Open lead line, Open Halter, Pony Pleasure
for 12 and under, Youth Western Pleasure for 16 and under, Country
Pleasure, Training Barrels, Pony Barrels 12 and under, Pee Wee Barrels for 7 and under, Ladies' Barrels, Junior Barrels for 8 to 12, Men's
Barrels, Youth Barrels for 13 to 16, Open Barrels, Youth Flag Race
for 16 and under, Open Flag Race, Open Rack, Open Western Pleasure, Training Poles, Youth Poles for 16 and under, Open Poles, Pony
Speed Race for 12 and under, One Barrel Speed, and Trail Class.
The club is located off Highway 94 East about 2:4 miles on Van
Cleave Road. For information call 753-1219, 753-0072 or 759-4408.

Waal

,
11,06

Myrtle Workman Jordan
The Darrell Ramsey family

Two members of Murray Woman's Club attended the Summer Workshop
of Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs held July 16 at Elizabethtown. They were Barbara Brandon, left, KFWC Presidents' Special Project Chairman of Women's Personal Safety, and Sue Allison, right,
KFWC International Affairs Chairman of Child Out Reach. Pictured center is Clara Austin, president of Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs, from Paducah.

Murray Lions Club President David Hill, left, recently presented a
plaque to Linda Richerson of Rudy's Restaurant, recognizing the
restaurant's catering service. "We appreciate the many years of excellent catering we have received from Rudy's," said Hill. The Murray
Lions Club meets every second and fourth Tuesday of each month at
the Murray Woman's Club House. Their meals are catered at each
meeting.

SERVICE NOTES
NAVY CHIEF PETTY
OFFICER GARY W. RAMSEY
recently retired from active duty
with the United States Navy after
20 years of service.
Ramsey most recently served
at Naval Air Station, Pensacola,
Fla.
He is the son of Mary E. Hensler of Almo.

York Rite Festival
will be Saturday
A One Day York Rite Festival
will be Saturday, Aug. 27, at the
Masonic Hall of Murray Lodge
No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons.
Work will begin at 8 a.m. Candidates should register at 7:30
a.m. and donuts and coffee will
be served at 7 a.m.
There will be cold sands sponsored by Rizpah Shrine Temple
following the work.
For further information contact
Glenn B. Brewer, Area I Coordinator, Royal Arch Masons, P.O.
Box 347, Calvert City, KY
42029, or call 1-502-395-5285.

Bernard House
plans open house
Bernard House, Rt. 7, Box
170-1, Mayfield, Coldwater community, will have an open house
for serious professionally minded
artists, sculptors, wood carvers,
Photographers, etc., on Saturday,
Aug. 27, at 1 p.m.
This is just a meeting to get
some creative people together.
The maximum possibility would
be the future development of a
co-op gallery or a networking
system.
For more information call Eve
Bernard at 489-2662.

Student Piano
Camp scheduled
Murray Music Teachers Association will sponsor a 1994
Piano camp for students between
the ages of 8 to 11 (or sixth
grade).
_ This will be on Saturday, Sept.
10, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. The
theme for this year's "Musicale
Internazionale" is music with an
international flavor.
Deadline for the camp is
Thursday, Sept. I. For more
information call Ellie Brown at
759-1389.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Melanie Walker

ferr

Birthday events held
for Myrtle W. Jordan

& Rita Hendley

First Assembly of God
plans for homecoming
The Darrell Ramsey family
will .be guests of _First Assembly
of God, Highway 94 East, for the
church homecoming 1994 on
Sunday, Aug. 28.
'The Rev. Ramsey will speak at
the 10:30 a.m. and 6- p.m.' worship services. His v.ife, Pattie,
will be- ministering in song.
Rey.'Ramsey IS a lhrmevpasror
of First Assembly and a graduate
of Murray State University. The
Ramseys now make their home in
Findlay, Ohio, and pastor the oldest Assembly of God in
existence.
Their son, Darrell Jr. has finished high school there and now
attends Evangel College, Springfield, Mo., under a full scholarship. Their daughter, Bethany,
attends Findlay High School.
Also among the guests will be
Recording Attist Melanie Walker

The Arts &
Humanities.
There's something
in it for you.

kkho is also a graduate of Murray
State University. She and her
husband, Gerald, make their
home in West Frankfort, Ill. She
has just finished cutting her latest
alhum, "Song of the Heart," and
has appeared many times on
Christian Television Station T.B.
\. She will also be ministering in
VIII77nr

tTh

CrYILL .

Ilosi pastor Jerry Hendlcy and
his +kite, Rita, and the congrega_lion invite the public to attend.
A cookout will be Saturday,
Aug. 27, at 5 p.m. at the church
to start the homecoming activities. Also a golf tournament will
he at 9 a.m. Saturday.

Mrs. Myrtle Workman Jordan
celebrated her 80th birthday on
July 3.
A surprise birthday reception
was held Sunday, July 3, from 2
to 4 p.m. at Temptations
Restaurant.
Mrs. Jordan had been told by
her daughter she was meeting
Jean Blankenship at the restaurant at 2 p.m. and when they
arrived family and friends were
there to greet Mrs. Jordan.
About 85 persons attended the
birthday reception.
The honoree is a resident of
Browns Grove. Her first husband,
Otis Workman, died in March
1958, and her second husband,
Merritt Jordan, died in January
1977. She continues to maintain
her own home and attends church
regularly at Antioch Church of
Christ. She recently made an
airplane trip to Philadelphia, Pa.,
to attend the wedding of her
grandson, Stephen Lockett.
On Saturday evening, July 2, a
family cookout was held at the
home of her granddaughter, Lisa
• -McDougal-, with'most of her faiuily members present.

Mrs. Jordan has one daughter,
Marian Lockett-Egan and husband, Douglass, Ardmore. Pa.;
and three sons, Tommy Dan
Workman and wife, Anna, Rt. 1,
Hazel. Max Workman and wife,
Carol. Lawrenceburg, and Eddie
Workman and wife, Linda, Rt. I,
Murray.
Her grandchildren are Phil and
Ella Reid Nasser and children,
Matthew, Allison and Pete, Los
Angeles, Calif.; Ricky and Jenniter Anglin, and Sarah Ledford
and daughter, Marion, Jasper,
Ga.. Nathan and Jessica Blair and
daughter, Laura Beth, New York,
George Matt and Erin Potts and
k- htldren, Christopher and
Michael, Denver, Colo.: Cindy
and Darrel Klenk and children,
Adam and Brian. York, Pa.: Steven Lockett and fiancee, Trish,
Ardmore, Pa.: Terry Workman
and sons, Jason and Jeremy. and
Jed and Karen Workman, Rt. 1,
Murray; Kelly Workman. Paris,
Tenn.; Russ Workman, Dallas,
Texas; Brian Stedl in, Lexington;
Terry and Lisa McDougal and
daughter, Lindsey, and Greg anr"
Shawn Workman, Rt. I. Murray.
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Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

Every Friday at 7 p.m.

$21300 Letter

WE'VE GOTCHA
COVERED!

H Jackpot!!!

• 14 Games — $100 Each

'500 Jackpot Each Week

•
AWNINGS-14MS
Pick and choose from many
colors and shapes
Designed to fit your business
or residential needs
104 S. 13th St. Murray. KY
502-753-8085 1-800-458-3993
Affiliated with Bill's Upholstery

• Letter "If' — 30 Numbers or Less Pays $2,300!
(Consolation Prize - $100)
• 3 Special Games — Double Bingo pays 60%, 75% and 90%

National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 North, Murray, Ky.

gRIORTS
BIGGEST SALE EVER
CONTINUES!
NOW GET
AN
ADDITIONAL

0
0
/0

OFF*

THE LOWEST TICKETED PRICE ON
EVERY SINGLE ITEM!

for Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday

MANY PRICES HAVE ALREADY BEEN REDUCED. NOW THE
CASHIERS WILL DEDUCT AN ADDITIONAL 60% OFF!

Ship Weekly & Save Money
\1-11 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sal. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
tiwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza
7;3-2180

MURRAY • PADUCAH
ALL SALES FINAL. CASH, CHECK. VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
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MSU committee to host year-long program
.

The Murray State University Hu- MSU International Film Program,
manistic Studies College Forum this film will be shown in the Curris
Committee is hosting a year-long Center Theater.
program, tided "Ordinary People:
--Oct. 11,"Who are We? Selfand
The Individual and the Holocaust," Identity," a lecture by Dr. Dan
to commemorate the 50th anniverMcAdams,chair of the program in
sary of the end of World War II and
human development and social
the liberation of the Nazi death policy at Northwestern University.
camps.
McAdams will explore the forma"As this anniversary approaches. tion of self identity and the role
we are faced with multiple holo- played by society, culture and the
causts throughout the world," said "other." The lecture will take place
Dr. William Schell Jr., professor in at 7:30 in the Curris Center Theater.
the Murray State history department
--Oct. 23-25, Tennessee Holoand forum chairman. "Genocide caust Commission Conference at
tears at the Balkans and Africa, and the University of Memphis Fogelthreatens to erupt again in Cambo- man Executive Center. The progdia, as ordinary people commit ram,"Memory and Denial: Resourhorrors and unspeakable acts to ces for Teaching the Holocaust
'cleanse' themselves of contamina- Across the Curriculum," includes a
tion by their neighbors.
showing of "Nasty Girl" and con"This year-lohg-program seeks to versations with Anna Rosmus
expok'what it is within us,ordinary (known as "The Nasty Girl").
people, that allows us to carry out Featured presenters include MiSue Davenport (second from left), a teacher at Southwest Elementary School In Calloway County, was among the
the most monstrous acts when we chael Berenbaum, Abraham Peck,
classroom teachers participation in a NASA workshop at Murray State University recently. Leading the workshop was
are relieved of personal responsi- Edward Alexander, Lawrence LanPatterson Biggs (right), an aerospace education specialist He is a member of the Aerospace Educational Services
bility by the social collective," ger and Robert Berger. Also on
Program, which Is designed to aquaint the education community, civic organizations and the general public with
Schell said. "The holocaust ma- those dates, the Tennessee HoloNASA's research and development activities. Prior to joining the program, Biggs taught science and industrial arts at
chine can only be stopped by indivi- caust Commission will offer a
the junior and senior high school level. Also pictured are (from left) Jay Morgan, Martin (Tenn.) Westview High
dual acts of conscience, which is workshop in Nashville for seconSchool; Cheryl Gilliam, grant assistant at MSU and an elementary school teacher; Belinda Lyles Marshall County;and
precisely the point of the move dary school teachers and education
Dianne Still, Caldwell County.
'Schindlees List.' But such acts are majors.
possible only if individuals of con--Dec. 1, "The Holocaust and
science survive and resist the brutal Aspects of the Human Spirit," a
mass ideologies of our century. All MSU faculty panel. The following
of us must confront the fact that the list of events have been scheduled
capacity for such evil lies within throughout the spring semester.
Provent Techniques Anyone Can Learn
us," he said.
--Jan. 26, "Ordinary Men," a
The state Department of Travel
Secretaries Will Love It,
The series ofevents is designed to lecture by Dr. Chris Browning,'
disbursed
Development
has
Professionals Need It, Salepersons Crave It,
challenge people to come to grips professor of history at Pacific
$800,000 to help regional and local
Students Shouldn't Be Without It
with the mentality of the oppressors Lutheran University at Tacoma,
tourism groups including $2,121.44
as well as the pain of their victims, based on his award-winning book
to the Murray Tourism Commission
to carry out marketing activities, Schell said. "If we do not, 'never which followed the lives of German
again' becomes a mere slogan by policemen recruited by the SS to be
state Tourism Secretary Crit Lual759-1610
1-800-733-6718
which we elevate ourselvesabove
len said today.
these
condemned by history for
The department's matching funds
their moral failure when confronted
program provided grants to 105
with life and death choices. For in
groups during the state fiscal year
the end, we are all ordinary people."
that ended in June.
The year-long program will inRecipientsincluded nine regional
clude the following scheduled
tourism organizations that received
By Dr. William Schell Jr.
events during the fall semester:
promotional
out
funds
to
carry
state
On
the 1 1 th of April, 1945,
Come...See Our New Store
--Sept.8 to Oct.9,"The Haunted
activities such as printing broAmerican
soldiers reached the Nazi
CARPETS by: Salem, Philadelphia, Aladdin, Ciboney Mills
Imagination: New Holocaust Im- death camp of Buchenwald just
chures, conducting advertising
HARDWOOD by: Bruce. TILE & VINYL
ages by Gyorgy Kadar" in the Curris ahead of the SS troops dispatched
campaigns and attending travel
Center Gallery. This new series of with orders to murder all remaining
shows.Regional grants ranged from
Over 25 Years Installation Experience
klurrlY
drawings document Kadaes grue- captives.
"Si
543,000 to $66,000.
We Stand Behind Our Work.
0
The amounts vary because some some odyssey through five Nazi
After liberation, American troops
K rocre'a
Sales & Installation • 753-7728
groups choose to conduct more concentration camps from June found some inmates still alive
11•201, KY
regional promotions than did others, 1944 until his liberation at Buchen- among the bodies waiting incineraaccording .to Travel Development wald in 1945. Kadar speaks of his tion. Gyorgy Kadar, was among
Come and Follow Me To
Commissioner Bob Stewart. The return to the subject of the holocaust them. Unconscious, half dead of
...41t.c_Priwides R0 percent funding, in. b is.nrr,, .-2-Excn-414ough-th4S--werk--- ye I .1 I III
0
with the balance coming from the depresses me more than I can say,it only 77 pounds. So weak that he
is my duty to testify to the horrors of could not walk or speak, Kadar was
regional association.
The matching funds program also the holocaust in my drawings so that hospitalized for a year.
underwrites some local tourism
During his hospitalization, Kadar
it should never happen again."
Highlights
percent
promotions
with
up
to
a
50
a
former
commercial artist, began
--Oct.
7-8,
"The
Tin
Drum"
by
Thurs.,Aug.25 - Baby, Youth & Little
state share. Applications are re- Volker Schlondorff (Germany, his first cycle of 57 holocaust
Mister & Miss River Days Contests
viewed by local committees com- 1973). The film is about three- drawings. While imprisoned,he had
Fri., Aug.26 - Miss River Days Pageant,
prising tourism and other civic year-old Oscar who protests the
made sketches of death and life in
Gospel Concert
leaders, with final decisions being brutality of the Third Reich by the camp,although he was forced to
Sat., Aug. 27 - Parade, Newlywed Game,
made by the Travel Development refusing to grow up,beating out his destroy them, fearing he would be
DeparUnent.
Junior Miss River Days Pageant, Talent
killed if they were found.
anger on his tin drum. Hosted by the
In the hospital, he redrew them
Show,Pet Show,Street Dance Featuring
from memory as catharsis and testiLive Country-Western Band, Street Games
mony. In 1988, the collection was
Food Booths, Carnival Rides 8c Booths and
acquired by Vanderbilt University
Country-Western Dancing will be held all
with support from the Endowment
three days.
Fund of the Jewish Federation in
Booth Rental Applications now being
Nashville as the core of its Holotaken - Call Pam Brown at
caust Art Collection.
Kadar was the honored guest for
(502)822-4414.
the first showing of his work since
For Genera! Information
1947. On that occasion Kadar said,
Call either Pam Brown at the above
"There are so few of us who are still
number or Connie Coomes at
alive...who personally experienced
(502)822-4241 or(502)822-9309
On the Campus of MSU • I 5th & Olive Blvd
those horrors. This fact has moved

MEMORY AT THE SPEED
OF SIGHT

Tourism groups
given state funds

MEMORY DYNAMICS

executioners in occupied eastern
Europe. A study of the banality of
evil, this lecture 4411 be held at 7:30
in MSU's Curd Auditorium.
--Feb. 24,"Triumph of the Will,"
Leni Riefenstahl's compelling film
of Hitler's 1936 Nuremberg rally, a
masterpiece of Nazi propaganda.
Sponsored by the MSU International Film Program,the film will be
shown in the Curris Center theater.
--Feb. 26,"The Wonderful, Horrible Life of Leni Riefenstahl,"
details her rise from actress to film
maker, the Nazi propagandist who
did it all for art In addition to
"Triumph of the Will," she is known
for "Olympia," her epic of the 1938
games. This film is hosted by the
Paducah Film Society at the Market
House Theater, 141 Kentucky Avenue.
--March 1,"The Nature of Fascism," a lecture by Stanley G.Payne,
Hilldale-Jaume Vicens Vives professor of history at the University of
Wisconsin at Madison, whose recent book,"Fascism," is on its way
to becoming a classic, according to
Schell. The lecture will be held in
the curris Center theater at7:30 p.m.
--April 10-14, daily showings of
"Schindler's List" for interdisciplinary course (IDC 102/152) students
and the general public in room 208
of Faculty Hall. All IDC instructors
are encouraged to make this a
requirement built into their course,
Schell said.
--April 18,"Many Holocausts," a
MSU faculty panel. Genocide and
history, ethnic cleansing and other
relevant topics.

Kadar exhibition to be on
display at Murray State

TiCttigilt`s
CCVERAING
CARPET'
IFICCR

—Uniontown
River Days 1994

See One OfUs
For A Homethan

me to start working on a new series,
which lam now unable to stop,even
though it depresses me more than 1
could say. It is my duty to testify to
the horrors of the holocaust in my
drawings. I experienced them, I am
a witness.This is my way offighting
against such evil so that it should
never happen again."
Thus he created another 16 drawings. Kadar's second holocaust
suite, titled "The Haunted
tion,New imakesiiithe holocaust,'
will on exhibit in the Murray State
University Curris Center Gallery
from Sept. 7 through Oct. 9.
Kadar was born in Budapest into
a secular Jewish family. As a young
man, he fled to Paris to study art
when the fascists came to power. In
1938 he was arrested and deported
to Hungary as an illegal alien. In
1941 he was taken when the Hungarian government rounded up Jews
for compulsory labor service. After
the Germans occupied Hungary in
1944,cars carrying Kadar and other
labor conscripts were accidentally
attached to the train carrying German Jewish deportees to Auschwitz. This began ICadar's gruesome odyssey through five of the
most infamous Nazi death camps.
In creating the art that depicts his
experience, Kadar consciously limited himself to pitt-crayon,charcoal
and other mediums he had used to
create his clandestine art in the
camps in order to evoke that dark,
monochromatic,
claustrophobic
world.
The Kadar exhibition begins a
year-long program at Murray State
University to commemorate the
50th anniversary of the end of
World War II and the liberation of
the Nazi death camps.

BIKE TREK TO
SHAKERTOWN
October1,2,& 3,1994

innovativc financing and personal service are the hallmarks of United

Commonwealth Bank. That was our philosophywhen we opened the bank in
Murray and it continues to be our committment as we begin construction on
our new building to better serve you. Stop in today and talk to us about the
financing of your next home. Together we can make good things happen!

UNITED
COMMONWEALTH BANK
A Federal Savings Bank

I 300 Johnson Boulevard. Murray. KY 42071, 502-759-9443
Member FDIC
'00
11•IDER

Together It's Possible!
0

LEUT TO RIGHT:

John Nbc, Amy Futtril
andJohn Peck

• Cycle at your own
pace
• Enjoy the scenic
beauty of Kentucky
backroads
• Visit historic
Shakertown
October 1-3,1994
AMERICAN
LUNG
I
:ASSOCIATION.
olKerwri,r

Louisville
(502) 363-2652
or
Toll Free
(800)LUNG-USA
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Playhouse in the Park will be
holding auditions for the Neil Simon comedy,Barefoot in the Park
on Monday and Tuesday, Aug. 2930 at 7 p.m. at the Playhouse. Skip
Hamra will be directing.
"I'm really looking forward to
doing a comedy," Hamra said. "I've
always loved Barefoot in the Park
and I hope all of the talented actors
we have in this area will show up for
auditions.
There are six characters in the
play -- two women and four men.
The two leads are Cone and Paul
Bratter
newlyweds who are
twenty something.
Paul Brauer, a conservative
young lawyer and his free-spirited
wife, Cone, move into their first
apartment which is six wheezing
flights up and too small fora double
bed. The problems with their apart-
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Murray's Playhouse in the Park is
looking for a few good leaders.
The 17-year old arts organization
will elect new membersfor its board
of directors in October and is asking
the community to make some suggestions.
"We need good leaders as well as
folks with an interest in theatre and
arts education," said Dr. Robert
Pcrvine,former board president and
chairman of the 1994 leadership
development committee. Board
members serve a two-year term and
may be re-elected. There are usually
15 elected members of the board.
The Playhouse board meets once
monthly, but each member serves
on at least one committee of the
board. Committees may meet more
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ment, their neighbors and their
marriage make for a hilarious evening of entertainment suitable for the
entire family.
The other main roles are Cone's
mother, Mrs. Banks and an older
gentlemen, Victor Velasco which is
a neighbor of Cone and Paul. Two
small but very funny parts for men
round out the cast.
"We encourage everyone to come
out to auditions," says Lana Bell,
Executive Director of the Playhouse,"Even if you have no experience,community theatre is the place
to gain that experience and auditions are always a lot of fun at the
Playhouse -- very relaxed and unpressured."
Barefoot in the Park will be
presented Oct. 14-16 and 21-23. For
more information, call the Playhouse at 759-1752.

Harvey Arctic's "Plain, Plain, Plain, Plain"

Murray artists' work in
contemporary exhibit
Four landscapes painted on an
unusual surface -- ceramic toilet
tank lids-- by Harvey Arche of the
Murray State University Art Department; and an oil-on-canvas
still life by artist Dick Dougherty
of Murray were selected for inclusion in the fourth Red Clay
Survey, a major exhibition of
contemporary Southern an organized every two years by the Huntsville Museum of Art & the Huntsville Art League. The show
opened Aug. 28,at the museum in
the Von Baun Civic Center in
downtown Huntsville, Alabama,
and will be on view there through
Oct. 9. Admission is free.
The Red Clay Survey solicits
entries from ten Southern states in
search of the best visual art in the
region. A juror from outside the
region is invited to make preliminary selections from slide entries
and then review the work in
person for a final cut.This year the
Red Clay Survey attracted more
entries than ever before. Juror
Harold Gregor, a nationally rec-
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frequently. They are responsible for
supporting the professional staff in
areas such as fundraising, volunteer
recruitment, programming, educational planning, and public relations.
Anyone who has volunteered,
performed or contributed to Playhouse in the Park during the past
year is eligible to the board of
directors. The election will take
place at the annual membership
meeting on Oct. 11.
If you or someone you know is
interested in serving on the Board of
Directors, you may submit the name
by writing to Dr. Robert Pervine,
Playhouse in the Park, P.O. Box
952, Murray, Ky.

ognized Illinois artist and art professor, viewed approximately
1,800 slides to select the 77-piece
show. The result is an exciting.
eclectic exhibition with something for everyone -- from a tenfoot-high clay figure to a tiny oil
painting of three birds.
Visitors to the 1994 Red Clay
Survey will view 17 works from
Alabama, 14 from Florida, 16
from Georgia, and 13 from Tennessee. In addition to "Plain,
Plain, Plain, Plain" by Arche,and
"Three Drapes and Vase" by
Doughtery, works by Ann Anderson and Gaeta Erwin of Louisville, Bob Levy of Lexington,and
Koehne of Hopkinsville represent
Kentucky. Artists from Louisiana,
Mississippi, North Carolina, and
South Carolina are also participants. Two-dimensional work -including some fascinating photographs -- predominates, with several sculptures and works of fine
craft rounding out the show,
which occupies the museum's two
main galleries.

Dick Dougherty's "Three Drapes & Vase"
Every museum visitor is encour
aged to cast a vote for his or her
favorite Red Clay work at any
time during the first four weeks of
the exhibition, up to and including
the weekend of Huntsville's annual outdoor musical festival, Big
Spring Jam--Sept. 23,24,and 25-during which time the museum
will be open and accessible to
visitors from noon until 6 p.m.
These votes will determine the
"People's Choice" award, a traditional aspect of the Red Clay
Survey.

WEEKEND SPECIAL

MCMA membership drive continues
Murray Civic Music Association's membership drive for the
1994-95 season begins Aug.28 and
continues until Sept. 2.
MCMA volunteers are reminded
to attend a volunteer orientation at
the Calloway County Public Library
Aug. 28 from 5 to 6 p.m.
The Saturday Brass Quintet performs Nov. 19 at 8 p.m. as the
second offering of the upcoming
MCMA season. A children's concert -"Especially For Youth" will
also be presented.

As winner of the 1990 Walter W.
Naumburg Chamber Music Award,
the Quintet remains the only such
ensemble to win this coveted award
in 17 years. Called the "Class of the
Brass" by The Washington Post, the
Saturday Brass Quintet has also
won top prizes at the Fischoff,
Mendez and Artist International
competitions.
Heard annually by over a quarter
of a million listeners through its
concerts, recordings, radio broadcasts and educational programs, the
SBQ offers a repertoire rich in

diversity.
In addition to playing a host of
Renaissance, Baroque and classic
brass favorites, the SBQ is on the
cutting edge of contemporary brass
music, having commissioned and
premiered more than a dozen new
works.
Members have the opportunity to
attend an outstanding concert series
including: Marian McPartIcand
Trio, Saturday Brass Quintet, For a
Song,and the Louisville Orchestra.
MCMA membersalso receive the
benefit of reciprocity with several

Local playwrights prepare for annual festival
The West Kentucky Playwrights
seventh season at Murray's Playhouse in the Park kicks off Aug. 29
with a meeting at 7 p.m.
Anyone interested in writing,
directing,acting or participating in a
festival of new plays in April 1995,
is invited to attend. There is no fee.
Starting Aug. 29, the grourwill
meet every other Monday until Dec.
19,to read the works-in-progress of

begins a
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orate the
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Calloway native has
work on display in
Louisville gallery
An exhibit of Eve Bernard's art
work is currently on display at the
Brownsboro Gallery in Louisville.
A Calloway County native, Bernard's watercolors depict idealistic
scenes of country farmhouses and
meadows.
A review in the Louisville Executive Observer by Nickole Brown
found "Eve" to be "the most intriguing work" in the 27 piece exhibit.
Bernard's studies also focus on
songbirds, farm animals, flowers
and berries.
Brown found Bernard's work
contains "intrinsic detail."
The exhibit continues through
Aug. 27 at the Brownsboro Gallery

94
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writers who want to see their plays
presented as pan of the seventh
Annual West Kentucky Playwrights
Festival.
At each meeting, plays under
development receive a "cold" reading.
The reactions the playwright receives from the group and the
dramaturg help guide revisions and
re-writes. Plays are selected for
presentation in the April festival by
Playhouse in the Park's programming committee.
Playwrights who want to submit

plays for the festival must attend at
least two Monday night meetings.
Other sessions are scheduled for
Sept. 12 and 26, Oct. 10 and 24,
Nov. 7 and 21 and Dec. 5 and 19.
Since 1989, the West Kentucky
Playwrights Festival has produced
46 new plays by 23 playwrights
from a number of west Kentucky
and west Tennessee counties. Some
of the plays have been published
and performed in community and
professional theaters around Kentucky and elsewhere across the
country.

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE

Free guided tours of this stimulating show for groups of eight or
more can be booked by calling the
museum at 205-535-4350. Or visitors may enjoy the exhibition on
their own during public hours: 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday through
Thursday; 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday; and 1 to 5 p.m. Sunday.
Major funding for the 1991 Red
Clay Survey was provided by the
Kroger Co. Add itonal suppport
was contributed by ComcastHuntsville and the Bravo Cable
Network. The Spencer Companies
donated promotional support.

8

regional associations as part of their
membership including the Paducah
Community Concerts, Community
Concert Association of Union City/
Obion County, and Carbondale's
Concert Series. MCMA Memberships are available from MCMA
volunteers or by calling 753-3257.

Rental
Movies $10

(All Titles Included)

(Pick-up Friday & Return Monday)

200 E. Main

753-8201

BACK TO COLLEGE

SUBSCRIPTION SPECIALS!,
Keep Your
College Student
Updated About
What's
Happening
Around
Calloway Co.!
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• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates
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Holland Motor Sales
Last Main St.
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•City & County Coverage
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•Life •Blue Cross •Retirement
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New program to find owners

CONTRACT BRIDGE

EARN
6.00%

Solution to a Quandary

MONTHLY INTEREST
CHECKS NOW AVAILABLE!!!
TAX-DEFERRED
KATE GIAIRAS•FEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY St RRENDER
CHARGES APPLY

FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS
Also Available As I.R.A.

Ili 753.4703
Bob
Cornelison

North dealer.
Both sides vulnerablu
NORTH
•A 62
•AKQ
A K 63
Q 10
EAST
WEST
•QJ 1093
.5
V—
•J 5 4
• 10 98 2
• QJ
+763
•AKJ98542
SOUTH
•K 87 4
•1098 7632
•5 4
d• —
The bidding
South V.'est
North East
Pass
4V
4
1•
6
Opening lead — queen of spades.
Readers who enjoy solving
double-dummy problems are invited
to test their skill on this hand,which
has a neat and instructive twist.(A
double-dummy problem is one where
you are permitted to look at all four
hands while trying to find the solution.)
South is in six hearts and West

I VOLUNTEER
A
1-800-LUNG-US
Lus•G Assocumors.
AMEIJCAM

New Permanent Location
North 12th • Boone's Laund.-y
Tues.-Fri serving lea-2:30p

- CABOOSE SPECIAL)
(
Buy 2 Hot Dogs & Receive
a Free Drink

OR
25' Ott on Polish Sausage
Coupon must accompany order E•pres 83T 94
tip......smampambaanad

leads a spade.The contract would be
easy to make if the trumps were
divided 2-1, or if the spades or diamon& were divicied 3-3. Buta glance
at the East-West cards reveals that
none of these conditions exists. So
the problem is to make six hearts
despite the unlucky distribution of
the adverse cards.
Here is the solution: Declarer
wins the spade lead with the king,
enters dummy with a trump and
plays the queen ofclubs. When East
covers with the king,South discards
a diamond!
Assume East continues with a
club. South ruffs and leads a diamond to the king. He next trumps a
low diamond and cashes the A-K of
hearts, eliminating West's trumps.
Declarer discardsoneofhisspade
losers on the diamond ace and then
ruffs another diamond,establishing
dummy's seven as a trick. The ace of
spades provides the entry card to
dummy that permits South to discard his other spade loser and make
the contract.
Actually, this is about as good a
way to play the hand as South has,
even if the opponents'cards are unknown.
It is, of course, unusual for declarer to give up a club trick when no
loser exists in that suit. But it permits the slam to be made if the
diamond suit is divided 3-3 or 4-2,
regardlessof which defender has the
greater diamond length.
Ifaclub trick is notrelinquished,
the contract cannot be made. The
unusual character of a play should
never be allowed to stand in the way
of fulfillment of a contract.

SUBSCRIBE

State Treasurer Frances Jones
Mills is introducing a new and
comprehensive program to find
owners of unclaimed property
which has escheated to the State
Treasury,and to get companies that
hold property to report.
The Unclaimed Property Section
was transferred from the Revenue
Cabinet to the State Treasure's office this spring. Since that time, the
Treasury has begun taking very
aggressive action to locate properties which should be turned over to
the state, and then, to find the
rightful owners of those properties.

Investigators will use every resource available to locate owners or
heirs.
"Can you imagine how exciting it
would be to have someone from the
Treasury knock on you door to tell
you that you are the owner of
property from a distant relative that
was turned over to the state?" said
Treasurer Mills at a recent meeting.
"You may be richer than you
thnk."
"We are distributing information
throughout the state telling how the
people of Kentucky can inquire
about property that may be held in

their names," said Treasurer Mills.
'1 urge people in all areasof the state
to keep an eye out for this information and participate by calIng 1800-465-4722 to find out if they
have property."
The Treasurer plans to expand
the program to improve the reporting of properties to the state.
"We plan to have auditors scouring the state in search of dormant
funds and other unclaimed properties," said Mills. "So far this year, a
record $10,500,000 has been reported to the Treasury, but there's
more out there."

Dancers to perform at Wickliffe Mounds
On Aug. 27 and 28, Wickliffe
Mounds Research Center will host
the First Nation Dancers,a group of
Native Americans devoted to teaching the public about their dances,
stories, and culture.
Organized performances will
take place at Ila.m.and 3 p.m.each
day. Throughout the day group
members will be teaching and talking with visitors on a more informal
basis.
Members of First Nation Dancers
are from several tribes, and will be
performing and explaining dances
and stories from various traditions.
By presenting the customs of different peoples the group not only
entertains, but helps the audience
understand the richness and diversity of North American cultures.
"Last year a few members of the
group visited us and did some small

performances with tape-recorded
music." said Wickliffe Mounds assistant director Rei Engen.
"Everyone enjoyed it so much we
decided to try again on a larger
scale." Thanks in part to a Kentucky
Humanities Council grant awarded
to help performers with their travel
expenses,there will be several more
dancers as well as music provided
by live drummers."The dancers say
a live drum changes a performance," Engen adds. "If you come
and ask them why its important,I'm
sure they'd be happy to tell you!"
In addition to the dancers, there
will also be some visiting craftspeople with items for sale. Like the

dancers,they are Native Americans,
and they make the items they sell
themselves. Some of them may be
demonstrating beadwork or their
crafts throughout the day.
Wickliffe Mounds is located on
U.S. Hwy.51/60/62,four miles east
of the Kentucky/Illinois border. It is
open from 9 a.m.to 4:30 p.m. daily.
March through November. Admission is $3.50 for adults, $3.25 for
senior citizens, $2.50 for ages five
through eleven, and free for children under six. Group discounts are
available by prior arrangement.
For more information call the
Wickliffe Mounds Research Center
at 502-335-3681.
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T. Dwane Tucker (right) of Paducalx_regional manager for BellSouth
Telecommunications, presents a check to Chuck Ward, Murray State
University's director of development and alumni affairs,for the new Regional
Special Events Center. The multi-purpose special events facility will be built
on the MSU campus and is designed to enhance tourism, as well as promote
economic development prospects in the region, Ward said. In the past three
years, South Central Bell has demonstrated its commitment to Murray State
by supporting the special events economic development project and other
academic programs with over $22,000 In corporate gifts. This giving is In
addition to extensive corporate gift-in-kind support for the development of an
educational telecommunications network established at MSU.

FRIDAY. AUGUST 26, 1994
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on sour .)vs n
17)48. Your phone compmy will bill you 99
date of birth. call 1-90()-9fig-;
cents a minute.)
N IRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221: You
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! INTHE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: .are susceptible to pressure from
Although loved ones problems will your friends today. Be prudent if
sometimes infringe on your work asked to lend money. You need to
hours, you will make considerable broaden your' social horizons. Work
headway in business and finance. at it!
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22o: Take
Guard against the high-pressure tactics used and advocated by others. a short break from work and go
Romance is Ike's! Do what you can shopping. The change of scenery
to strengthen a marital relationship. will give you a fresh outlook. Do
An opportunity to travel arises early your best to adjust to a confusing
in 1995. Combine business with family situation. You cannot change
pleasure. New investments are it by yourself.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nos. 211:
favored next May and June.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON Handle a restless mood in a mature
THIS DATE: actor Macaulay way. Much can be gained if on
Culkin. singer Valerie Simpson. avoid acting on impulse. Work assobandleader Bradford Marsalis. ciates are cooperatise but not energetic. Point out that teamwork w ill
actress Jan Clayton.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): improve the bottom line.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 -Det
Employment problems may disrupt
your schedule today. Be patient. but 21i: Self-improvement course,
stand your ground on matters of enjoy favorable influences. Devote
principle. Co-workers may: be in a more time and attention to intellectual pursuits. A professional offers
difficult mood.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): you valuable advice. Strive to stay
There is greater emphasis on inde- within your budget. Harnessing your
pendence and mobility now. A vivid imagination to practical
younger person could have the last endeavors produces spectacular
word when an important decision is results.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
made. Ride with the tide. Family life
19): Your common sense comes'to
holds special appeal this weekend.
GEMINI i May 21 -June 20): the fore today. A more selective
You could get in over your head if approach to romance will brighten
you oversell an idea this afternoon. your social life. A cooperative effort
Emphasize practical aspects. Using begins paying off handsomely at
up too many of your resources work.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.
would he a mistake. Romance has
Negotiating a real estate deal will he
its ups and downs.
CANCER (June 2I-July 22): A easier if you wait until conditions
confidential tip could prove very are more favorable. You could
lucrative. Keep it to yourself! A nets encounter both dishonest people and
fashion trend gives you a clever deceptive documents if you push
business idea. Give a key partner- ahead right now. Cut certain ties.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): A
ship extra attention.
I.F:0 (July 23-Aug. 221: Avoid combination of hard work and outany open conflicts, even if it means side influences will give your career
giving up a project. Current aspects or business interests a welcome
stress the importance of complete boost. Adopt a more practical
financial cooperation. You can approach to money matters. Home
expect to make real headway with a ownership becomes a to priority
for a married couple.
long-tenn business venture.
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TODAY'S CHILDREN: Jokingly accused of having "filing cabinet
minds.- these intellectual and well-read Virgo% 'ill always have plenty of
facts and figures at their disposal. Count on them to be formidable opponents in debates or arguments. Although these Virgos'somelimes have trouble showing affection, they are marshmallows at heart —especially where
children are concerned.
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'Quality That Will Please"
612 S. 9th St.

$ $ SAVE MONEY $ $
Why Pay More tor a Monthly Pest Control Service
on your home when we can oiler you a quarterly
service for IC25.00every three months luny guaranteed77
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WE ALSO OFFER:
-FREE Termite inspections
-Complete Underneath Structural Repairs
-Moisture Barriers
-Automatic Temp-Vents Installed

Woodmen lo ges donate
equipment to schools,
orphanages, parks and other
community organizations.

CALL TODAY AND SAVE

Tim Scruggs, FIC
Woodmen Bldg.
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3rd & Maple, Murray
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TERMITE 8 PEST CONTROL CO.
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Manager - John Hutching
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Make Service Calls
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"This will be the last time for us seniors to
dress out and go head-up against Murray.
This will be our only chance to beat them and
give us a 2-2 record against them during our
four years here.''

1300 N. 12th St

753-4424

Jody Kelso
(Laker senior)
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"The kids have worked hard to get ready for,
this game, and they get motivated to play Murray in the first game. You don't know how they
will respond, though, and that's the negative.

"Quality Service at Competitive Prices"
South 12th • Murray • Monk Stallone, Mgr. • 75$-11115
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SPORTS
Tigers, Lakers ready to knock heads
Tigers gunning for third straight;
Lakers hope to close series' gap
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
There won't be any playoff implications
involved, no district standings or championships on the line, but when Murray and Calloskay County line up on the football field Friday night, the mere thought of knocking the
guy across the line of scrimmage on his rear
end — and hitting someone besides a teammate — should provide plenty of motivation
for both teams.
Friday's game, set for 7:30 p.m. at Calloway's Jack D. Rose Stadium, will be the 15th
installment of the series, which Murray leads

BERNARD KANEtedger 8 Times photo

Calloway's Tyler Bohannon would like to narrow Murray's series lead to 8-7 Friday night.

Murray won the first six games of the
series, followed by six straight Calloway victories, the last coming in 1991, a 19-14
triumph. Murray has since taken the last two
games, 17-6 in 1992 and 27-7 last year.
Last season's encounter was moved from
the last game of the year to the first in order
to avoid potential bad weather and to start
froth teams out on an even keel.
"Both teams get to start the year off fresh,
and making this the first game of the year is a
lot better for both teams," Murray coach Rick
Fisher said. "You also get a better crowd
moving it to the first game of the year.
-Another reason we moved it was because

in years past, we were getting ready to end
the season and we always had to go into the
playoffs with the Calloway County game
ahead of us," Fisher said. "I think it will work
out better this way because there will be better enthusiasm."
Calloway County coach Billy Mitchell said
that while the Lakers had more success when
the game was played on the last Friday night
of the regular season, the move was probably
for the best.
"The kids have worked hard to get ready
for this game, and they get motivated to play
Murray in the first game," he said. "You don't
know how they will respond, though, and
that's the negative.
"It's not a district game, but it means a
whole lot to the kids, and having a big crowd
is the main advantage to moving it up,"
Mitchell said.
Fisher also stressed that no matter how
important the game may be to some members
of the community, it doesn't rank quite as
high as the teams' distrio schedules.
"This is a crucial game, but the district
games are what get you into the playoffs," he
said. "Both teams hope to win this game, but
we both need to think about what we want to
do in the districts."
• See Page 13

BERNARD KANE/Ledger 8 Times photo

Murray's Adam Blalock hopes his Tigers have a 9-6 series lead after
Friday night's game at Calloway County.

Baseball strike talks haven't changed a thing
By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Talking
isn't changing anything for basehall players and owners.
With the strike in its 14th day,
it still seems there's little chance
of an agreement any time soon.
"Maybe one of these days,
we'll be able to report some
progress," union head Donald
Fehr said Wednesday after talks
resumed for the first time since
the strike began Aug. 12. "That
day is not today."
Twelve management representatives and 21 players faced each

other across a bargaining table in
a room that, including all the
lawyers, contained 55 people.
The pair of two-hour sessions
consisted of speeches, not give
and take.
Talks were to resume today,
with management negotiator
Richard Ravitch continuing to
argue for a salary cap.
"We did not really get to the
issue of cost certainty," Ravitch
said, adding: "I don't think you
can expect any instant change in
this."
As the number of -canceled
games reached 169, players

Maybe one of these days, we'll be able to
report some progress. That day is not today."
Donald Fehr
(Baseball players union head)

released a report by Stanford economics professor Roger Noll,
who examined baseball finances
for the union and concluded "the
claim of widespread disaster in
the sport is pure fiction."
According to the report. Noll
said teams underestimated
revenue by as much as $140 mil-

Speedy's the
QB for Curry

Felder, who was passing through.
"Greed. Avarice. Self-interest."
Many fans have said these.,
negotiations are a joke, and
Mason proved them right.
"I think these,people have no
place else to go in the morning,"
he said of the lawyers. "It keeps
them busy."
Fehr, as usual, was more
gloomy in his assessment.
"I don't think. that anybody is
optimistic about progress," he
said. "But the dynamic changes a
little bit when you talk to the

• See Page 13

Denver, Arizona familiar foes
By ADAM NAZIMOWITZ
AP Sports Writer
The Denver Broncos and Arizona
Cardinals each have an advantage
when they play tonight in their final
exhibition game.
Shawn Moore, who used to be a
backup quarterback for Denver, was
picked up off waivers by Arizona on
Tuesday. Will Furrer, a reserve
signal-caller with the Cardinals,
joined the Broncos on Wednesday.
The teams are already familiar with
each other, this being the fifth
straight year they've played an exhibition. The Cardinals have won the
last three, including 34-9 at Sun
Devil Stadium last year.

Wildcat sophomore
beats out O'Ferral
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Sophomore
Jeff Speedy has won the starting quarterback
lob for Kentucky by showing more consistency ,passing the football than his closest
rival, junior Antonio O'Ferral.
"It was a very difficult decision," offen.sive coordinator Daryl Dickey said. "Throwing the ball on a consistent basis (was) Jefrs
strong suit."
Speedy, a 6-foot-1, 186-pounder from
Franklin, Tenn., was redshirted in 1992 and
saw limited action in three games for the
Wildcats last year, completing 1 of 4 passes
tor 8 yards.
Speedy and O'Ferral battled neck and
neck for two weeks, but Speedy won out by
4arnbling less and completing more passes.
Last year's starter, Pookie Jones, gave up
his final year of eligibility to pursue a professional baseball career.
()Terral played in 10 games during the
past two seasons and led Kentucky to a
21-17 victory at South Carolina last year in
his only start. His edge in experience, however, was eroded by inconsistency in his
passing.
"The deciding factor was his ability to hit
the (shorter passes) more than I do,"
OTerral said. "I tend to ... want to take
vhances a lot more. Jeff is a little more conservative and little smarter when it comes to
laying it off."

lion in 1994. However, his statement that revenue is increasing
faster than salaries is true only
for 1992-93. From 1989-93, player salaries doubled while revenue
increased 50 percent.
John Harrington, chief executive officer of the Boston Red
Sox, called it a "very biased

report- that was a "sideshow
and a distraction."
There was plenty of that in
Wednesday's session. Inside the
room, 21 players and 12 management representatives joined their
lawyers around a large, U-shaped
table, with four officials from the
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service at one end.
Outside the room unfolded a
bizarre spectacle that included 14
camera crews, about 100 reporters, fans, two player agents,
comic Jackie Mason and divorce
lawyer Raoul Felder.
"This is my specialty," said

The coaches, however, may be
looking for an edge as they face each
other for the first time. Buddy Ryan
is in his first year with the Cardinals
and Denver's Wade Phillips is in his
second season.
Ryan, whOse• team has high expectations this season, didn't think there
was extra pressure because they
haven't fared well in exhibition
games.
"We won't change much. But
because you need to look at your personnel, you're going to use your regulars more."
Ryan also wasn't worried about his
offense, which has scored just 33
points in three games.

"We didn't change the terminology much, but we changed a lot of
techniques, put in things they weren't
used to.
Denver tight end Shannon Sharpe
knew his team would have to make
some adjustments because of Moore.
"We're going to change some of
the offense, because he does know
the entire offense," Sharpe said.
In other exhibition games tonight,
Super Bowl champion Dallas travels
to New Orleans, Cleveland is at
Indianapolis in a matchup of
unbeaten teams, while a meeting of
winless teams has the Los Angeles
Rams making a short trip down south
to San Diego.

Racers take day off to start classes
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A week before the Sept. 1 opener
at Eastern Illinois, the Murray State
Racers took the day off on
Wednesday.
With classes beginning on Wednesday, MSU head football coach
Houston Nutt did not -schedule a
practice session.
"We took a day off to get started in
class the right way," Nutt said. "It's
important that our kids understand
what is important."
The Racers will return to workouts

UK photo

Sophomore Jeff Speedy has won the starting
quarterback position at the University of Kentucky this fall, beating out Antonio O'Ferral.

Tires at
Pocket Pleasing
Prices!

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. * 753-1111

on Thursday, and Nutt feels that one
position that was thin enterning the
fall, the defensive backfield, has been
strengthened during fall camp.
Nutt can count on an excellent trio
of safeties, led by sophmore Reuel
Shephard.
"Reuel Shcphard has had an excellent camp, and he's really ready for
his second season," Nutt said. "Elliott
Dunn and Kenny Thomas are coming
out of some injuries that they've had
here recently, and we like what they

can do."
At the cornerback spots, sophomore Renardo Hampton, who missed
last season to concentrate on academics, has had an excellent fall camp.
Veteran Bino Edwards and sophomore William Hampton, who had
three interceptions a year ago, are
being counted on to help anchor the
defensive backfield.
A pair.. of true freshmen from
Memphis, Tenn., Sebastian Jackson
and Scan Nolen, could sec action
immediately this fall.

* Murray's Premiere *
* Home Stereo Home Theatre *
* and Home Satellite Dealer *
"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

* Financing Available *
'Murray's Friendly Home Stereo Dealer'
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FROM PAGE 12
The contest will be the fourth
for Murray senior Adam Blalock,
who places a little more importance on the game.
"It's the next, biggest game we
have next to Russellville and the
district games," he said. "If we
win it, it keeps Calloway from
bragging.
"What we have to do is not
make any mistakes, shut their
passing game down and not have
any penalties," Blalock added.
Ted Booth is another Tiger
senior who will be seeing Calloway for the fourth time in his
high school playing career, but he
downplayed the importance of
the matchup.
"It will be nice to win it, but
it's not the game I'm looking for
the most this year," he said. "It's
not the biggest erne we play. We
plan to go a lot farther than this
game, so it's basically just for
bragging rights. It won't kill us if
we don't win it."
Calloway senior Jody Kelso
will dress out for the fourth time
against Murray, but he did not
enter the game his freshman year,
meaning he has never been on the
field in a win against Murray.
"This will be the last time for
us senior to dress out and go
head-up against Murray," he said.
"This will be our only chance to
beat them again and give us a 2-2
record against them during our
four years here."
Kelso, who will see action at
both fullback and strong safety,
expects the contest to be a wideopen, hard-hitting affair. "We'll
go at it all four quarters until the
whistle blows," he said. "I'll take
some hard hits and 1 plan on giv-

Texas millionaire wants to buy Padres
HOUSTON (AP) — John Moores, a Texas millionaire and University of Houston regent, confirmed he is trying to buy the San
, Diego Padres. Moores has made two unsuccessful bids to buy the
NBA's Houston Rockets in the last three years.

Northridge wins in Little League World Series
WILLIAMSPORT, Pa.(AP) — Justin Gentile struck out 13 in a
one-hitter to give Northridge, Calif., a 2-0 victory over Springfield,
Va., and set up a rematch in today's Little League World Series
semifinals.
Saudi Arabia stunned Taiwan 3-2, keeping the Far East champions out of the finals for just the second time in 19 World Series
appearances. Venezeula and Saudi Arabia will meet in the international bracket.

NCAA sues Florida Board of Regents
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) — The NCAA sued the Florida
Board of Regents, seeking to void a state law that has prevented it
from acting on the eligibility of several Florida State players who
took part in an illegal shopping spree.

lrvan shows signs of regained consciousness
SUPERIOR TOWNSHIP, Mich. (AP) — Stock car driver Ernie
Irvan continued to show signs of regained consciousness, responding to questions and requests from the medical staff, a doctor said.
lrvan, who was listed in critical but stable condition, remains on a
ventilator to aid breathing.

Andretti knocked unconscious in crash
NAZARETH, Pa.(AP) — Michael Andretti was knocked unconscious for a brief period and sustained a concussion in a crash during an Indy-car test session at Nazareth Speedway.

Heat discussing Pippen trade with Bulls
MIAMI (AP) — The Miami Heat are talking to the Chicago
Bulls about trading Rony Scikaly and Glen Rice or Steve Smith to
the Bulls for All-Star forward Scottie Pippen, according to a published report.

es photo

Lemieux will not play hockey this year
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Mario Lemieux is expected to make official in a few days what the Pittsburgh Penguins have known for
weeks — he's not going to play hockey this season. Lemieux will
take a fully paid, $3 million sabbatical during the 1994-95 season.

Jansen announces speedskating retirement
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Michigan's Wheatley out with injury
ANN ARBOR, Mich (AP) — Tailback Tyrone Wheatley, who
skipped the NFL draft to play his senior year at Michigan, could
miss a good portion of the Wolverines' season with a separated
shoulder.

Mariners to recover lost Kingdome revenue
SEATTLE (AP) — King County will pay the Seattle Mariners
S4.1 million to cover revenues lost when the team was unable to
play 15 scheduled games in the Kingdome, said County Executive
Gary Locke.

Magic sue NBA for voiding Grant's contract
ORLANDO, Fla.(AP) — The Orlando Magic sued the NBA for
voiding the team's contract with free agent Horace Grant. The
club's six-year agreement with the 6-foot-10 forward was rejected
this month on grounds the deal, which included a one-year, optionout clause, violated the league's salary cap.
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MANAGER WANTED FOR
GOLF PRO SHOP
The Oaks Country Club of Murray, Kentucky. invites applications and nominations for the Pro
Shop Manager position to be available January 1, 1995.
Minimum Qualifications: The Pro Shop Manager must be a respected individual who is
knowledgeable of golf, capable of organizing and coordinating golf tournaments and other
golf related events, have the knowledge and experience to operate a business, have
excellent Interpersonal skills, be organized and capable of maintaining records and
reporting data, and be willing to enforce club rules.
Application Procedure: The closing date for the receipt of applications will be
September 30,1994(Postmarked).Once the application is received,the applicants
will be mailed a job description. The Search/Screening committee will review
applicants on or near October 3, 1994. All
applicants should provide a cover letter
(stating their desire to have the position), a
I.
resume, and three current letters of reference.

FROM PAGE 12
people who matter."
Baseball's eighth work stoppage since 1972 was caused when
owners threatened to unilaterally
impose a salary cap after this season. Players struck to force an
agreement with free agency and
salary arbitration, which have
helped the average salary escalate
from more than $51,000 in 1976
to almost $1.2 million on opening
day this year.
"We made it pretty clear, our
feelings about the cap," Paul
Molitor of the Toronto Blue Jays
said. "As long as it's there, we
feel it will be a stumbling block
to baseball being played the rest
of this year, and who knows how
long after that."
Both sides said it was healthy
for all the opinions to be
expressed.
"There was some venting,"
Harrington said.

Submit application materials to:
Martha Broach, Chair,
Search/Screening Committee, Oaks
Country Club, P.O. Box 1101,
Murray, Kentucky 42071.
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SCORE BIG WITH GREAT FORD VALUES.
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY
NOW THRU AUG. 29

W.A.T.C.H. Charity Golf Tournament
Sponsored By Oaks Country Club
Airline tickets compliments of
US Air
and
Wright Travel, Nashville, TN

USAir begin.; with you

DATE:
RAIN DATE:
WHERE:
FORMAT:
ENTRY:

CARTS:
RULES:
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ing some, so it all works out
even."
There will also be quite a bit of
trash talking involved, Kelso
said. "Coach Mitchell tries to get
us away from that; he tells us to
just go back to the huddle, but
since it's a cross-town rivalry,
you can't help but say a liule
something," he said. "It's an
emotional game."
"It will be another one of those
cross-town rivalries," Mitchell
said. "It will be a dogfight and an
emotional game. The players
have got to get themselves up,
and I hope they will respond."
Kelso added,"We will have to
stop their speed and try to control
their defensive line. I liked playing Murray in the last game of
the season better because you
have more experience, but playing them in the first game lets
you get it over with and then you
can look to the playoffs."
Fisher said the key will be both
teams playing within their capabilities. "Each team has to do
what it does best," he said.
"We've got a completely different team from last year and these
kids have to go out and establish
their own identity — they can't
live off last year's team. This
will be a pretty spirited game."

•Strike...

MILWAUKEE (AP) — Having finally won Olympic gold and
busy with endorsements and a new career as a television commentator, Dan Jansen announced his retirement from speedskating.
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WRIGHT
TRAVEL

Saturday, September 10, 1994. Signal Start at 9:00 a.m.
Sunday September 11, 1994. Signal Start at 1:00 p.m.
Oaks country Club, Murray, KY
Four person scramble teams,two teams per hole. There will be two divisions - Female and
Male or mixed. Only the first 46 prepaid team entries will be accepted.
Only $30.00 per person. Includes a mulligan and a drawing for a round-trip US Air
Airline ticket for two, anywhere in the continental USA (some restrictions apply) and
additional prizes. You must be present to win. Deadline for entries is Wednesday,
September 7th.
Golf cart is not included in entry fee. Cost is S12.00 per cart. You may bring your own
cart at no charge.
To be announced on tournament day.
All proceeds go to support the services of W.A.T.C.H.(Work Activities Training Center
For The Handicapped), 702 Main Street, Murray, KY. Your support is sincerely appreciated.
ENTRY FORM
W.A.T.C.H. Charity Golf Tournament
Oaks Country Club
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WRIGHT
TRAVEL

* BEST SELECTION * BEST PRICE * BEST SERVICE

ata

Mr\

APR
Financing
48
Months

•
As

II Available in 3 or 5-door
model, 4 or 5-door wagon
•Optional power moon
roof
•Optional rear wiper/washer
and deluxe luggage
rack on wagon model
•Available in 12 exterior
colors

III Child safety rear
door locks
•Standard driver side
air bag supplemental
restraint system
NI Motorized shoulder
manual lap safety belts

II The Preferred Equipment
Package is comprised
of a group of
desirable features
that can save you
money over the prices
of the same items if
purchased separately.

"America's Best Selling Small Car Just Got Better
.2.9%

$12.00 per cart. Only prepaid cart reservations will be
Yes, I will need a cart #
guaranteed.
Entry fee of$30.00 per person must accompany application.
Total Remitted

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St.
4P

• .••••••••••••-•••.44.4 44

•.1

"You Will Be Satisfied"

Detach, enclose a check for total amount payable to W.A.T.C.H. and mail to:
Della Miller • Route 7 Box 1007• Robinwood Drive • Murray, KY 42071

Allmalle

A.P.R. flnanang up to 48 months to qualified buyers with approved credit

44 44-.4•••••

Murray, Ky.

(502) 753-5273
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With a Woodmen annuity, your
dollars earn tax-deferred interest
a competitive rate. To find out more
about Woodmen's Tax-Deferred
Annuities, contact:

at

THURSDAY
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OPEN 24 HOURS
Gas - Oil - Cigarettes
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CLEANERS

Faye ChIldreas
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Murray
753-5234

605

Main • Murray • 753-2552

FORD MERCURY
LINCOLN

Proudly
supporting
our Tigers
for the
past 66
years.

1994 Season Opener

Call Now For Your
All Sports Special!
2 Large Pizzas With 2 Toppings
Only $11.98 + Tax

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
753-5273
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MURRAY HIGH

701 Main Street

Good Luck
Tigers!
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1.11. Churchill Friday, August 26, 1994 — 7:30
Funeral Home
Jack D. Rose Stadium

201 S. 3rd St.

Paul Mylull

Har
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"The 15th Edition"

M&T Painting
Contractors
753-9382
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Murray vs. Calloway

Free Estimates

TACO'BELL®

"It's the next biggest game we have next to
Russellville and the district games. If we win it,
it keeps Calloway from bragging. What we
have to do is not make any mistakes, shut
their passing game down and not have any
penalties."

753-0487
tiaallay

Adam Blalock
(Tiger senior)

WESTERN KENTUCKY INSURANCE

"Both teams get to start the year off fresh,
and making this the first game of the year is a
lot better for both teams."

GO
TIGERS
GO!!!
Tony Boy

! I son
broi
grai

753-2411

GO TIGERS!

rert3ltd Insoranc•Unumelor

dau

Rick Fisher

10To

a.m

off

With Student ID

Hwy. 641 (N. 12th St.) Murray

GO GET'EM
TIGERS
From Your Friends At...
MILLER
FUNERAL HOMES
311 ISuil lii, :1,41 • K11",y KY 12071
1S1 4611

(Tiger head coach)

We sfand on the strength of oat serviCe

759-1542

$ $ SAVE MONEY $ $
Why Pay More for a Monthly Pest Control Service
on your home when we can offer you a quarterly
service for $25009very three months fully guaranteed??

WE ALSO OFFER:
-FREE Termite Inspections
-Complete Underneath Structural Repairs
-Moisture Barriers
-Automatic Temp-Vents Installed

CALL TOOAY AND SAVE"

SERVALL

Good service,
good coverage,
good price -

That's State Farm
insurarIce."
1 ,6•1

State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington Wino's

Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there

TERMITE S PEST CONTROL CO.
Manager - John Hutching
Phone 753-6433 • Murray, KY
'Serving You Since 1963'
When You've Tried Thom All Cell SERVALL

LARRY KROUSE
INSURANCE

Please
Support
These
Businesses
That Help
Sponsor
These
Pages

WoRsivoRrw evizobvc
SuPPey 046/A/FTRY
*We Specialize In
Kitchens & Baths

*Interior & Exterior
Boor Units

*Wood Mantels &
Wood Moldings

*Formica & Conan
Counter Tops

'Installation &
Design

*Stop By Our Showroom
For Free Estimates

259-100?
1018 Coldwater Rd.
Murray. Ky.
Norsiunriiiii, Owner

105 N. 12th (Nest to Mc Donald'0759-9888
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For Sun Windows
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Mrs. Suzie Harvey Collins
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Mrs. Suzie Harvey Collins. 85, Canton, Miss., died Wednesday
morning at her home.
She was preceded in death by her first husband, Ulysses Harvey.
and one son, Raymond Harvey.
Survivors include her husband, Herman Collins; one son. Junior
Harvey and wife, Beverly, and one daughter, Mrs. Diana Cullipher
and husband, Alvin, all of Canton, Miss.; her grandchildren, Jess
Harvey and wife, Amy. Murray, and Steve Harvey and wife, Leigh
Ann. Al Cullipher and wife, Jolie, Brian Cullipher, Bubba Harvey,
Mike Harvey, Wendy Harvey, and Maria Harvey, all of Canton. Miss.;
eight great-grandchildren.
Funeral rites are being held today at Noel Funeral Home, Canton,
Miss.
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Mrs. Mary Lee Pflueger
Funeral rites for Mrs. Mary Lee Pflueger were Wednesday at,10:30
a.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. John
Dale of Murray officiated.
Pallbearers were Billy Cox, Bobby Barton, Steie Odom, Tom Scarbrough, Bob Scarbrough, Jim Scarbrough and Jerry Scarbrough. Burial was in New Liberty Cemetery, Buchanan, Tcnn.
Mrs. Pflueger, 92, Paris, Tenn., died Monday at Henry County
Medical Center, Paris.
A retired nurse, she was a former employee of the HoustonMcDevitt Clinic, Inc., Murray.
She was married in 1932 to Leonard Pflueger who died in 1965.
Born Oct. 1, 1901, at Buchanan, she was the daughter of the late
George W. Linville and Charlie Azale Bucy Linville. Also preceding
her in death were a stepdaughter, Inez Scarbrough, two stepsons, Garvin and Noris Pflueger, a great-grandchild, Julie Scarbrough, and 10
sisters and brothers.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Calista Odom, and one sister,
Ms. Mavis Linville. Paris; two daughters-in-law, Mrs. Margaret Pflueger, Paris, and Mrs. Marilyn Pflueger, Aurora, Ill.; a son-in-law, Anton Scarbrough, Buchanan; 10 grandchildren; 20 great-grandchildren;
one great-great-grandchild.
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Bobby Morris
The funeral for Bobby Morris is today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Larry Logsdon is officiating.
Burial will follow in Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Gail Nelson Morris; three daughters, Mrs. Tina Worthington, Hickman, Tashina Morris,.Symsonia, and
Mrs. Mandy Cornwell, Benton; four sons, Chris Morris, Todd Morris
and Carey Morris, Benton, and Chad Morris, Symsonia; two sisters.
Mrs. Fay Edwards and Mrs. Judy Taylor, Benton; four brothers,
Lawrence Morris, Murray, and Franklin, Jerry and Eddy Ray Morris,
Bcnton; seven grandchildren.

Mrs. Mabel B. Johnson
Funeral rites for Mrs. Mabel B. Johnson will be Friday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Lindsey Funeral Home, Paducah. Burial will follow in
Woodlawn Memorial Gardens there.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to St.
Luke-Aldersgate United Methodist Church, Paducah, where Mrs.
Johnson was a member.
Mrs. Johnson, 89, Si Peters, Mo., former resident of Paducah, died
Monday afternoon at Meadowbrook Nursing Home, St. Charles, Mo.
Her husband, Homer F. Johnson, preceded her in death. She was the
daughter of the late Charles D. Frizzell and Tylene Bohannon Frizzell.
Survivors include two sons, Paul N. Johnson and Kenneth R. Johnson, St. Peters, Mo.; one sister, Mrs. Minola Butler, Paducah; one
brother, Mahlon Frizzell, Murray; five grandchildren; six greatgrandchildren.

Willie Allen Harris
Services for Willie Allen Harris are today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Howard Copeland and the
Rev. Paul Bogard are officiating. Music is by Jean Barger, soloist, and
Sherry Jones, pianist.
Pallbearers are Kenneth Perry, Gary Herndon, Steve Grace, Clifton
, Harris, Cahrles Pulley aril] Danny Pulley. Burial will follow in Hicks
Cemetery.
Mr. Harris, 65, North Fifth Street, Murray, died Wednesday at 4:45
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
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Stock Market Report
-2.27 Pnces As Of 9 a.m.
Dots Jones lad. Avg.
DJ1A Previous Close..-.-.3846.73
.17% sac
191/s K-Mart.
Air Products
54% •% K U Energy...--....--. 261/. • 1/s
A T&T
.1203/s • Ns Kroger ...........................241/2 • 1/.
Bell South
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unc
CBT Corp. Ky.•............128 14A McDosalds
18% • 1/4 Merck -.--.„....-..„.--.-..333/s unc
Chrysler..
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59$/s • 1/4 Peoples First*...-.... 213/411 223/4A
Exxon
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Spinner, Steve Ross, of the National Scouting Museum, will be one of the
featured storytellers at the sixth annual Paris, Tennessee Storytelling
Festival, Aug. 27 from 6-10 p.m. in Ogburn Park

Paris hosting annual
Storytelling Festival
Five storytellers will celebrate
local legends, traditional American
tale telling, ghost stories and good
times Saturday as the Paris-Henry
County Arts Council host the sixth
Storytelling Festival.
Four members of the Spinners!
Storycrafting Troupe will perform
at Ogbum Park begining at 6 p.m.
They will be joined by Paris educator and performance artist Bobbie
Greer Fazzini.
The Spinners! are a resident
storytelling company hosted by the
National Scouting Museum. There
are presently four senior storytellers, two student interns and one
apprentice teller. They have been
featured on the Nostalgia Network,
American Television's "Storytellers' Theatre," and a number of
'storytelling festivals including the
Freedom Fest Storytelling Festival
and the Paris-Henry County
Festival.
Spinner Jay Overton is the national director of storytelling for the
National Scouting Museum. Known
as "the man of a thousand voices'
his mobil face and engaging laugh
travelled over 50,000 miles last year
as he performed before over 40,000
people. -He is often featured as a
workshop leader for teachers and
other storytellers.
Steve Ross is a historian by
training, having studied at Murray

State University. A member of the
administrative staff at the National
Scouting Museum, his powerful
memory and his love of the wellturned phrase have given him a
wealth of tales to share. He is
regarded as the Spinners! reside*
specialist in storytelling for adults
and senior citizens. He has also
performed on radio and is a popular
public entertainer.
Bob Valentine founded the Spinners! when he began the storytelling
program at the Museum in 1986. An
actor and director, he has written
over 15 stories and nearly a dozen
plays. His play, "Mark Twain: A
Remininscence" has toured the nation. Valentine appealed as Thomas
Edison in "Edison: A Man" at the
1982 Knoxville World's Fair.

Milani Lyons Is
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HIWARD
LYONS

Lyons
H
UNC
CourtCOLI21 Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502)753-3366

Our Best Investment Is You.
11.B
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Push-Button
Comfort

Tina Winkler is the newest mcm
her of the Spinners! A northwest
Tennessee mother of six, she grew
up in India and the Middle East
where she practiced theatre arts and
storytelling. Her energy, expressiveness, and her wonderfully original stories make her a favorite with
audiences of all ages. She performs
regularly at the Storytelling Theatre
of the National Scouting Museum.
The program will include all
kinds of stories, including at least
two original tales never before
heard in this part of the world.

Electrically
to hundreds
of restful
positions.
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IS \TAR WARRANTY
You owe 11 10 yourself to come
in or call for prices tocl:

Man stung 1 ,000 times
by swarm of 'killer' bees
ROBSTOWN, Texas (AP) —
A swarm of "killer" bees poured
out of a vacant building and covered a man from head to foot
with more than 1,000 stings.
"It was like a horror movie,"
said Fire Chief Julio Flores.
Christopher Graves, 20, was
completely covered by bees when
firefighters got to him Tuesday.
"One came and stung him,"
said his mother, Charnell Graves.
"He said, 'In the next blink of
my eye, I was just covered.—
Authorities said Graves was
attacked by Africanized honeybees, which defend their nests
more aggressively than the European variety. •
Graves was in serious condition today. "His back probably
has 500 stings alone," his mother
said.
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Honest Savings Delivery + Service Sold Only
By Local Exclusive Dealers
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Firefighter Ernest Gallegos
was stung about 30 times through
heavy protective clothing.
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At ATTENTION TOYOTA® OWNERS
FREE

TOYOTA

e°

Lumber&Buildi

SERVICE CLINIC

Prices Good Thru August 30, 1994

SATURDAY, AUGUST 27th
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

15%

Off

Picnic
Table Frames

15%

Off

Unassembled

Gliders

How's your Toyota running? Not sure? Then
bring it by Toyota of Murray and leave your
wallet at home, because Toyota of Murray is
holding a FREE Toyota quality check-up; a
comprehensive bumper to bumper inspection
of your Toyota, The service department will
check everything from brakes and hoses to
transmission and engine seals to help you
maintain the quality of your Toyota Call Toyota
of Murray at 753-4961 for an appointment or
simply drop by

)71

Unmatched Economy,
Free Delivery and Set-Up
Limited 5 Year Warranty Single 4' wide door
8 x 12
8 x 8
96 sq. ft.
64 sq. ft.

BARRY BOGARD
Toyota of Murray
Service Manager

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY INC

Treas Lumber Do-it Cei'W

if

Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray, KY
==
759-1390
- Your Hans. Investment Company Since 1884 -
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Hwy. 641 South
Murray, KY
(502)753-4961
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
[mow Ach
65.00 Column Inch
% Discount 2rd Run.
MP% Olicouid 3eci Run.
IAN 3Ads WO Out MIN Day PayeaJ
$1.75 per column inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

Reader Ads
254 per word, $500 minimum
I st day.St per word per day tor
each additional consecultve
day. $1.76 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.) $200 extra for
bilnd box ads.

Ystal,falt.11,1Uutpaki
A $2.00I.. wog be required to make

any chimps, to ad alter deaden*.

T°
At:
0
L1
010
020
025
030
040
050

190
370
390
400
550

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Cord of Thanks
h Memory
Lost & Found

nin

010

Legal
Notice

080
230
250
290
530

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Hearing & Cooling
Services Oftereci

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes for Rent
2eo
285 Mobile Home Lots for Pent
330
Busness Rentals
Want To Pen!
310
Apartments For Pent
320
Rooms For Pent
330
340
Houses For Pent
For Pent or Lease
360

470
480
485
490
495
500
5'0
520

TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

060
Help
Wanted

1992
$27.49
$28.96

#17, Charles Miles
#21, Craine Trimble
1993
#3, Sherman Borders
#17, James Duncan

$38.23
.$1.75

*32, Glenn Walter Hill

$11.71

Polly Ann Lamb
Marelle Morris
Grace Walston
Jeff Wilkes

$7.03
$35.11
$1.82
$423.94

020
ABSOLUTE PUBLIC AUCTION
Notice
The Calloway County Fiscal Court will
auction to the highest bidder the following
surplus land.
Lot No. 19 in the Candlelite Estates
Subdivision as shown by plat recorded in
Plat Book 2, page 92,in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
Said auction will be held August 26, 1994 at
10:00 a.m. at Candlelite Estates.
The purchaser shall pay by cash, approved
check, or give bond with approved surety
payable within ten days of the sale.

Find, Final
Closing Sale
1 Week Only!

75% cm

lip go
Doors Close Saturday,
Aug 27th at Noon
No La y-A-Ways
All Sales Final

Linda's 14'eddings
102

N. Market 5"1.
Paris, TN

020

Notice

Images
Opening Sept. 12th
Bel-Air Shopping
Center
Gift Baskets
For All Occasions
Brutal & Formal Wear

tejn.c
°44rtiV7kV:Presentot

ALLIANCE
„.
I:GC:EWERS
FTtancIng
Ava.iabie
ii

1-800-334-1203

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled. Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever
For Ire*
Information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
tf•ee oca

seevIce'

LOST Reward! Black te
male cat wearing flea collar
near Harris Grove area
435-4562

Mrs. Theresa, Reader &
Advisor. A true born psychic, gifted from God.
554 - 7904 call for
appointment.

Farmington Cafe
Special Mexican
Plates
Friday Nights
ROM 5-9 p.m.

ATTENTION Murray
***POSTAL JOBS*** Start
$11 41/hr +benefits For
application & into call
1-(216)-324 5508
7am-10pm, 7 days

ESCAPE
The Corporate Job
Market
The 8 00 5 00 Rat
Race
CAUGHT
In a Job Layoff
After Years of Devoted
Service to your
Employer
CAN'T
Get a promotion,
unless some superior
dies becomes
disabled or retires

ATTENTION DRIVER
TEAMS $15,000 In bonus
IMPRESSIVE
paid monthly, quarterly &
TITLE
yearly PLUS TOP MIBut Low Pay
plan
401(K)
LEAGE PAY
Confidential Interview
$500 SIGN-ON BONUS
Other paid benefits 753-5561
Vacation-Health and Lite
Dead head- Motellayover
Loading & Unloading CO- AUTO mechanic needed
VENANT TRANSPORT Experience & own tools a
1-800-441-4394. Solos and plus Please apply in per
students welcome
son 200 N 4th in Murray or
call 753 6577

JOB OPPORTUNITY
Entry Level Police Officer, City of Murray Police Department. Salary $14,319;
CERS Hazardous Duty Retirement; Paid
Vacation; Life and Health Insurance. Applicants must be at least 21 years of age, high
school graduate or GED equivalent. Drug
screening and physical exam required.
Applications/job descriptions are available
in the City Clerk's Office, 207 South 5th
Street, Murray, Ky., l'Oonday-Friday 8:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Application deadline
Friday,September 2, 1994, 1:00 p.m. The
City of Murray is an equal opportunity
employer operating under an affirmative
action plan.

*xi to to tat to to to
Otrr9
,! FisherPrice
1474‘4,,,zzr,

ATTENTION Nebulizer Users. Our Pharmacy Dispenses Your Prescription
With Easy to Use UnitMedication
Dose
MEDICARE-PRIVATE INSURANCE ASSIGNMENTS. Call today for
more information. Respiratory Home Care
1-800-638-8648.

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora.
Open 5pm. Closed
Mon.-Tues. Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks. Dine-in or
carry out. 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804.

Hol HOi Ho I Merry Christmas', Chrstrnas in summer?
For employees at Fisher-Price it is They are busy
toymakers preparing for the holiday season
Fisher-Price, leade• in infar,
'crid payschooi toys
has openings on al sn'ts tor seasonal production
operators For those busy peopie who want parttime work we nave wok ovalobie 9 a m -1 p.m
and 6 prr -10 p

Fringe 'Benefits

If you would like some ex'a cos-. 'or Christmas
sleigh ride down. to

Audio
Services

Full Set Acrylic Nails
$21.00
Hot Wax Manicure
$8.00

Job Service of Kentucky
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Electronic Repair On
Most Major Brands
Of Car, Home & Pro
Audio Equipment
1400-A Hillwood Drive

(502)753-2031
BRAZILIAN BOY interested in Sports, Reading.
Other Scandinavian, European, South American,
Asian High School Exchange Students arriving
August Become s Host
Family/AISE. Call Emilie
502) 833-3229 or
1800-SIBLING

Equal Erna 10y7.•H C,LAX)-1,1"-y

753-1137

BUSINESS
HOURS
ARE:

Fisher-Price

8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Monday thru Friday, 8 to 5
Got you down?

JOIN OUR TEAM!!
025
Personal.
SINGLE white Christian
male would like to meet
attractive white Christian
female Prefer widowed or
single, never divorced, between 30-50yrs old Please
send photo PO Box 154,
Paducah, KY 42002-0154

Fisher-Price is seeking applicants interested in
working the 12 hour swing shift as a regular tulltime
production operator in the molding department
Start rate of pay is $5 44 per hour with an increase to
$5 77 per hour with full benefit package the first of
the month following completion of 90 days Please
apply only it you are interested in working for a
progressive company whose "work is child's play'
Apply to
Kentucky Dept. for Human Resources
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071

410
540
560
570

Position available at
local country store
restaurant for combination deli girl,
cook/waitress. Must
be honest, clean,
motivated & willing
to work. Not a management position,
just plain old work.
Salary based on experience. Apply in
person after 4 p.m.

Wisehart's
Grocery
Midway
No Phone Calls Please

AVON! Earn money with
avon 1-800-847-5338 for
your starter kit

Full-time positions are available on the 7-3, 3-11 & 117 shifts. Please apply in person or contact Carolyn
Winchester, RN lnservice Coordinator.

502 753 1304
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET MURRAY

ICENTIIICKY 42071

• Croodtinsts anp 2 days
in advance,

Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

COLLEGE student wanted DRIVERS: Flatbed 48 DRIVERS- must be 18yrs
to care for 5 & 8yr old in my State OTR. Assigned new of age & have proof of
home after school Mon-Fri, conventionals, competitive insurance, Apply in person'
3prn-6pm Must have own pay, benefits. $1000 Sign- Dominos Pizza, Murray No
transportation. Will pay On Bonus, Rider Program, phone calls please.
$50/week Call 753-0280. Flexible Time Off. Call
ECK MILLER EXPANDCOOK, dishwasher, bus- Roadrunner Trucking ING! Need flatbed com1-800-876-7784.
boy, cashier needed. Day &
pany drivers. All miles paid.
night shifts. Experience DRIVERS-Flatbed-Live (New Scale) Life/Health,
necessary Apply in per- West of 1-75, Home Rider/Bonus Program. 23
son. Ann's Country weekends. $0.28-S0.34 years & 1 year experience
Kitchen.
cpm, Benefits 401K, con- 800-395-3510. OWNER
DO you need a GED? Do ventionals. Call Jon Hoover OPERATORS ALSO WELCOMED! Please inquire
you need hope for the fu- 800-828-8338.
about NEW opportunities
ture and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
mt
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students. Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8.00am-3:00pm.
Now accepting applications,
This project is funded by
the Job Training PartnerHamilton-Ryker has immediate
ship Act through the Kenopenings for Material Hapdlers
tucky Department for Emand Assembly Workers in the
ployment Services and the
West Kentucky Private InHenry County Area. These
dustry Council. This is an
openings are all shifts with pay
Equal Opportunity progrates ranging from $4.90 to
ram Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
$5.50 per hour. Accepting aprequest to individuals with
plications between the hours of
disabilities.

C...)HAM
ff
I LTON—RYKER

AVON Representatives urgently needed Extra bonus
when
calling
1 800-SELL-AVON Have
fun making Christmas
money- Cash up to 50%. DRIVER-GET HOME EVWork your own hours Free ERY WEEK! OTR./
training 1-800-735-5286
Shorthaul opportunities,
BUDMEYER TRUCK home weekly (shorthaul).
LINES EXPANDING! assigned late model equipCOMPANY DRIVERS ment, $750 experienced
NEEDED 1 year OTR, ex- sign-on bonus. BURLINGcellent pay/benefits, paid TON MOTOR CARRIERS:
orientation, weekly settle- 1-800-JOIN-BMC, EOE.
ments, passenger program, '93 & '94 convention- DRIVERS $30,000 plus
als, medical/dential/life earnigs Company Flatbed
1-800-827-9939 for details! Equipment Home-HomeHome We Guarantee!
CABLEVISION has a per- Good beb=nefits- good
manent part-time evening pay- good late model
telemarketing position equipment Limited openavailable for the SUPER ings.
Call
Now
MOTIVATED GOAL 1-800-933-7470, Wabash
ORIENTED & HIGH Valley
ACHIEVER 'Base salary
plus commission Incen- DRIVERS/Owner
tives & Bonuses Apply in Operators-Poole Truck
person at Cablevision 90 Line has immediate openN Main St, Benton,m KY ings for drivers and 0/0.
Drivers starting pay up to
42025 EOE
$0.28/mile with great beneCAPTAIN D's has open- fits. TEAMS- A&E runs
ings for counter positions available. Company spondays only & kitchen posi- sored training for those with
tons
days
no experience. 0/0 exc.
& nights. Flexible hours, package van or flat. Must
competitive pay & benefits be 23. For more informaincluded Apply in person. tion, call 1-800-553-9443,
D RIVER/ Dept BA-40.
INEXPERIENCED Free DRIVERS-OTR Drive for
training + a guaranteed lob
the best! Get homeIn 3 weeks Builders Trans- guaranteed 6-10 days
port can have you working Earn top pay and have time
in 1 of our 6 divisions to spend it! No Northeast
Excellent pay with a raise freight! No-touch freight!
after 6 months And great Min. 23, 1yr OTR, CDL &
benefits!
Call HazMat
re q
1 800 762-1819 Ext D6
1-800-848-0405.

8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Monday thru Friday.
2535 East Wood
1,akeway Village
Paris. Tennessee
(901) 644-2373
No Fee Involved • EOE

.FATAf/L7
Dwie-1.r

We have outstanding management opportunities available. We are seeking
highly motivated enthusiastic individuals
w/ 1-5 yrs. restaurant or other supervisory
experience. We will give you the opportunity to grow rapidly with our co. & train
you to manage a million dollar business.
We offer:
$15,000+ trainee salary+ bonus plan
$20,000+ w/experience+ bonus plan.
Advancement opportunities
Group insurance/paid vacation
If you are looking for an established co.
with growth potential & you're ready for a
new challenge, call our personnel office
for an appointment 501-753-6113 or send
your resume w/salary history to: 4 Paton
Place Marion, AR 72364

I

- Te4ii
Se I temner 11
Show off your grandchildren by inserting their photo in the
Murray Ledger & Times, Saturday, September 10, 1994.
•

COUPON

•

Please insert my grandchild(s) photo in
your paper. (Photo enclosed).

IMMEDIATE OPENING

West View oilers competitive salary and excellent
benefits, including heahh and life insurance and paid
vacation and holidays and paid sick days.

Mon.-Fti. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

060
Hop
Wanted

HOME

NURSING ASSISTANT
West View nursing home is a superior rated, 174 bed
nursing facility/Medicare certified nursing facility affiliated
with Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The nursing
assistant is responsible for quality resident Care. The
applicant must have a high school diploma Or GED with
previous experience and/or training preferred but, not
required. Certified NA program available.

OFFICE HOURS:

MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sole
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted

Equal E rnpioy mont Opports,ly FHplqyar

West-Mew
Nu.s
NG

Help Wanted

Advertisers are requested to
check It* first Insedion of
theAr ads for any saw. Munay
lodger& Tines MI be responsible for only one Incorrect Insertion. Any swot
should be reported Immediately so corrections can be
made.

REAL ESTATE SALES
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
365
For Sole or Lease
420
Home Loans
430
Peal Estate
435
Lake Property
440.............Lots For Sole
450
Farms For Sole
460
Homes For Sole

060

Delinquent Deferred Tax Bills

VITIIIIAN INOUNISKI WI(LC0411ED

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sole or Trade
Wont To Bay
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
TV & Radio
Pets & Supplies

Heip
Wanted

Lege
Nettie

Hodes

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR—TRAILERS

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
200
2 10
220
240
260
380

010

The following 1992 and 1993 Deferred Tax Bills will be offered for sale
at the Calloway County Courthouse door at ten o'clock on Monday,
August 29, 1994, pursuant to Kentucky State Law.Total tax amount.

•36,
*39,
*48,
#49,

SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Situation Wantea
Business OPPortuniTY
Instruction

060
070
090
100
110

FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
Uvestock & SJpories
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

753-1916

CALL

ADJUSTMENTS
MasterCard

Name of Child

For Experienced Typesetter

Name of Grandparents

Part-Time & Full-Time Positions Available
Paid Vacation. Health Insurance and
Other Benefits. Will train, but prefer
some knowledge in Ad Writer,
Page Maker or Word Perfect.

Enclosed is $7,00 lot picture - $5.00 each additional picture
and stamped, .elf-addreas envelope for return of picture
a

Apply In Person At:

Murray Ledger
8e Times

seasewisseesieses

1001 Whitnell Ave.
(Behind Plggly Wiggly)
allfere-

.4.-s..m.4ap•O•

Kristin Michell. Boggoss
Grandparents
Della Boggess
Mickey & Carita Boggess
Herbert & Velda Afton
Send photo, amps of graaparenla name of chili
(maximum of 4 lines) seliaddreseed envelope for
return of original photo and payment to:

Bring in by September 7
(12 noon) to be published
September 10th.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
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DRIVERS Make a career
change that will earn you
great pay and benefits .18
Hunt One of Americas
largest and most success
tul transportation companies can help you learn
how to obtain a career as a
professional over the road
truck driver You II earn top
pay and receive a comprehensive benehts package Training is available
for inexperienced persons
so don t hesitate Call
1 800-845 2197 Exper
ienced drivers call
1 800 368 8538 E0E/
Subject to drug screen

EXPERIENCED tobacco
cutlers 435-4424
HIRING daytime grillman
sandwich makers & night
time closers Must be able
to work weekends Apply at
Wendy's 1111 Chestnut
St Murray Ask for
manager
HOUSE of Lloyd Christmas
Around the World now
multi line hiring and book
ing early parties No experi
ence necessary work your
own
hours
1 800 264 2166

PART time sales person
'or retail store in Murray
EARN $1,000 weekly stuf- Mail resume to PO Box
fing envelopes at home 1040 M Murray
Start now, no experience PART-time cake decorator
Free supplies tree informa- at Baskin Robbins Expertion No obligation Send ienced preferred Apply in
SASE to VISTA- Dept person North 12th, Murray
79. PO Box 60650, San
PART-time help for sales.
Angelo, TX 76906
warehouse work & other
EXPERIENCED heating & duties Knowledge of sales,
air conditioning duct work forklift driving & computers
installers Paid holidays & a plus Working hours
would be Sam-12pm Monvacation 435-4699
Fri Sam-2pm Sat Apply in
EXPERIENCED applicants
person to Joe Smith Carneeded for seasonal work pet Hwy 641 N No phone
Work to be preformed at
calls please
home Call 502-753-3753
or come by 308 Main St, SERVERS & kitchen help
Murray
Apply in person at CHRISTOPHER'S. 721 S 12th
FRIENDLY TOYS AND
Mon-Fri, 2pm-4pm
GIFTS has openings for
demonstrators No cash in
MAC operator, immediate
vestment Part time hours opening, full-time position.
with full time pay Two cata- 7 30am-4 30pm 5 days
logs, over 700 items Call Required experience with
1-800-488-4875
Quark Express, Page
maker, Photoshop & PostHAWS Medical Nursing
Home has an immediate script applications Call
753-5397 for appointment
opening for RN-LPN for
3-11pm shift, Monday - MEDICAL Transcriptionist
Friday Excellent full-time needed part-time, flexible
benefits available Salaries hours Send resume to: Alnegotiable Applicant must lergy & Asthma Clinic of
be enthusiastic, enjoy West KY, RI 2 Box 39,
working with the elderly & Murray, KY 42071.
,
acquire a positive attitude'
Apply in person, Monday- NEED dependable daytime
Friday. gam-5pm at Haws help for grocery store Also,
Medical Nursing Home, baggers needed for after1004 Holiday Lane, Fulton. noon shift Apply in person
U Tote-Em in Hazel
KY

PAL
! p.m.
lays

be 18yrs
proof of
n person
lurray No
;e

iXPANDKid cornriles paid.
e/Health,
yam. 23
iperience
OWNER
SO WELinquire
irtunities

:ER
,11.1PANv

S

hate
.lers
the
se
pay
to
aps of

NOW hiring Day shift only
Carhops & day cooks must
be highly motivated Apply
in person 1 30pm 5pm
Sonic Drive Inn
OLIVER Transportation are
hiring flatbed drivers We
offer
guaranteed
SSW weekly 1100 sign on
bonus "iS mileage/safety
bonus "healthlife insurance 1 800 654 8377
Leasing through AF GI
PAPA John s Pizza now
hiring drivers Flexible
hours MlnuTturn wage plus
tips & C00101IssiOR Apply in
person at Dixieland Center
IMMEDIATE opening Person experienced in roofing
& vinyl siding Able to work
without supervision
Steady work References
required Call 753-2592
JOB shop tool maker with
4 5yrs experience Good
pay & working environment Apply in person at
US Tool & Gauge, next to
Emerson Electric on Industrial Park Lane, from
7am 6pm
JOIN the Quick Lube team,
2 members needed, mechanical ability helpful, personality & ambition essential Apply in person 507
Hwy 641 S Murray
SHONEY'S inn accepting
applications for full-time
maintenance person Experience required Please
apply in person
WANT 8 ball players for
league play. BCA sponsored Breaktime
759-9303

I will do babysitting in my
home Call 759-1683

BEDROOM suite, bunk
beds, old kitchen cabinet
with sifter, couch, single
bed, misc items. 753-5292
evenings.

WILL babysit in my home
within city limas Have 2yrs
daycare experience. Will
furnish references.
759-9311 after 430pm.
WILL sit with elderly or sick
Call 753-4590 for
information

Home Child Care
Clean, Christian
environment in
my home, meals
provided and
activities daily.

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
Doors open at 600)

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 West to Johnny Robertson Road. South to Sq
Hale Road, right on Sq. Hale Road 1/4 mile

Please call
753-7055.

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

Murray

Position
Wanted

America's Second Car

Ugly Duckling
Clii==11

ALTERATIONS, repairs
and crafted T-shirts. Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Square, 1608 N. 121, Murray_ 753-6981,

Locator.s Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

d co.
for a
office
send
aton

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

BE YOUR OWN BOSSPossible $2.500 parttime$8,000 fulltime monthly.
Processing insurance
claims for Healthcare Providers Investment required. Software ,purchase
required plus computer. Financing available.
1-800-722-SAMS.

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

••*:

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classifiedsevery day,including the Shopper,
for S160 a month (paid in advance).

Call 753-1916 for details.

the
94.

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for
preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at dfferent ages for $4000 policy.

Oa*

lure

age
age
age
age
age
age

50
55
60
65
70
75

MALE

FEMALE

$1116
14 08
18 28
23 32
31 40
41 48

$856
10 60
13 52
16 96
23 20
31 24

GRAIN TRUCK

COUCH, chair, end table,
good condition, $100 obo
753-7527.

STAINLESS Steel eqmt
Food Prep Table.
30-X72*X28" w/drwr & shit.
Exc cond. $150. Kitchen
Work Center. Wall type,
w/stor shelves, 6 SplBack,31"D X 36"H X 120t.
will take $450. Sngl Compact sink, $200. Indust
Emerg Eye-Wash Unit,
$65. (901)584-8190 Camden, TN.

EXERCISE bike, Airciser,
$60. Honda Elite moped
head, like new, $650. TV
tower, $100. Call 753-5738
after 5pm.

STEEL toe work boots,
army boots, army pants &
jackets. Motorcycle helmets. Jerry's Sporting
Goods, Mayfield.

GLASS FOR SUNROOMS
OR ROOM ENCLOSURES
50% below retail. 50X56
Thermopane $39.95. Many
other sizes availableClear, Bronze, and Low E.
information
Free
1-800-841-9842.

STORAGE Buildings: 8X8,
$649. 8X12, $799. 10X12,
$999. Built on your lot,
wood or concrete floors.
Call 901-885-7544,
SUNQUEST WOLFF TANNING BEDS New
Commercial-Home Units
From $199. LampsLotions-Accessories.
Monthly payments low as
$18. Call Today FREE
NEW Color Catalog.
1-800-462-9197.

AVAILABLE TODAY...
1 Ox10 Self Storage

CLEANING Franchise WE
INVEST IN YOU! When
you invest in a ServiceMaster franchise, we invest in
you. We're the nation's
largest professional cleaning company offering the
best in training, equipment
and support All you need is
about $5,955 down plus
working capital. Financing
available. For free information, call 1-800-230-2360

All New At
Tooters in Hazel

INCOME Tax Franchise
Opportunity- We offer a
proven operating system,
proprietary software, a natonwide advertising and
public relations support
program Call Jackson
Hewitt 1-800-277-FAST.

Tooters
Snack Bar B Antique Mall

492-6111
SOO-NW

All New In Hazel

492-6111

110
Instruction

c
lanE AatiE

Dance & Gymnastics

Register Now

•
Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase.

753-0605

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.

Dance
Gymnastics
Ages 3 & UP
753-4647

905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
1-800-455-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE

•

RON HALL

HEATING,COOLING & ELECTRIC,Inc.
Central Heating & Cooling Service & Installation
Comm Sheet Metal
Licensed Gas Merchant

RC

Murray, KY

Noble
Hams for Sale

Buslaess
Rentals

1992 16X80 30 2 bath
central hva lots of extras
$1000 down takeover pay
ments $227 72/mo 8-10
Mobile Home Village
753.5875

Storage trailers
for rent

MOBILE HOME REPOS
CANDELIGHT Weddings FOR SALE Singles/
Be married by ordained mi doubles Financing availnisters in a candeiight able Clean late model
chapel ceremony or in a homes Green Tree Finan
riverside gazebo No blood cial Corporation Kentucky.
test waiting period' From 6 0 6 2 2 3 1 0 1 0
$891 1 800 729 4365
1 800 221 8204
GATLINBURG Summit
Breathtaking mountain top
views fireplace balcony
kitchen clubhouse pool
Jacuzzis Call Regarding
Speciaisl Individual units
rented by Schweigen En
terposes Free Brouchure
1 800 242-4853 (205)
988 5139

TRAILER & lot for sale
Trailer is 16X80 & 1 acre
lot Call 753 1038 or
753 0745
290

Mobile
Homes For Rees
238R in town central hia
$250'mo $250 deposit
753 2446 days 759 1828
nights

2BR 2 bath, water & apK T I and Associates otter pliances furnished Cole
ing a full line of investigative man Realty, 753-9898
services Bel Air Center 2BR
w d hook-up,
753 3868 or 436 6099
$175 mo $175,deposa
7536012
RENT or sale 12X70 2br 1
bath in established park
759-9247 after 5pm

Mobile
Homes For Sale
14X70 2BR 1
bath on 4
wooded acres 1 mile from
Murray All appliances
Ready to move into Excellent condition $32 000
Call 753 7668 days
753 4919 nights
14X70 SPIR 1985 2br, 2
baths front & back porch,
stove refrigerator excellent condition 492 8761
1972 WAYSIDE 12X65
trailer, good condition
53.500 obo Call 489 713
after 7pm

SHADY Oaks - 2 or .3br
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209

753-7888
120

Apartments
For Rent
1 2 3BD apts Furnished,
very nice near MSU No
pets
7 5 3 1 25 2
days.753 0606 after 5pm
1 & 2BR furnished apts
available now Downtown
no pets deposit required
Starting at $195.'mo
753-4937 8arn-5prn m-f
1402 B Michelle. North
wood 2yrs new, 2br 1 bath
duplex Low utilities, stove
refrig, dishwasher, microwave CUTE $450/mo includes mowing Lease
$450 deposit No pets
available immediately
753-8734
1BR apartment 2 blocks
from MSU $165imo +de
posit
References
753 9577 after business
hours
1BR furnished apartment
nice & clean close to campus No pets $175mo
753-7276
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109

Mobile
Hem Lots For Rent
MOBILE Home Village, water furnished, $80 mo Coleman RE, 753 9898
300
Business
Rentals
DOWNTOWN office space
available across from
courthouse $95'mo including all utilities 753-1266
HIGH traffic count- University Square--- central gas
hear & central air-- skylight-- approximately
1200sq ft
Loretta
753-1492 or 753-6079
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612
SHOP on 280 $225/mo
Deposit 753-8848 before
9pm

1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished
Share kitchen, living room
8. bathroom facilities Walk
to MSU Coleman RE
753-9898
28R 1'4 bath townhouse
central tva, nice neighborhood, appliances turn shed, $425/mo Coleman
Realty, 753-9898
2BR, 1 bath duplex Cambridge Estates. $390
753-6156
2BR, very nice, central ha,
appliances & lawn maintenance furnished Coleman
Realty, 753-9898
3BR, 2 bath great location
$425mo 753-4342 leave
message or 435-4214
3BR farm house off 280 No
pets $295/mo, wd included Deposit No pets
753-3513 or 753-8848 be
fore 9pm

Real Estate Auction

CLAW Hammers only
$3.50/ea. Hand crafted
leather key chains $4.50.
Come see this & more at
Debbie's This-N -That
Shop, Hwy 94 East, Murray, KY. 3 miles out on the
right. Hours:, Wed, Thur,
Sat, 10am-5:30pm, Sun
lpm -4pm.

SAW dust for sale. Will
deliver- $2 a running foot &
$2 a mile. 502-472-1066.

SOFA, like new, $450 or
best offer. 753-3672 s

BLUES Festival in your
area 5th anniversary of
Kenlake s Hot August
Blues Festival August 27 &
28 In Aurora KY Talent &
Ticket
into
800 325 0143

OAK & glass table,4 chairs. TWIN size red iron headStove with top oven, porta- board & frame with mat
crib, old built-in ironing tress & box springs Call 1982 WAYSIDE 14X80
3br. 2 bath underpinning &
board, sail boat, 10 speed 759-1361 after 4pm.
house gutters, $10000
with baby seat, luggage
190
Call 527 9196 after
rack, florescent lights.
Farm
759-4663.
5 30pm
Equipment
2BR, 1 bath central ha,
OLDER type DOT MATRIZ
$11,500 Must be moved'
printer, $50. SCREEN:
498 8624
ROB color monitor for older
style computers, nearly
MOBILE HOME LOANS
1977 Chevrolet
new $250. Ann Uddberg,
Attn Sellers,Buyers,
2 Ton Truck
753-3549,
Owners 1964 newer 12'
Excellent condition,
SILK Screen prtgoqmt. For
larger Green Tree Finanpractically now
prtg Insul Bev Hldrs, Btls,
cial Refinancing Equity
pens, cylind & small flat
grain bed. Call
'loans Land,Home Realtor
items. Four manual tabel
calls
489-2477, leave
welcome
top machines. 100's of
1 800-221 8204 after 5pm
message on
frames, screens & parts.
1800895 1900
recorder.
New: Appx $12,500 first
$2,750. gets all. Camden,
TN PH(901)584-8190.
200
Sports
SINGLE carport posts in
Equipment
ground, $150 must move
See at 606 Sycamore. E-2 Go golf cart, good conFriday,
759-4556.
dition, $600. 753-5691

BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc. We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759-1828.

ROLLS wheelchair, fair
condition, $200. 753-9485.

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

port kits 489-2722 or
489-2724.

Mkt**
For Salo

AREA rugs (7'X12'), $50
Also, cross-country ski machine Call 753-9674

CARE

plan.
an.

753-4802

YAZOO riding mowers
YR-48's and YR 60s Call
Small Engines Sales & Ser
KY
vice, Danville
606-236-3447

HEWLETT Packard model
28C scientific calculator,
Appliances
like new, used very little
Great for accounting or cotAMANA
extra large wid
lege math courses, $150
like new Norge side-by
obo 753-4744
side refrigerator with icePC REPAIR- UPGRADESTRAINING AT YOUR LO- HISTORY & media buffs! maker GE dishwasher
CATION. HAWKINS RE- Availavle now. The Press Roper pilotless ignition, gas
of Kentucky 1787-1994: a stove Ceiling fans
SEARCH, 753-7001.
200 page history book ab- 759-2051
out the newspapers &
tan
1 hi)
newspaper industry of KenWant
tucky $15.95 plus $4 shipHome
To Buy
ping and handling_ Write
Furnishings
ANTIQUES by the piece or Kentucky Press Associacollections 753-9433 day tion, 101 Consumer Lane, 2BD suits, office & student
or night
Frankfort, KY 40601 or desks, antique walnut stair
rails, dry sink, file cabinet,
(502) 223-8821.
phone
AN 4-wheeler 753-1342
trunks, high chairs, cedar
CASH for GI Joe dolls, HONDA POWERED chest. air conditioners
CLEANERS. childs pool table, jumpy
Marx toys, train sets & toy PRESSURE
2200 PSI $698, 3000 PSI horse, portable fan. Wes
soaders 759-1981
$998. CONTRACTOR SE- (13-16), washer, maple
CASH for mobile home RIES. FACTORY DIRECT. table & chairs, hi, sofa bed
Ores & axles 436-2578, Major credit cards ac- & sleeper, odd chairs.
901-644-0679
cepted. CALL at$ HOURS. beds, iron bed. childs table
1-800-351-7283. Brochure & chairs, vacuum car seat,
CASH paid for good, used available.
bicycle, picture window
rifles, shotguns, and pistable, & much more
carpet,
tols. Benson Sporting INDOOR/outdoor
753-1502
Goods, 519 S 12th, brown 850sq ft, $85. 3pc
Murray
bedroom suit, $125. Older DINETTE sets, chests,
model Wilson sewing ma- dressers, bedroom suites. I
HUNTERS Group wished chine in blonde wood ca- also hand strip & refinish
to buy small or large binet, $45. All in good con- old furniture. George
wooded tract for hunting dition! 753-0062 after Hodge. 806 Coldwater Rd
this fall. Must be large tree 4:30pm.
DINETTE table with 8
woods. 1-502-683-0690.
NEW metal siding & roof- chairs 489-2813
I will buy your old motor ing. Cover 36- c.ut to length
scooter or mo-ped Call in 10 colors, galvanized PATIO set excellent condi354-6907 leave message
and galvalume. Secondary tion, 4 chairs, table & glider.
if available Portable car- 753-1411 after 5pm

DO house cleaning top to
bottom Call 474-2131
evenings please.

LovING

P.O. Box 1033

Mark Paschall

USED chddrens swing set
753-1345

NEW CD-ROM drive.
ONLY $99. FREE installation. Call HAWKINS RESEARCH anytIm•,
502-753-7001.

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and experienced, references Call
Linda 759-9553

Domestk
& Childcare

BLS TECHNOLOGIES
Call us at(502) 753-2953 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

EXCHANGE YOUR OLD
HARD DRIVE FOR A LARGER & FASTER ONE.
CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH FOR DETAILS
ANYTIME, 502-753-7001.

1994 POOL CLEARANCE!
New 94' pools now being
closed-out! End of year
savings! For ex. 19'X31'
0.0 pool with sundeck,
fence, filter ONLY $959
complete. 100% financing!
Limited area. Full financing
and installation arranged.
Call 1 (800) 759-6058 ask
for Beth.

070

Winpro 486d Desktop
4 Megabytes Ram
512kb Video Ram
260 Meg Hard Drive
3_5" Floppy Drive
40 Megahertz
14" SVGA Monitor
Mouse & Keyboard DOS6.21 and Windows 3.11
SOFTWARE EQUIPPED! NOT STRIPPED!

753-0466

Tobacco Sticks
For Sae

160

WANTED barmaids, waitresses & dancers, $500
plus weekly. Doll House
Cafe, Paris, TN.
901-642-4297, 7pm-2am.

Leading Edge

It opeking
duals
tisory
poor. train
ness.

COLOR PRINTER, 8175.
502-753-7001.
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(502) 435-4099

210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
220
Muskat
BUNDY trumpet, mint con
dition, great for beginners
Includes case, mute &
cleaning materials_ Asking
$150. 753-0724.
FENDER keyboard amp
Excellent like new condition. $375. 759-9932.
FOR sale: old upright
player piano. Tiger-striped,
oak grain, player needs repair, $350. 354-9049.

Aug. 26th, 1994 at 6 p.m.

From Murray,Ky.take Hwy.121 North through Coldwater, Ky. Turn on Bazzell Cemetery Road. Follow to
auction. Watch for auction signs.
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Meece wants to sell their 1991 Bucheneer
mobile home 16' wide 56' long. 2 bedrooms - large bath - large
living room - eat-in kitchen - all electric central heat - window
air cond. - new 24'x30' garage concrete floor - overhead door
and side door with overhead storage. The lot is 150' wide 200'
deep. Private well - 1000 gal. septic tank - all improvements
are approx. 2 years old. Mr. & Mrs. Meece are moving out of
state and want to sell very bad so come and look at this fine
trailer with all the improvements.
Terms: 20(' down day of auction, balance in 30 days with
passing of deed. For more information phone

Wilson Real Estate - Wayne Wilson Broker
753-5086 or

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144

LOWREY Tempest organ,
excellent condition
759-9676
NEW Gibson Epiphone
Guitar, (PR350S model)
$200. 753-9575.
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk, 753-9600
YAMAHA YCL-20 Clarinet,
lightly used,$250. Ann Uddberg, 753-3649
240

Estate Auction
Real Estate & Personal Property
Sat., Aug. 27, 1994 at 10 a.m. at the home place of the late J.N.
Reed 1002 Payne St., Murray, Ky.
Real Estate Sells At 12 Noon

Nice brick veneer house with 3bedrooms - large li ving room - kitchen dining room - family room - 2 baths - mature shade - new large 2 car
ara e and workshop. For more information call
;

Miscallansous
A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL
CHURCH WEDDING Smoky Mountains. Gatlinbug Chapels (Since 1980)
No tests-No Waiting,
Photograpy, Music, Flowers, Suites. We match any
price less 10%. Christian
cermony Rev Dr. Ed Taylor
1-800-346-2779.
A MYRTLE Beach SC,
$9.95 per person per
nightly; Double Occupancy
(Sunday-Thursday) 100
yards to beach and pavilion. Beach, Country Music
& Golf Packages Available
1-800-331-7300.
ROMANTIC CANDELITE
WEDDINGS_ Smoky
Mountains, Ordained Ministers, Elegant Chapel,
Photographs, Florals. Limos, Videos, Bridal Suites
with Jacuzzis, No Waiting
No Blood Tests. Gatlinburg,
Tennessee
1-800-933-7464.
WEDDINGS. OLDFASHIONED. Candlelight
ceremonies. Smoky Mountain Chapel, overlooking
river, near Gatlinburg.
HORSE-DRAWN CARRIAGE. Cabins, Jacuzzis.
Complete . arrangements.
No tests/Waiting. Charge
cards accepted. HEARTLAND 1 -800-448-VOWS
(8697).

•,

Wilson Real Estate
Wayne Wilson Broker - 753-5086

Color t.v. - stereo - glass top coffee & lamp tables - couch & odd chairs recliner - table lamps - electric sewing machine - small file cabinet pictures & frames - credenza - nice table & 4 chairs with matching
china cabinet - 3 piece bedroom suite - other blonde bedroom suite portable color t.v. - wing back chair - elect. fan - Maytag washer &
RCA dryer - frost free ref. - small ref. - microwave - chrome breakfast
set - small kitchen appl. - pots & pans - some old glass & china flatware - picnic basket.
Tools: Mr. Reed was a mill wright and machinist. Will sell his tools, a
lot of these tools were made by Mr. Reed welding equipment. Electric
power tools - steel bits - pipe wrenches - jack stand - chain pipe
wrench - bench grinder - air tools - open & box end wrenches - socket
set • bolt cutters - c-clamps - come along- shop vise - nice shop made
tool cabinet - other small tool cabinet on casters - battery charger step ladder - shop hammers - crescent wrenches -small air compressor - screwdrivers - chain saw - elect. chain saw - aluminum ext.
ladder - gas line trimmer - push lawn mower - saw horses -aluminum
loading ramps - log chains- porta-a-power car ramps - ext.cords - 1-1/2
ton chain hoist - torch cutting heads - load benders - wagon sheet post hole digger - shovels - gas cans - 4.x8. piece metal - glass front
wash board - used paneling -nice Cougar boat with heavy trailer and
35 h.p. Johnson Sea King motor - nice 1980 Delta Royal 4 dr. Olds car,
S.B. & air - a 1972 Ford Pickup camper special new tires - battery
power hoist - and much more.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
435-4114
Tenter 20(k down on real estate day of sale with balance in 30 days Buyer
premium - 104. added to final bid and made part of the sale price.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

fists
1 Supplies

Apartments
For Real
ASSUME lease New 2br 2
bath duplex xi/garage red
tvu landscaped In Fallbrooks Development
759 1808 & leave
message

2BR gas heat window air,
d hook-up Deposit.
lease & references required No pets $325.mo
753-6069

3BR 1 bath central Iva near
FOR 3 people
Jniversity
no pets
availpartially furnished
'53 3584
able June 1st $150,mo
3BR 4 miles from town
each 753 9564
carport 2 car garage can
KENTUCKY Lake Lake- eel h a all appliances in
land Westly Village lbr cluding w d $550 mo
apartment utilities in
lease & deposit required
chided rent based on in
759 4664
oome 55 & older handicap
38R
house on 1713 OakhiH
& disabled Equal Housing
Dr $500 mo Available
Opportunity
Sept 1st 759 4406
502-354 8888
MUR CAL Apartments now AVAILABLE immediately
accepting applications for 2Br house on N 1/30-1
1 2 and 3br apartments $425, mo plus deposit
Phone 759 4984 Equal 753 1266
Housing Opportunity
NEW 2br duplex apartrnents. gas heat. wid hookup. appliances furnished
no pets, available July 15th CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
$425,mo, lyr lease depo
sit required Call 753 4873 Drive behind Shoney s
after 6 30pm, Allen $20 $40 mo 759 4081
Properties
NORTHWOOD Storage
NOW renting lb( apart- presently has units avail
merits 1608 College Farm Ible Call 753 2905
Rd. $210, mo
Call 753-7536
753 6716 after 7pm
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended be
tween 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

HAVE an obedient sale
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858
PEG S Dog Grooming
753 2915

FALL apples NicKenzkis
Orchard Call ahead to con
firm order & pick up time
753 4725 or 753 9468

AKC Chow Chow puppies
$125 753-4444 days
ROOMMATE & helper for 759 1427 nights
sales & marine work on
AKC Shetland sheepdog
lake 25min from campus,'
some travel young & 10wks old male shots
wormed $150 527-7433
energetic $100 mo
354-6762
AVA'S AVIARY 5/5 So
7th Murray. KY 759-4119
Mon Fri
Hours
Sat
6 30-9 00pm
Sun
1 30-6 00pm
1200-5 00pm 'FREE BAG
ROOM for rent 753 7115 OF MILLET WITH PURCH
ASE' Offer expires
8 26 94
340
Houses
CHOW Chow puppies
$100 759-1427, 753-4444
For Rent
•

Public
Sale

3 Party Huge
Garage Sale
Fri. & Sat.
Aug. 26 & 27
7 a.m.-?
1524 Oxford
Hot tub, twin beds, chest
of drawers, 2 tables &
chairs small couch
antiques misc furniture
and much more

Yard
Sale
121 South
Lynwood Estates
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Fri. & Sat
Aug. 26 & 27
Clothes,
jewelry
shoes, toys & more

Garage
Sale,
1211 Dogwood-Or.
Fri., Aug. 26
8 a.m. to Noon
Sat., Aug. 27
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Housenoic terns, tanituT
clothes lmen's & women's
shoes. cioth,ng accesso
hes. books and many more
rn sc 'terns

1-2BR next door to campus, $300-mo 753-7249

DOG Day
759-1768

2BR buck, attached garage garden spot, no inside
pets. w,cf hook-up, stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher,
air '4 mile from town
$400-mo, 1yr lease $400
deposit
753 9212
753-3992

German
FOR sale
English
Pointer &
Pointer pups, 3mos old,
$50/ea 753-1165 or
435-4444

3 Party
Garage Sale

FOR sale 5wk old Pit Bull
Call 762-3796,leave
message

Friday
7:30 a.m.-??

FOR sale Parrot with cage
starting to talk, amps old
753 4946

Waterbed,
furniture, dishes,
picture frames.
store display
items, misc.

2BR farm house 5 miles
West of Murray $275. mo
Call
+deposit
502-354 6855

Afternoon

KENTUCKY LAKE PROPERTY
A total of 123 acres or will sell in smaller tracts'
two 45 acre tracts on the south side of Highway
#280 and two 16 acre tracts to TVA easement
to Wildcat Creek just off the Blood River
Embayment. The property would be good for
any type development or the perfect place for
your lake home, Near Panorama Subdivision,
Miller Golf Course, only seven miles from
Murray

BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
Wingo - 376-2222
James Majors, Residence 328-8418
Local Phone 753-9822 after 5 p.m.

CAMDEN, TENNESSEE

YARD SALE
Westwood Subdv
1715 Oak Hill Or.

Friday
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Lots of name brand
children's and adult
clothes, large men's
sizes,
sheets,
waterbed sheets, bike,
lawnmower & much
more Cancel if rainl

1524 Canterbury Dr

YARD
SALE
703 S. 9th St.

Thursday
& Friday
8 a.m. - ??
Household furniture and dishes,
baby furniture,
all size clothing
(boy & girl)

9:00 A.M.

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
SATURDAY • AUGUST 27 • 9 A.M.
cw-alcd

Eastview - corner of Eastview 'and Frazier Street,
Camden, TN (watch for signs)
******************************************

** W *******************************A*******

Antique Furniture - Glassware - Collectibles - China
Clocks - 2 Services of Sliver (Alvan Romanque •
Garham Strausberg) - Jewelry (some diamond) Old Money & Coins - 1979 Chevy Caprice Classic
(50,885 Mlles)
- PARTIAL LISTING •
Antiq..e walnut marble top hag tree (unusual), marble top walnut wash stand 2 pie crest
Duncan Phyfe tables. vong back chair, antique rocker, antque cherry lowboy, fern stands,
Duncan Phyet.er tabie odd chairs, twin spool beds, marble top antique dresser maple rocker.
desk witn chair. sofa. several antiqueiables,3 pc look-alike L lian Russell bedroom suite, quilt
box old trunks. Lillian Russell walnut night stand, vlver chest. wicker chair. Smger sewing
machine. G E wasner & dryer. frost-free refrigerator butter mold .asst collectibles. large asst
antique pictures, antique flow lamp,several antique lamps. asst antique mirrors. several milk
glass ,tems. several Rosseviite pieces. Bavarian china. occupied Japan. Noritake china(8 pc
setting Goidiea pattern), large assortment of plume, milk tomes(Nashville. TN imprint). asst
linens. crochet lems. quilts. assrof.tea pots. sterkng sliver pieces, seve.a pieces hobnail, ink
wells. cobalt, collectible state spoons. Noritake china (8 pc setting Me!.ose patlem), large
asst nand painted plates. 2 color TVs, several brass items, collection of costume jewelry,
watches, roof-moos glass,carnival glass. cake stands,several vases(al kinds), large asst of
crystal. mantel clock (Seth Thomas). coo- COO clock, mantle dock (Albright & Son). assi of
tools. ladders I 2dime. old 1,2 dollars , old knives and razors. $'O gold certificate. confederate
Di is, soea.s
egar jug. 1979 Chevy Caprice Classic (50.885 miles;
•• k
•
Al
Al
•
11 •
Al .
Terms Cash or good Check day of sale out of slate checks must have letter or credit
NOTICE Agents Note This is the most outstanding antique auction that we have offered
in many years 98% Antique & Collectible

JUST DON'T MISS THIS ONE!
(901) 524-6125

Ann Frey
Co-Conservator

Roy C Orr
Auctioneer
Murry Ford Jr
Auctioneer
LAND'.
4V,
AUCTION C0c./

CAMDEN
TENN

TwmsI Condepons announced day o, sate take wetwife,* nye, any punted
••••••
•••••••••••■••••••••••••••owe..••• *re,-

Rest
Estate

2106 Edinborough
Fri. 5:30 a.m.
Sat. 6:30 a.m.

DUPLEX 2br, 1 bath, Cambridge Estates Gene
Steely 753-6156

Jewelry, shoes, dothing,, various other
items, an added surprise nol shown before,
antique jewelry plus
some antique Roseville
pieces Don't miss this'
Come early'

FREE color brochure of
LAKE BARKLEY, KY bargains, 2.18 acres-$5.900.
Nicely wooded s/lake access near state park On
country rd w.udis & protective covenants 1. acre
lakefront from $39,000.
Perfect for vacation/
retirement home near lake
Excellent financing. Call,
800-858-1323, Ext 822
Acres
Woodland
8.30-8.30, 7 days

Yard Sale
Friday
8-26-94
1519 Henry SL
5:30 a.m.-11 a.m.
Name brand clothes, tub
spa's. computer with
games, 1969 Falcon,
rugs, steel b. ball pole,
exercise equip., craft
supplies,tools,tires, lots
of misc. items.

Firm *588
or Mete,910
"AM/11.1/0

611,"

HALEY Appraisal Service
Haley
Bob
call
502-489-2266
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling.
contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

Lake
Property

Yard Sale
One Day Only!
13th & Vine St
Sat, Aug. 27
7 a.m. to ?
Couch, loveseat, chair, enterinrnent center, chest of
drawers, treadmill, books,
chilaren's and adult's clothing, pine bunk bed frame,
nousewares. some anticJes, & much morel Every-; must got

EXCELLENT view of lake,
3br, completely furnished.
Blood River area 753-0628
or 753-8945
1410
Lots
For Sale
100X140 SOUTHWEST
Villa subdivision. All city
utilities, reduced 753-4873
after 6pm.
450

Moving Sale
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. till 4 p.m.
Take 94E to Hwy.
280 then .9 mi. to
Bay Street
Furniture, tiller. 125 h.p.
riding mower, dishes, push
mower, tools, lumber, lawn
cart. swing. books, jars,
odds and ends, lots of girls
dotes so 4-8, and toys
No Sales Before 7 a in

Yard Sale
1111 Mulberry St
Fri. & Sat
Aug. 26 & 27
7 a.m.-?
Adult & children clothing, shoes, barretts,
hand made afghans,
toys, make-up,couch,
chair and lots more.

Garage Sale
Fri. 8/26/94
8 a.m.-?
Oaks Country Club
Road - South of the
country 'club, brick
house, Oakwood
Terrace.
Country items, kitchen
Items, clothes.

Yard
Sale
L.P. Miller
Fri. & Sat.
Aug. 26 & 27
8 a.m. to ?
Dishes, some tools,
fish equip., clothes,
many other items.
223 N.

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?
121 to New Concord right
on 444 1,/: miles, 2nd rd.
past bridges, turn right
1st house on right.
2 old desks 2 offce chairs, old
computer fberglass shower. 2
a/owe baces 1 from early 5trs
arique cook stove from 20's
modern drop-on slow, garage
door 18' metal, leis of used
satellites

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

4
41.

Hwy. 641 S. 4 mi.
from Murray on
right.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?
Lots of clothes- baby,
kids & jeans, crafts,
plants, 2 large bird
cages & misc.

Final 1/2 Price
Yard Sale

Antiques — Antiques — Antiques

Owner
Ms Elsie Williams
Regina OGuinn
Co Conservator

5 Family
Yard Sale

430

7YR old Appaloosa geld
ing excellent tram! horse
Needs TLCI $1 100
753 0266

PANARAMA Shores 2br
duplex w d hack up, minute to water & boat ramp,
minutes to Murray.
5300,mo & $250rmo
527-9639

Vans

..•••• •

Farms
For Sale
HOG farm, 11.5 acres. wa
ter, electricity, farrowing
house, more. Kirksey area
489-2617.

17, STORY brick. 2394sq
t, 3-4br, 2 ceramic full
baths, pella windows, fireplace. Edinborough Drive
753-6648 after 4:30pm.
4 NEW 3br houses on city
water & sewer. Will consider trading for other property. Priced in the $70's to
low $80's 753-3672 after
5pm
bath
BY OWNER. 3br,
brick ranch. Eat-in kitchen,
formal dining room, living
room, family room with '6
bay window. Central gas
heat & air, wall-to-wall carpet, ceiling fans, jacuzzi,
14x14f1 storage bldg. Lot
75x150, adjacient lot available. Walk to banks & shopping. Priced to sell, mid
$70's. Call for appt.
753-4359_
BY owner 3br 2 bath split
level home on 16 acres.
Includes private lake full of
fish, Asking $48,500. Call
901-642-8197 & leave
message.
BY owner: available immediately at 103 N 17th St.,
1650sq ft 3br, 1 bath, brick
ranch with garage electric
door, eat-in kitchen with
pantry & breakfast bar, formal dining room & living
room, electric hie, 14X28
patio, lot 60X170 Priced in
the $50's 753-7236.
BY owner nice 3br 2 bath,
fenced yard with storage
building, new roof, landscaped yard. Dishwasher
and stove included. Located at 102 N 18th St.
Call 753-8007.
FOR sale: house & lot at
intersection of Glendale Rd
& S 4th Rental or business,
$13,300 (502)545-3443.
GREAT room with 10'
ceiling-- kitchen with pantry
and island; dining room
with plastered walls & chair
rail-- 3br with split
arrangement- 3 pull man
baths- 3' wide doors for
accessibility- brass
appointments-- ceiling
tans-- screened porch-oversized garage- central
gas heat & central air- First
time on market .. Century
21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
753-1492.
HOUSE for sale or rent:
Over 1,8005q ft brick ranch
on 1'/. acre wooded lot
located between Murray &
Mayfield 2 baths, central
air & gas heat, nice carpeting, large shop Possible
owner financing. 489-2410.
JUST reduced! Well maintained 4br, 2 bath home in
well established neighborhood in town, $109,500.
Call Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.

NEW 3br, 2 bath Wilp tub.
oak cabinets, 1280.q It Iry
ing garage Pnced upper
560s 1405 N 16th Call
489-2722
NEW house for sale!
2400sq ft under roof, 1950
living sq ft. 3br, 2 bath
kitchen. family room, dining
room. utility. 2 car garage,
gas heat, central air Great
buy, Call 753-7435 days,
753-3966 evenings
SOUTHWEST Villa Practi
catty new 3br, 2 bath Great
room with cathedral ceiling.
gas fireplace 6ft privacy
fence in back. dryvit eateror 2000sq ft living, 3100sq
ft total 753-4117
SPACIOUS 3br, 2 bath,
with great flowing lay out,
beautiful kitchen, breakfast
room. separate dining
room Lots of extras, country club view Call for your
appointment today
753-2905, 753-7536

1983 DODGE customized
iian good condition.
74,XXX miles $3.250
247-5794 days 492 8826
after 7pm

Motorcycles
1990 PACE American box
trailer, $1,200 753-4832
490
Used
Cars
1956 PORSCHE 356A, red
with gray insides Drive it
anywhere Powered by a
hot VW engine. $7,950
354-6907
1979 PONTIAC Firebird,
rebuilt motor, new $400
stereo system, many other
new parts, $1,300
753-7194
1980 AUDI 5000, local car.
sunroof, arm/fm stereo, all
leather, fuel injection
52,495 753-8096
1980 CAMARO Z-28, black
with leather interior, 300
engine, good condition
759-2300
1980 TOYOTA Corolla,
new clutch & brakes, strong
engine. $850 753-1495
1981 OLDS Regency. good
ooritititon, nearly new Ores,
$750 753-6864.
1981 PONTIAC LaMans,
V-8, 4dr, auto, p/s, p/b.
piwindows- door locks,
runs & drives good 78,XXX
miles $9,000 or best rea
sonable offer
Call
753-3859

1983 OLDS Cutlass Supreme,env. pis, pt.cruise,
air, dependable transportation. $1,900. 753-6431
leave message
1984 ESCORT Station wagon, $1,200 753-9212
1984 FORD Tempo, extra
nice, $1,500. 759-2555
leave message.
1985 CADILLAC Fleetwood De Elegance, excellent condition, high miles,
service verified, all power,
CB radio. 436-2522,
474-8119.
1986 560 SL Mercedes
Roadster, complete records, air bag & anti-lock
brakes, both tops nauticial
blue with Palomino interior,
low miles. A perfect car.
753-1323 days. 753-5763
nights.
1986 BMW 325, 4dr, auto,
with sunroof, bronzet with
beige interior, good condition. 502-247-5869 after

5pm
1986 BUICK Electra, V-6,
auto, power windows,
power locks, tilt, cruise,
second owner. Runs &
drives like new. $3,200.
Phone
Frankfort
502-875-4050
or
502-875-1844 (nights)
(dealer).
1986 FORD Escort station
wagon, 5sp, $1,500. 1964
Barracuda, 4sp, $300.
1972 Datsun 340, 4sp,
$300. 1972 Dart Swinger,
must see, $2,000.
759-9105 after 5:30pm
1987 BMW 325 IS, loaded,
auto, sun roof, average mileage,
$9,900
502-388-2511 after 6pm
1987 BONNEVILLE SE,
black, loaded. $4,200
489-2208 after 6pm
1987 MUSTANG GT, red/
red, 90,XXX miles, good
condition. 753-7976.
1988 MAZDA 626 LX, 1
owner. 753-2446 days.
759-1828 nights.
1991 BUICK Century, burgundy, cloth, loaded, new
tires, brakes, V-6, mint condition.
$5,500
502-875-4050 (dealer)
1991 JAOUAR Sovereign
54xxx miles standard extras plus. 6 deck cd player,
cellular phone, built in radar
detector, $24000
753-1362 days_
1991 MAZDA 626, 5sp
753-1527 after 5pni
1993 MAXIMA GXE, p/s,
p/b, a/c Electric windows,
seats & door locks Deluxe
Bose amffin stereo with cd
Sun-roeif, black w/gray
leather interior 753-9240
or 753-0148 after 5pm

Services
Meted

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and pans warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

JIM'S Garden Service
Gardens- breaking dis
lung, tiling Lawns- seeding
& lenikzing new or existing
Blade work & bush
hogging Reasonable
rams 753-3413

51X1
Used
Trucks
1965 CHEVY truck V8
auto swb 85 XXX miles,
good restoration truck or
everyday use Asking
$1 000 759 2051
1969 CHEVROLET lwb
283 automatic $975 obo
759-4805 753 8430
1972 DODGE pick up 318
V 8 auto s54 Riviera
$600 obo
Courts
753-320 after 3 30pm
1975 FORD pick up motor
has been overhauled, good
tires new battary, new
brakes Call 753 7124 after
7pm
1976 FORD F100 swb
$675 753 9212
1979 DATSUN 620 pickup,$300 753 5867

470

Seislees
Offered

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore. Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER 436-5848
BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Septic system drive
ways hauling foundations.
etc 759-4664
BACKHOE Service, complete foundations, septic
systems R H Nesbitt Construction Phone 492-8516,
pager 762 7221
B&B Painting & interior Design Painting, sheetrock &
wallpaper Fast effecient &
courteous No lobs too big
or small Reasonable pricing. Phone (901)644-9486
ask for Brad
BILL'S Window Cleaning.
Residential/Commercial
753 5934

1989 FORD BRONCO II BOB'S Plumbing Repair
4X4, V-6. blue on blue, Service All work guaranauto p s. pt. air, stereo teed
753-1134 or
Looks and runs nice' 436-5832
•
$5,650 502 875 4050
BRYON'S LAWN SER(dealer)
VICE Free estimates
1991 DODGE Dakota. 753 4591
auto trans, ps pb ac.
CARPORTS for cars and
swb
18 XXX miles
753-9590 leave message trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
1991 FORD Explorer 4X4. and etc. Excellent protec2dr sport. 1 owner, never tion, high quality, excellent
wrecked, white with gray value Roy Hill 759-4664.
interior JBL sound system,
CARROLL'S custom gar$12,900 753-1323 days,
den tilling, bushhogging
753 4117 nights
box grader, blade work
FULL-size short bed alumi- Free estimates Gerald
num truck topper Mid size Carroll 502-492-8622
long bed aluminum topper
with siding window Like CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
new 436 2564
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
510
435-4191
Campers

COMPUTER SERVICE &
TRAINING. 502-753-7001.

1993 STARCRAFT popup, sleeps 6 canopy, 8X10
screen room attaches to
camper, $4,500 753 6158

COOPER Lawn Service.
New & existing . Call
502-435-4588

520
Boats
& Motors

COUNTERTOPS, custom.
Homes. trailers. offices.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
436-5560

154 FT Runabout boat. CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
85hp Johnson motor, and Cooling Service. Complete installation and ser$2.000 obo 753 0115
vice
Call Gary at
1988 BOMBER fish & ski 759-4754
181t w/Johnson GT150
Walk thru windshield 2 CUSTOM bulldozing and
hvewells, flasher, LCR, backhoe work, septic systransom saver. Johnson tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
12-24 TRLG motor, many Horace Sholar.
more extras low hours, D & D Lawn Care Free
lake ready
Phone estimates 489-2296
759-9157 after 6pm
DRYWALL, finishing, re1989 HYDROSTREAM, pairs, additions and blowtunnel hull bass boat, 1811, ing ceilings. 753-4761.
200hp Mercury nydrolic
jack plate, low water pick- EXPERT painting- Resiups, stainless -teel chop- dential & commercial, 25
years experience. No job
per with spare prop, auto
matic live wells, stereo. too big or too small. Free
trolling motor, Shoreline estimates D&J Painting.
753-7040
trailer with cover
759-4628
GERALD WALTERS.
GLASTRON 16 511 open Roofing, vinyl siding, paintbow runabout with 100hp ing Free estimates. 18
Evinrude outboard motor, years experience. Local reexcellent condition ferences. 753-2592
throughout Call 753-9593 GUARANTEED Amway
evenings or weekends
Products for every need are
USED boats motors trail lust a phone call away. We
ers & salvage parts for sale deliver. Phone 759-4667
Boat & motor repair All HADAWAY Construction
work & parts guaranteed
Remodeling, vinyl siding
Wayne Darnell Marine Re
vinyl replacement winpair, Hwy 121 S
dows. vinyl flooring
502-436 5464
436-2052.
530
Services
Offered

HAND cleaned vinyl siding
All work guaranteed
901-642-1506, Horn's
Maintenance Service.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Al
Hauling, moving, clean-up,
odd jobs, tree trimming,
tree removal, yard mowing.
mulch hauling Clean up
sheet rock & other building
materials Free estimates
Tim Lamb 436 5744

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery. Murray,
KY 436-5560
LAWN MOWING- I mow
my grandparents lawn for
$15 & an ice cream sand
wich For no-frills mowing
at an oid bmey price, call
435-4150
LEES'S CARPET CLEANING. For all carpets and
upholstery Free estimates
Call 753-5827
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
PAINTING. Duality
service- value Free quotation, no obligation Van
Smith at 753-4233
PEIFER Masonry, brick,
block, stone No job too
small 502-554-8917
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
RILEY CONSTRUCTION:
remodeling, additions, porches, decks, vinyl siding &
trim, roofing, garagbs&
Phone
framing.
502-489-2907.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates Call
474-2307_
SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Servall Gutter Co.
753-6433.
SEWING machine repair.
Kenneth Barnhill,
753-2674. Stella, KY.
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry
Chnsman 492-8742.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available_
759-4690.
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15; most repairs
$35 Free estimates.Route
1, Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri., 753-0530.

FREE black Lab puppies
474-8222

TO PLACE AN
AD CALL

7534916
DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in
advance!
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads briny error. Murray Ledger tit Times
will be rmwisible for
only one friorrect Insertion.
Any error
should be reported immediately' so corrections can be made.

'S
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 A tree
trimming, hedge trimming
mulch hauling light hauling
& odd jobs. Paul 436-2102

Custom Woodworking
and
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop By And See Our Showroom •
Sunbury • Murray (Behind Bunny Broad)
753-5940

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Hauling, tree trimming, tree
removal, & cleaning out
sheds, attics. odd jobs &
will haul & spread mulch
Free estimates 436 5744
Luke Lamb
1 1 1 1 ALL around mowing.
trimming, tree removal Joe
436-2867
1 1 1 A all around mowing,
trimming. hauling Mark
436-2528
Al, Al's hauling, yard work,
tree removal mowing Free
estimates 759-1683
Al Carpentry work New
construction, remodeling,
porches, decks Also house
plans drawn No job too
small Call J&C Construction 436-5398
AIR Conditioning Ron Hall
Heating, Cooling and
Electric Co Service, unit
replacement and complete
installtion Licensed gas installer Phone 435-4699
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur
rehire repair & custom
woodworking 753 8056
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN'septic tank
installation, repair. replacement 750 /Cie

409

William Duncan
Building Contractor

WE SAD

roue°,

Experienced builder of houses
garages, pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
small

474-8267

Expand your profit$
with a quality
SIGN.
WOOD WORKS
753-2378

2-2306
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By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Aug. 25. the 237th day of 1994. There are 128
days kit in the year.
Today's
highlight
in
history:
Fifty years ago, on Aug. 25, 1944, wild celebrations ensued as Paris
was liberated by Allied forces after four years of Nazi occupation.
German Maj. Gen. Dieuich von Choltitz surrendered to French Brig.
Gen. Jacques Philippe Leclerc without carrying ,out Hitler's order to
level the French capital.
On this date:
In 1718, hundreds of French colonists arrived in Louisiana, with
some of them settling in present-day New Orleans.
In 1825, Uruguay declared its independence from Brazil.
In 1875, Capt. Matthew Webb became the first person to swim
across the English Channel, traveling from Dover, England, to Calais,
France, in 22 hours.
In 1944, Romania declared war on Germany.
In 1950, President Truman ordered the Army to seize control of the
nation's railroads to avert a strike.
In 1980, the Broadway musical "42nd Street" opened. Producer
David Merrick stunned both cast and audience during the curtain call
by announcing that the show's director, Gower Champion, had died
that same day.
In 1985, Samantha Smith, the schoolgirl whose letter to Yuri V.
Andropov resulted in her famous peace tour of the Soviet Union, was
killed with her father in an airliner crash in Maine.
Ten years ago: Truman Capote, author of "In Cold Blood," was
found dead in a Los Angeles mansion. He was 59.
Five years ago: Congressman Barney Frank, D-Mass., acknowledged hiring a male prostitute as a personal employee, then firing
him after suspecting the aide was selling sex from Frank's apartment.
One year ago: The United States applied limited sanctions against
China and Pakistan after concluding that the Chinese had sold missile
technology to the Pakistanis. Amy Biehl, a Fulbright scholar from
Newport Beach, Calif., was slain by a mob in South Africa.
Today's birthdays: Former U.S. arms control director Eugene V.
Rostow is 81. Actor Van Johnson is 78. Actor-producer Mel Ferrer is
77. Former Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace is 75. Actor Sean Connery is 64. Idaho Gov. Cecil Andrus is 63. Actor Tom Skeffitt is 61.
Actress Anne Archer is 47. Rock singer-actor Gene Simmons is 45.
Rock singer Elvis Costello is 40.
Thought for Today: "Literature is news that stays news." — Ezra
Pound, American poet and critic (1885-1972).

Ten years ago
M. Gary Haws, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Gary L. Haws, Phillip Carter, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Carter, Ken Hainsworth, son of
Dr. and Mrs. Jerome Hainsworth,
and Charles Cella, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Ron Cella, were presented
their Eagle Badges, highest rank
in Boy Scouting, at a City-wide
Court of Honor by Boy Scout
Troops 45, 13, 112 and 77.
Murray High School Tigers
edged Calloway County High
School Lakers by the score of 20
to 19 in the football game played
at Laker Stadium, CCHS.
Carol Jo Spann and Kenneth
Ralph Bogard were married in a
June ceremony at First Baptist
Church, Murray.
M.C. Garrott writes about Dr.
Richard Blalock in his column,
"Garrott's Galley."

Twenty years ego
Preliminary enrollment figures
for .Murray City Schools are
1,912 students, according to Fred
Schultz, superintendent of Murray City Schools.
Murray Police Chief Brent
Manning showed Murray City
Council a new type of radar
equipment under consideration by
the department at the regular
council meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. R.M. (Manliff)
Miller will be married 50 years.
Sept. 3.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Quinn, Aug.

16; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. David
Williams, Aug. 18oy to Mr. and
Mrs. Dale Goodwin, Aug. 15.
Dan Foster and Tripp Jones are
pictured their limit of squirrels
bagged opening morning of the
hunting season.

Thirty years ago
"Gene Landolt and John Parker
are attending the Democratic
National Convention at Atlantic
City. If you watch television, you
might see them with the Kentuclfy group," from column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams, publisher.
Evon Burt of Lynn Grove and
H.M. Miller of Hazel have been
named as Calloway County members of the State Board of
Registration and Purgation.
Mary Leslie Erwin, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Stark Erwin of
Murray, received her Bachelor of
Science degree in Bacteriology
and Chemistry al summer commencement exercises at University of Georgia, Athens, Ga.
The Rev. Norman Culpepper is
serving as pastor of Sinking
Spring Baptist Church.

DEAR ABBY
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Dear Abby
is on a two-week vacation. Following is a selection of some of
her favorite past letters from
the early 1970s.)
DEAR ABBY: Already I am
\vorried about ()Ur neXt summer
vacation.
My husband gets three weeks
off, and he wants to take nit' and
the children on a picture-taking trip
to the Western parks region, as he
is a camera buff
Our children are 7 and 10. and
they do not get along with each
other, so you can imagine what an
automobile trip %kith them is like for
three weeks.

ters in'orcomutter Co.

I realize that my husband works
hard all year and deserves the kind
of vacation he enjoys, but I don't relish the idea of being referee for the
kids while Father pursues his
hobby, which involves looking for
places to photograph and endless
waiting for perfect sun directions.
PLANNING AHEAD

DEAR PLANNING: Why not
compromise and spend part of
your vacation doing his thing,
and the other part doing whatever you prefer?
A suggestion: On long motor
trips with kids who don't get
along, instead of putting them
both in the back seat, let one sit

in front with Dad, and keep the
other in the back with you.
Then switch.
*
DEAR ABBY: Why is it that
when a woman announces that she
is pregnant, all the other women in
the company immediately start to
rehash their own pregnancies'?
Invariably they all had a very hard
time delivering, and one keeps trying to top the other with tales of
how long she was in labor. etc.
My wife is four months pregnant, and she hasn't had one sick
'day, but all the talk about "rough
delivering- has scared her half to
death.

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE

repair
rnhill,
KY

Forty years ago
A check today for S1,700 was
handed over to Calloway County
March Dimes from the employees
of Murray Manufacturing Co.
This makes the total collections
for the emergency polio drive to
$3,300.
Pvt. Oury Glenn Billington,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Owen Billington of Murray, is stationed at
Fort Hood, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Overbey are attending the annual convention of American Bar Association at Chicago, Ill.
Naomi Glenda Mangrum and
Walter coleman Mathis were
married Aug. 1 at Farmington
Baptist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. A.W. Russell and
daughters, Ann Beale and Mary
Keys, have returned from a motor
trip to points in Kentucky and
Tennessee.

THE FAR SIDE
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Begin by Keeping your diaphra9m

17ght.' e Sound sou l ornate
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What'swriingv.ithsome\winen'
Please print this It m.iy '-t 'p the
cacklingolsonleolthosehens'
PEEVED IN MARYVILLE.'FENN
DEAR PEEVED: All right, it's
done. Perhaps some of those
"hens" are only looking longingly back on their laying days.
* *

*

DEAR ABBY: What is a 25-yearold woman to do when people keep
coming to her door and asking. "Is
your mother home?- This has happened to me so many times lately I
want to scream.
I am a high school teacher. and
at the beginning of the school year.
a fellow teacher !whom I had not
met yet) stopped me in the hall and
asked if I had a "pass- to by out of
class.
Abby. I try hard to dress and
look my age, but no matter what I
do. I still come off looking like a 17year-old kid. Suggestions..)
PATTY IN TACOMA
DEAR PATTY: Yes. Relax and
enjoy it. Most women complain
because no sooner do their pimples clear up, when they start
getting wrinkles.

Dft. GOrr

CALVIN and HOBBES

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

sod VCR
cleaning;1 repairs
es Route
-12, 1-5,
30

CALVIN, UNL.E.SS 'NIS Is
REALLY ImPoanktir, HANG
UP, OK ? 11:A YERsi SUSI

puppies

In their final year, all research science students are
required to take one semester of Maniacal Laughter.

CATHY
LISTEN TO THE LOARNiNG
SlfiNS! BAIL NOW BEFORE
YOU GET TOO INVOLVED LIKE
YOU'VE DONE BEFORE'

! DON'T GIVE UP AT THE ... NO! 0041" BE INFLEXIBLE
FiRST SIGN Of 'TROUBLE LIKE
LIKE YOU'VE SEEN BEFORE!
YOU'VE DONE SEFORE!... NO!
! DON'T OVERANALYZE!
DON'T BE TOO FORGIVING LIKE ... MO! DON'T WIMP OUT!
vow ue BEEN BEFORE !
... NO! DON'T TIKE RULES!

NITS ...

uiELComE TO TAY HOME:
TEST KITCHEN FOR.
RELATIONSHIP BLUNDERS,

CROSSWORDS

0

fix. re-
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of their
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ACROSS
1 Greenland
base
5 Southwestern
Indians
9 Boxingvictory abbr.
12 Something
remarkable
13 Beer
14 Brown kiwi
15 Sawlike part
17 Ceremonies
19 Refrigerant
21 Command
to cat
22 Periods of
time
24 Pronoun
25 Southeast
Asian holiday
26 Youngster
27 Beauty —
29 Not prefix
31 Attempt

ted int!
cearie.
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

wen

32 Chaldean city
33 Sound of
hesitation
34 Article
35 Babylonian
deity
36 Gratify
38 '—Town"
39 Sesame
40 R-U linkup
41 Hawaiian bird
42 --arms
44 Surgical
probe
46 Baggier
48 Fundamental
51 Peer Gynt's
mother
52 Cry of
bacchanals
54 Rise and
fall of ocean
55 Instead of
56 Remain at
ease
57 Affirmations

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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DOWN
1 Overhead
rails
2 After Mon
3 Even now
4 Pains

GARFIELD
I'M CREATING THE

an

ILLU6ION OF
MOVEME NT

•r
SeS
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H for
too

PEANUTS
SOME PEOPLE THINK
CATS ARE SMARTER
THAN 0065

SOME PEOPLETHINK. /WHY DO \
BIRDS AND 0065 ARE
THEY TI-IINK
SMARTER THAN CAT2...i
..
THAT?

A S VISORS
WEAR
PC)T
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MEM ME MINIM
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MENNE= MEMO'
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V

5 You and me
6 Lana or Tina
7 An Adams
8 Fast-flying jet
9 Pamphlet
10 Bitter nut
11 Kiln
16 Exclamation
18 Customer
20 Cognizant
22 Little (suffix)
23 — avis
25 Volume
27 Haul
28 Robust
29 Yes
30 Pianist Peter
34 Hoffman
Toy*
36 Metallic
sound
37 Houston team
4
39
1 Substantial
—lily
42 Air defense
org.
43 El —. Texas
44 — Etallesteros
45 Bernstein ID
47 Cash ending
49 Dental grp.
50 A Brown
53 Latin
conjunction

DEAR DR. GOTT: 1 have a real
problem retaining excess fluid. A
blood test has indicated my kidneys
are OK. Your suggestions?
DEAR READER: In most healthy
persons, fluid retention is moderated
by salt retention: As more salt
remains in the body. it holds fluid.
leading to puffiness or edema (obvious swelling of tissues).
Whether or not we retain excess
salt (and, hence, water) is determined
by a complex set of chemical reactions and enzymes that either stimulate the kidneys to release salt or discourage them from doing so.
For example, when we perspire
heavily, we're losing salt and water
from the skin. To prevent dehydration, the kidneys conserve both substances. For unknown reasons, many
patients with hypertension retain
inappropriate amounts of salt and
water, leading to high blood pressure.
(So have your blood pressure checked
on occasion.)
Also, because of normal hormonal
fluctuations, women are apt to retain
excess salt just before their menstrual bleeding. In addition, many prescription medications cause edema
and swelling.
Finally, some people seem to have a
genetic tendency to retain salt, the
precise reasons for this are obscure
In the main, most people who retain
salt and water can be helped by
reducing dietary salt. This is a reasonable. cheap and safe option that you
might try, because experts estimate
that Americans eat far too much salt
anyway.
I suggest that you avoid salty food,
don't use the salt shaker at the table,
add little or no salt to your cooking,
and see your doctor if this simple
alteration is ineffective.
DEAR DR. GOTT: For 14 years I've
suffered excruciating pain in my right
upper leg. After a battery of tests,
was told I have nerve damage that
occurred after surgery for a disc problem. Is there anything 1 can do to ease
the pain?
DEAR READER: You seem to have
suffered a recognized but uncommon
complication of disc surgery:
Following the operation, scar tissue
or some other factor — such as bone
chips or debris from the surgery —
began pressing on a spinal nerve,
causing chronic pain.
Because this uncomfortable situation is unlikely to be corrected by
exercises and non-surgical means. I
suggest that you request a referral to
a neurosurgeon. If you are an appro-

priate candidate for the procedure,
the specialist may choose to repair
the consequences of the first operation
While no one looks forward to
repeat surgery, this may be the only
way to cure your pain. If surgery is
not practicable — if, for example, the
nerve was irreparably damaged during the original operation — the neurosurgeon will probably refer you to a
pain clinic. Such clinics are available
in most large hospitals.
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One of the Largest
Selections of 1995's Around

1994 Chevrolet C1500 Silverado
Two to Choose from
MSRP
$16,940.00
Discount
— 2,567.19

•
•
".
I

•
.
4
.
1

,

-

Stk 094300

1.

Air Conditioning
Power Windows
Power Door Locks
Chrome Rear Step Bumper

AM-FM Cassette
Custom Cloth Bench Seat
Floor Mats

Rallye Wheel Trim
Overdrive Transmission

1994 Geo Prizm
MSRP
Discount

Stk #94375

$13,155.00
— 1,1 55.86

'11,999'4
Your
Price

5 Speed Overdrive
Front & Rear Floor Mats

Air Conditioning
AM-FM Cassette

Power Steering
Intermittent Wipers

1994 Chevrolet Corsica
MSRP
Rebate & Discount

Stk #94356

Driver's Side Air Bag
4 Wheel Anti-Lock Brakes
Full Floor Console
Air Conditioning

Power Steering
Rear Window Defogger
Floormats Front & Rear

$13,495.00
— 1,725.75

Intermittent Wipers
Cloth Interior
Automatic Transmission

1994 Olds Achieva Coupe
MSRP
Discount

Stk #94258

$14,013.00
— 1,037.35

'12,97535
Your
Price

2.3 Liter Quad 4
Automatic
AM-FM Cassette
Power Steering

Floormats Front & Rear
Fuel Gauges
Air Conditioning

Rear Window Defogger

1994 Olds Cutlass Supreme Coupe
MSRP
Discount

Stk 4-94041

$16,995.00
—1,268.19

'15,7268'
Your
Price

3.1 Liter V-6 Engine
Air Conditioning
Power Windows
Power Door Locks

-

f-reis.̀4%
t
*

.

-

,

AM-FM Cassette
Cruise Control
Floor Mats

Power Mirrors
Fog Lamps
Sport Luxury Package

"Whatever It Takes We Want to be Your Car or Truck Company."

"Whatever It Takes We Want to be Your Car or Truck Company."

PEPPERS

PEPPERS

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile, Cadillac, Geo Inc.

Chrysler, Plymouth, Dodge, Jeep-Eagle

2420 E. Wood St., Pans
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

2400 E. Wood St., Paris
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

All prices are plus tax, title. license and doc tee All rebates applied as down payment

All prices are plus tax, title, license and doc tee All rebates applied as down payment
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1994 PIGSKIN PREVIEW

'Walking On'

.4

Everyone wants to be a Racer football player these days, even this young girl who wandered off from her mother at a recent
Murray State practice session. Let The Football Season Begin!

INDEX
•Racer junior defensive end Anthony Hutch assumes the
role of Murray State's next defensive star.

Page 3
•After going 4-7 during a major rebuilding year, the Murray
State Racers look for even better things in 1994.

Page 5
•Being a Racer assistant coach under Houston Nutt is not
just won( — it's an experience.

Page 8
•As another Ohio Valley Conference season looms, Eastern Kentucky is still the team to beat.
•-•••..4T

Page 9

•Now that Kentucky can play into the fourth quarter, Bill Curry
looks for more victories in '94.

Page 10
•Howard Schnellenberger lost a lot of old faces at Louisville,
but still has plenty to work with.

Page 11
IN With just a few problems to solve, the dominance of Murray
High football will continue in 1994.

Page 14
•The 1993 season ended in fine fashion for Calloway County, and The Lakers look to build on it.in '94.

Page 17
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ANTHONY HUTCH

Hutch trades sofa for bench
Racer end
back home
on outside
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
It wasn't too long ago when
Anthony Hutch's off-season
resembled Archie _Bunker's.
"The last couple of years he
couldn't wait for May until his
sisters came and picked up
him up and took him back to
South Fulton," Murray State
head coach Houston Nutt said.
"I guess they'd take him shopping or something if they
could get him off the couch
and slop citing Cheetos."
What a difference a summer
makes.
"Now I see him setting and
reaching goals in the weight
room," Nutt said. "He stayed
in Murray in the off-season
and added strength. Now he's
got some confidence. He'll roll
up his sleeves and show off
his guns."
His sisters may have lost a
shopping partner, but the Murray State football program
gained a new and improved
Anthony Hutch.
"I think the biggest thing is
he dedicated himself in the
weight room," said Hutch's
defensive line coach, Larry
McClain. "When we (Nutt's
staff) first got here he was a
225-pound bencher. Now, he's
at 350.
"He's added a lot of
confidence."
Before anyone gets the idea
that Hutch was just Joe Palooka before this season, think
again.
Hutch turned heads at his
first practice under then-head
coach Mike Mahoney. His
quickness, especially for his
size (6-3, 260) was eyepopping. As a freshman, he
was second on the squad in
tackles with 75. He registered
three sacks and eight tackles
for losses.
No, from his first day as a
Racer, Anthony Hutch has
been anything but a palooka.
"Anthony's potential...I
wouldn't say unlimited, but he
can do what he wants to do, at
least on the football field,"
said defensive coordinator
Kim Dameron. "For his size,
he always has his motor
running."
Hutch's intensity level and

BERNARD KANE Ledger S Times photo

Offensive linemen spend many Saturdays staring into the intense eyes of Murray State all-America
candidate Anthony Hutch.

speed is oftentimes unimaginable. It was just practice and
off-season conditioning that he
couldn't stomach.
Hutch freely admits that he
hasn't really worked hard until
this past off-season. ln fact, he
failed the conditioning test
before last year's summer
camp.
"Compared to last year,
there's no comparison," said
Hutch, now 6-3; 275. "Last
year (summer) I ran, maybe,
three times. This year I ran
every night.
"Before, 1 only used my athletic ability," the junior added.
"Coach McClain has taught
me that techniques will make
me better."
Hutch has learned to practice harder, as well. Maybe too
hard. In. the first two weeks of
preseason practice. Hutch had
injured three of the Racers'
lour quarterbacks.
Ile also gives the Racer
offensive linemen a headache
or two.
"I've gone against so man}
people, but he's probably the
best," said senior offensive
tackle Scan Coleman, who
lines up in front of Hutch
about once a day. "That's why
it helps me, because he's so
fast it seems like in the games
the other guys are in slow
motion."
If Hutch's upper body was
as weak as dishwater prior to
this yea:, his legs have been
the difference. With his massive legs, Hutch looks almost
square when he's in uniform.
"Everything in football is
played from the waist down,"
Hutch told members of the
media on -Tuesday. "I really
worked on squats and lunges
in the conditioning. For my
size, I guess I'm pretty fast."
Racer assistant coach Charley Wiles, who was an allAmerican offensive lineman at
MSU in 1986, compares Hutch
to former Racer Dan Coleman.
"He's a Danny Coleman
type player," Wiles said.
"Danny played hard in practice
and in games, and they both
have the same intensity level.
They both play at one speed."
Last season, Hutch had to
move to defensive tackle due
to injuries to David Lea
. yell
and Casey Duncan. Though
he's more suited to play outside, he still caught people's
attention.
"Where'd they get that dang
Hutch?" asked Eastern Kentucky coach Roy Kidd before

(Continued)
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ANTHONY HUTCH
playing Murray State last season. "I've seen a lot of players
on film this year and he:stands
out more than any of them."
"If he gets off to a good
start, the other guys follow,"
McClain said of Hutch's
impact on the defense. "He's a
tempo setter."

Nutt could be heard saying,
"Thank God for Hutch," once
a week last year.
"He gives our defense the
sense of, 'If you run to our
right side, you'll be stopped,"
Dameron said.
Hutch managed to make the
all-OVC second team and All-

Call Us For All
Your Service,
Residential
& Commercial Needs

STEELE•ALLBRITTEN
Plumbing & Electrical
209 S. 3rd St. • 753-5341

America honors from The
Sports Network as a tackle/
defensive end last year. This
year, he'll just be a defensive
end.
The arrival of defensive
tackles Tim Foster (6-3, 275)
from Mississippi State and
Ramon Okoli (6-5, 300) from
Arkansas give the Racers a
bonafidc Division I front four,
along with left end Jeff
Hornack.
"I've played defensive end
all through high school and
when they put me inside it
gave them a chance to doubleteam me," Hutch said. "Outside they can't do that.
"I'm thankful Coach
brought those big boys in."
Hutch's future looks bright.
Not only is he an all-America
candidate this year, but professional football scouts already
know his name. A Dallas
Cowboys scout saw him practice and said he'll be back for
the Western Kentucky game.
"He needs to have a good

It's AJupgle OutThere.
Aren'tYou GladYou're A Tiger!

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

Anthony Hutch doesn't stand around on a football field very often,
as he usually has "his motor running," according to Kim Dameron.
year this year and everything
will take care of itself," McClain said.
Though he's certain to
become one of the greatest
defensive players ever to wear
a Racer uniform, there was
time during his freshman year,

after Mahoney announced he
was leaving, that Hutch
thought of slipping out of
town, too.
"I didn't feel like starting
over," Hutch says now. "I'm
glad I stayed. I had no idea the
coaching staff would be like
this."
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Choose from our XIMI171
collection of beautiful,
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enhance your home.
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"Your Certified Local Marble Manufacturer"
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MURRAY STATE

Nutt's Racers begin walking
Racers bulk
up 4-7 team
for 1994 run
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Things have definitely
changed for Houston Nutt in
one year's time. First and foremost, he's no longer trying to
start a program, he's just
adding onto it.
The days of being asked to
take the field to the sound of
bagpipes, which was former
Murray State president Ronald
Kurth's brainstorm, arc over.
So are the days when he had
to go stand on a fraternity roof
and introduce himself.
Happily, for the Racer fans,
the days of 69-6 drubbings are
long gone.
In his first year, Nutt finished 4-4 in the Ohio Valley
Conference (4-7 overall) and a
fourth-place tie, their best
since 1989. Also, Murray State
had its first winning season
(3-2) in Stewart Stadium since
1989. And, the average home
attendance almost doubled.
Most importantly, the days
of telling his players how they
have to act, how they have to
play, arc over., He no longer
has to tell his Racers how to
prepare to be champions.
"Having a year under the
same coaches, with the same
philosophies, you don't have
to think about things anymore," said senior center Mike
Gossett at Tuesday's media
day. "He doesn't have to tell
you, you just start doing them
without thinking."
Whether it's helping students move into dorms or
singing the school's fight song
after a victory, Nutt has established traditions, even a mindset, in his players.
"We took things into our
hands," senior offensive tackle
Sean Coleman said. "I'm
going to check on our (offensive) line and see if they're
going to class. We don't need
that (skipping class) on our
team. We can't have anybody
getting out of line and hurting
the rest of the team."
Nutt no longer reminds his
players to writer letters home,
the players remind the players.
On all fronts, Houston Nutt
has torn down the old and
built up the new.
"If you look closely, the

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

With second-year head coach Houston Nutt under the hat, the future looks bright for Murray State football, especially after he led the
rebuilding Racers to a 4-7 campaign in his first season last year.
biggest difference in this year
and last year is the overall attitude," Nutt told members of
the media. "Our CPA (grade
point average) went from a 1.7
to a 2.4. Guys are getting in
Coach (Larry) McClain's
weight room and getting stronger and faster.
"We had 35 guys stay in
town over the summer for our
conditioning program," he
continued. "The key is, they
want to be here. They want to
be around."
Nutt also knows that they
want to win in 1994.
And, with the off-season
conditioning, off-season
recruiting and off-season
transfers, that's a strong
possibility.
"Last year, we talked a lot

about taking baby steps, just
breaking the huddle," Nutt
said. "Maybe we're up to a
good walk. We don't know.
The thing we still have to
understand is that we're still
young. We're still rebuilding.
"It's easy to get excited
about this bunch, but we're
still very, very young."
Nutt played 15 freshmen
last season, and despite being
young sophomores this season,
at least they're experienced
sophomores.
"Now I know what's going
on and what's expected of
me," said Reuel Shepherd,
who started at strong safety
last season as a freshman. "I

feel confident in the secondary
and the coverages.
"In my first college game
(against Eastern Illinois) I
couldn't believe how fast the
game was. This year I know."
Nutt won't have to play
many freshmen this year, but
the talent is there if he needs
It.
"This group is special to
us," Nutt said of the 21 freshman recruits. "This is our first
real class. Last year, we had to
scramble around and use some
old contacts (in Arkansas). But
this year,(MSU athletic director) Mike Strickland game me
a real budget and said, 'Go
recruit.'"
Like last year, Nutt won't

talk openly about wins and
losses, but he has some ideas.
"We've talked about (goals)
within the family (team)."
At the Ohio Valley Conference media day, Murray State
was picked to finish fifth
behind Eastern Kentucky,
Middle Tennessee, Tennessee
Tech and Tennessee State.
That never bothered Nutt once,
especially when you consider
the Racers were picked to
stumble into ninth place a year
ago.
Murray State won't finish
anywhere near ninth in 1994,
and here's why...
(Continued)
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MURRAY STATE
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STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

Junior tight end Xavier Shepherd, an all-America candidate, will be a
key ingredient in the Racer offense.
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Offense
Being an old quarterback
(high school all-America in
fact), Nutt knows how important the trigger man is in any
offense.
When he lost Butch Mosby
to graduation and Cory Rodney left the team, Nutt was left
with tailback Waynee McGowan as the Racer with the
most passing attempts.
"Before the season everyone
said, 'Coach, you've got to get
a quarterback,'" Nutt
explained. "We've got one in
Benji Bona."
Bona, a 6-1, 190-pound
career scout team quarterback,
committed himself in the offseason to becoming the Racers' quarterback. The lefthander from Milan, Tenn., doesn't
have the strongest arm or the
quickest feet, but he doesn't
netd to.
"You don't have to be Joe
Montana in this offense," Nutt
said of the position. "We don't
ask (quarterbacks) to win the
game for us, we just ask them
to keep us out of trouble."
Though winning the job in
the spring, Bona has received
major competition from junior
college transfer Herman
Taylor.
"Herman's a little bit better
athletically," Nutt said of the
6-1, 180-pounder from Orlando, Fla."He can get out on the
corner, especially if something
has broken down."
Tailback appears to be the
deepest position on offense
with do-everything senior
Waynee McGowan holding
down the No. 1 job for what
seems like the 10th year.
"There's a player who represents Racer Pride," Nutt said
of the Caldwell County product, who gained 723 yards
last season. "He's on schedule
to graduate, he's a great kid
and he's a winner. He can run
it, catch it or throw it."
"I'm pretty excited," McGowan said of his senior season.
"This is my last season and I
want it to be the best, both for
myself and the team."
Speedy sophomores Tony
Turner, Tim Scarborough and
Jerry Jordan have looked
impressive this summer and
will also see time in an
improved Racer running game.
"We're only going to limit
ourselves," McGowan said. "If
we stay focused that's the key.
One thing we have to do is
establish the running game,
and I think we wilt"
Up front, Nutt brings back
four starters — Gossctt, Coleman, Mike Cutter and Marcus
Kimbrell.
"This Is the first time since
I've been here that we've had
the same offense two years in

a row," Coleman explained.
"We're coming along really
good and we've got confidence in each other."
Tight end Xavier Shepherd
is a focal point of the Racer
offense and an all-America
candidate.
"If you drew up the perfect
tight end, he'd be 6-foot-4,
'240 pounds with good speed
and good hands," Nutt
explained. "That's exactly the
way Xavier Shepherd is."
"I feel like I'll have a better
year because of my blocking,"
Shepherd said. "I've been in
the weight room this summer
so I'm stronger than I was last
year. I'm not worried about
how many passes I catch,
blocking is the main thing."
Outside, the Racers have
6-4 Matt Hall and solid Tim
Bland back for their senior
seasons. Hall has impressed
Nutt in camp with his dedication, while Bland is a multipurpose threat.
Backing them up will be
sophomores Adam Kelly and
Derrick Butler, junior college
transfer Kwabene Idellette,
and freshmen Reginald Swinton and Robin Handley.
"We've got to have a good
year from our wide receivers,"
noted Nutt. "We lost Norman
Mason who was a playmaker,
so we need Matt Hall to have
a big year."
Defense
When does a defensive
coordinator earn his paycheck
by calling a different defensive
look on every play...?
"When you've got linebackers and defensive linemen that

are not quite big enough to sit
in there and play the base
front, and compete...and let
people mash you."
Said Kim Dameron, Murray
State's defensive coordinator.
Things got so tough for
Dameron and his band of
"mighty mights" in 1993 that
he had a "Blitz of the Week,"
to try and cover up for Racer
deficiencies — like being too
small to lineup toe-to-toe with
Eastern Kentucky and their
like.
Now, with a little time in
the weight room and a little
Foster and Okoli, Dameron
won't be quite so quick to
send 10 players after the
quarterback.
"Hopefully, we won't do
that (gamble) as much, but 1
still believe in pressuring
offenses," Dameron explained
at media day. "The kids like
that. They say, Let's go get
them sometimes."
With Tim Foster and Ramon
Okoli, it's men not kids.
Foster (6-3, 275) and Okoli
(6-5, 300) transferred to Murray State in the off-season and
provided the Racers with
instant bulk up at the defensive tackle position.
Foster transferred from Mississippi State and Okoli from
the University of Arkansas.
Their arrival allowed allAmerica candidate Anthony
Hutch to move back to his
customary right defensive end
position after playing inside
much of last year.
"It all starts with Anthony
(Continued)

BERNARD KANE/Lodgor & Times photo

Racer defensive line coach La
with in 1994.
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Homack and Jimmy Stratton
and defensive tackles Dane
Fuller, Bill Christmas and Carlos Ransey.
"No question, our most
improved area is at linebacker," Nutt explained without
second thought.

Hutch," Nutt explained. "Then
you put a Tim Foster beside
him and you have a strong
front."
Also on. the defensive line
will be defensive ends Jeff
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Thomas will see plenty of
action at safety, as well as
Sebastian Jackson and Cary
Fowler. '
"With every championship
team — and that's our goal —
it starts with defense," Dameron said. "I want the kids to
expect to go stuff people.

Whether we can do that or not
remains to be seen."
Specialists
Everyone returns here,
including placekicker Chris
Dill, who kicked eight field
goals a year ago, punter Erik
Lombard and long snapper
Bart Crum.

$ $ SAVE MONEY $ $
Why Pay More for a Monthly Pest Control Service on your
ht, e when we can offer you a quarterly service for $25.00
every three months fully guaranteed???
e also offer:
-FREE Termite Inspections
omplete Underneath Structural Repairs
•Moisture Barriers
Installed
•„'Automatic Temp-Vents
CALL TODAY AND SAVE!!

TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO.
I Phone

Manager- John Hutching
Murray,
753-6433
"Serving You Since 1963"
When You've Tried Them All Call SERVALL

Together Its Possible.
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Joining Chad Gann at linebacker are junior college transfers Lamond Dean (5-11, 240)
and Derrick Atchley (6-1,
230). Also, Troy Jowers transferred from Mississippi State,
which will give the Racers
more size and quickness in
their 4-3 alignment.
Junior Phil Jones, sophomores Terry Anthony and Willie Corbin, as well as freshmen
Chris Vaughn, Ronnie Merritt
and Alex Broxton will all see
action.
Murray State's secondary is
the youngest position on the
team, but no other defensive
position has played more quarters in the program.
Sophomores William Hampton (cornerback), Shephard
and Elliott Dunn all started
last season as freshmen. Junior
Bino Edwards will join Hampton at the other cornerback
spot, as well as Andrew Henry, Renard() Hampton, and
Lynn Turner.
Redshirt freshman Kenny

Murray State defensive coordinator Kim Dameron, despite having
a bigger defense, will still attack opposing offenses.
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Keith York, James Coleman and Kelvin York

We're proud to support
all the fine athletes
in our community!
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RACER COACHES

Coaching all on the same page
Family first
on staff list
of priorities

_
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By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Somewhere between the
time Houston Nutt accepted
the head coaching position at
Murray State and the time he
at down behind the big desk,
he probably realized that the
job required him to spend a lot
of time away from his family.
So instead of neglecting the
program, he brought his family
to work with him.
The last assistant coach
Houston Nutt hired was his
younger brother, Danny.
"When (Houston) -first got
the job I called him and said,
Houston, let me come work
tor you," said Danny, now the
Racer running backs coach.
He said that there was a
nepotism rule and he couldn't
do it.
Not long after that, however, Murray State dropped the
rule and Danny was able to
join the oldest of the four sons
of Houston Nutt Sr., of Little
Rock, Ark.
How does Danny feel about
working under his brother?
"I thank God every day I
come into work," Danny said.
"It's great working for him.
He's been around so many
great head coaches, he's
learned a lot from them. I've

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

Houston Nutt's coaching staff consists of (from left) Larry McClain, Danny Nutt, Fred Jones, Mark Hutson, Alex Wilson, Justin Crouse, Mike
Markuson, Charley Wiles and Kim Dameron.
learned a lot from him.
"He's the best I've been
around."
But then Danny had an idea
Houston would succeed at
anything he poured himself
into.
"Our family is real tight,
and we pretty much knew that

DAVID RAMEY/Lodger II Times photo

Head coach Houston Nutt, left, discusses strategy with his brother,
Danny, middle, and Mark Hutson last year at Marshall.

Houston was a leader growing
up," said Danny, four years
younger than Houston. "We
figured he'd either be a professional quarterback or a head
coach."
Houston's family plan
didn't stop with Danny. The
second-year Murray State
coach adds a little touch of
family in every aspect of the
program. "This staff's different from
a lot of staffs that I've been
on," said offensive line coach
Mike Markuson, who's been
on five staffs. "We all have
families. We all have children
and wives. That says
something.
"We don't have guys that
run around when they get done.
with work; we don't go chasing," Markuson said. "We go
home and play with our kids."
Unlike most coaches, Nutt
won't keep his staff around on
Sunday watching film for eight
hours.
"It makes a big difference
because I've been on staffs
where the head coach cracked
your butt," Markuson said. "In
the season, when we get done
with work we go home. I've
known coaches who've made
you stay and watch film until

11 p.m."
Houston often breaks up
meetings to send his staff
home with a strict order: "Go
play with your kids."
But, they also have kids at
work.
"Houston always tells us
that we are their (MSU players') mammas and daddies
away from home," Danny Nutt
explained. "All the places I've
been before, the coach has told
me I'm getting too close to the
kids. This staff feels you need
to get close to these kids."
Actually, there's an atmosphere of family flowing all
through the coaches' offices
underneath Stewart Stadium.
From daily basketball games,
weekend golf outings or family picnics (off-season), the
Racer coaches are tight.
"Everybody is real
close...we're all pretty much
the same age," Danny Nutt
said. "For me, this is the best
staff I've been on in the seven
years I've been coaching. It's
fun to come to work.
"Houston makes it so much
fun," Danny continued. "We
work, but with all his energy
he keeps us up. And, the kids
make us happy."
The players. All the coach-

es, from the head man on
down to the student assistants,
will tell you they are at Murray State for the kids.
"Our kids, they work hard
and want to win," Markuson
explained. "The one's that
didn't want to commit are
gone. The one's that have been
here can feel it, they want it."
This is also the first year in
many that the Racer football
staff has remained intact from
one year to the next. It's a rarity to find staffs that work so
well together, and get along so
well.
"That all starts in the staff
room with Houston," Danny
Nutt said. "We meet every
morning to discuss our players. He wants us all on the
same page."
"Coach Nutt has a good
relationship with everybody on
his staff," noted Markuson. "I
think as a staff, each coach
was feeling his way through
the first year. Then, once we
got through the season and got
into recruiting, it got real solid. We all understand what it
takes to win here. It's a great
football environment.
"(Houston) gives us a lot of
(Cont'd on Page 23)
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OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE

Schedule is key to OVC crown
Eastern Kentucky,
Middle Tennessee
top picks for year
By TERESA M. WALKER
AP Sports Writer

es photo

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Middle Tennessee State
coach Boots Donnelly predicts
the schedule will play a key
role in who wins the Ohio
Valley Conference this season.
"Whoever wins this thing
will be the team with the schedule in its favor. We've got
Tennessee Tech and Eastern
Kentucky at home and everyone else away," Donnelly said
early in the preseason.
Eastern Kentucky received
12 of 18 possible first-place'
votes at OVC Media Day in
being picked by coaches and
sports information directors to
defend its OVC title.
EKU's Roy Kidd has 15
starters back among his 31
returning lettermen, including
six starters on defense. The
surprise may be how well
Penn State transfer John Sacca

performs.
But Kidd says he still has a
young team with only 10
seniors and the key will be
keeping injuries down on a
team that went 8-0 in the OVC
but dropped four games outside the league.
The schedule may favor
Middle Tennessee with the
Blue Raiders hosting Eastern
Kentucky and Tennessee Tech

after their first losing record in
13 years. Donnelly said the
indifference and other attitude
problems that plagued his team
during last year's 5-6 season
:ire gone.
"We're not accustomed to
that. We're accustomed to
everyone jumping _ _around._
winning football games," he
said.
He has the OVC's offensive

player of the year back in
senior tailback Kippy Bayless
and a total of 19 starters
among 37 lettermen.
• Tennessee Tech has grown
throitgh defense, and that's a

trend that may be about to
change with 11 starters returning on offense. Coach Jim
Ragland has the preseason AllOVC quarterback in Mike
Jones.
••

Raceway Auto Sales
Murray's Only $3,000 and Under Lot

300 S. 4th

753-9586

Back to School Sale!!
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Gift Certificates
M-T-T: 2:30-7
F: 2:30-6
Sat.: 10-5
Closed W & Sun

Buick Century, V-6
Buick LeSabre, 1 owner
T-Bird, nice
Sunbird, good mech. car
Cavalier, good miles
GMC Safari Van, V-6, loaded
Grand Am, red
Chev. Silverado, 1 owner, 53,000 miles
Grand Prix, loaded V-6, 1 owner
Chev. Celebrity, 4 cyl.
Ford Courier, auto., Mazda motor
Ford Bronco
Grand Am, 1 owner, 4 dr
C. - soLo

$1,750
$2,200
$1,000
$2,900
$2,900
$3,400
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$2,900
$950
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THREE GOOD REASONS TO BANK WITH YOUR HOMETOWN BANK

%
%
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6.2 6.2
‘PY-e

12 MONTH CD
Substantial penalty for early withdrawal.

*ANNUAL PERCENTAGE YIELD:
5.50% & 6.25% effective August 23, 1994.
$1(X)0 minimum deposit
Each deposit insured to $100,000

24 MONTH CD

APP

36 MONTH CD

PeoplesBank
The Hometown Bank
MURRAY,KY • MEMBER FDIC
MAIN OFFICE,5TH & MAIN • NORTH BRANCH,17TH & CHESTNUT .
SOUTH BRANCH,12111 & STORY• MSU TELLER MACHINE.,CURRIS CENTER
PHONE 767-2265
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UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY

'Cats want to control 4th quarter
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Now that Kentucky has
learned to stay in contention
into the fourth quarter, it
hopes to finish off a few more
opponents this season.
While compiling a 6-6
record last year, the Wildcats
lost four games by less than a
touchdown, including a 14-13
loss in the final minute to
Clemson in the Peach Bowl.
"Last year we were a team
that got in the fourth quarter
with outstanding teams," Kentucky coach Bill Curry said.
"We managed to find a way to
win about half the time, and
we managed to find a way to

lose the other half with the
assistance of some great
competition.
"This year we want to do
the same thing but play with
more confidence and more
aggressiveness late in the
game so that we win considerably more than we did a year
ago."
Kentucky has 10 starters,
live each from offense and
defense, among 47 returning
letterman.
The most noticeable absence
on the roster is Pookie Jones, a
three-year starter and the
school's second-ranked career
offense leader. He opted to
skip his final year of eligibility
after signing a professional

WtttJllI

The Great Taste
Of A Great Country

1994 SCHEDULE
Louisville
Sept. 3
Sept. 10.
at Florida
Sept. 17.
Indiana
Sept. 24.....S. Carolina
at Auburn
Sept. 29.
Oct. 15.
at LSU
Georgia
Oct. 22
Miss. St.
Oct. 29
Nov. 5
Vanderbilt
Nov. 12.
NE La.
Nov. 19...at Tennessee
baseball contract with the Colorado Rockies.
Junior Antonio O'Ferral,
who led the Wildcats to comefrom-behind victories over
,outh Carolina and East Carolina last season, and sophomore Jeff Speedy entered preseason practice battling for the
starting role.

O'Ferral is considered the
best candidate for running the
option while Speedy is the better passer. Also vying for
playing time are redshirt freshmen Matt Hobble and Billy
Jack Haskins.
Curry hasn't said who he
expects to end up starting.
"I have an idea who is
going to come out No. 1, but if
somebody else shows me he is
better prepared then that person will be No. 1," Curry
said. "We're going to see who
masters what we're doing the
quickest and who can run the
football team."
O'Feffal moved to free safety during spring practice but
switched back to quarterback
soon after drills ended. He
completed 20-of-44 passes for
221 yards and one touchdown
and had 39 carries for 157
yards last season.
Speedy appeared in three
games a year ago, hitting on
one-of-four passes for eight
yards and rushed 12 times for
49 yards.
Kentucky has the Southeastern Conference's returning
rushing leader in sophomore
Moe Williams. He ran for 928

On

Oar

Where Good Things
Come Together...

WE'RE
MOVING
TO
812 WHITNELL AVE.
(behind Bel-Air Center)
Watch For Our Super
• September Specials!

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Center • Murray • 753-0448
11111111111111111.1111111111M1111111901111111111111

yards and 164 carries and
scored five touchdowns as a
true freshman.
Also expected to provide the
Wildcats some wallop in the
backfield is Daymon Carter, a
transfer from City College of
San Francisco. He gained
3,230 yards and tallied 42
touchdowns in two seasons.
Other key players returning
in the potent backfield are
halfback Donnell Gordon (14
carries for 84 yards) and fullback Damon Hood (93-367).
"If we run it up and down
the field, I'll fight off the
temptation to throw a pass,"
joked Curry.
But he isn't expecting to run
over the competition.
"You got to be able to
throw .the ball," Curry said.
"You must. The bottom line is
we have to do it. We have
very talented receivers and
quarterbacks. There's no reason we shouldn't be effective
in that area."
Some of the favorite targets
should be flanker Clyde
Rudolph (two catches, 61
yards) and split ends Randy
Wyatt (13-64) and Jaysuma
Simms (2-50).

SERVICE

TEN
MINUTE
OIL CHANGE

Fast-Change Experts
• Oil & Filter Change
• Automatic Transmission
Service
• Cooling System Service
• Hand Car Wash & Wax
• Brake Service
— Recommended Service Intervals —
Oil a Filter 3,000 Miles • Radiator Coolant 30,000 Miles
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1
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1411Z
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A
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South 12111 (Next to Log Cabin Rest.)
753-4462

16th 8 Cheltnut 'Five Pointe
759-1529

NO APPOINTMENT EVER NEEDED
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UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE
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Newcomers fill Louisville roster
By CHRIS DUNCAN
AP Sports Writer

1994 SCHEDULE

LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) -Even .the head coach needs
lime to learn names and faces,
-.ziven the number of newcom.1-s arriving at the Universit
.•I Ltwis.ille this year.
Coach How ard Schnellen-.et-ger .ha;1 ;o
a roster
hen he was asked about the
i,la‘ers at certain positions tor
coming season.
fl Cardinals xturn just
,c% C11 starters from last seas Liberty Bowl champion,hip squad, but Schnellenberer said this year's youthful
team Is among the most athle•ic and talented teams he has
Joached.
"Inexperience is always a
oncern early in a season,"
Schnellenberger said at a news
,:onference Wednesday. "But
sometimes, if you have talent
that just happens to be inexperienced, that can become an
asset in a really short period of
lime.
"There is nothing like a
player who has talent who's
doing some things for the first
tithe. That can excite your
football team and ignite your
football team."
The most notable first-timer
is actually a junior. Quarterback Marty Lowe will assume
the reins left by the departed
Jeff Brohm. The 6-foot-1

Sept. 3. .... at Kentucky
at Texas
Sept. 10.
Sept. 17. at Ar;z St
Pittsburgh
Oct. 1
NC State
Oct. 8
at Army
Oct. 15.
at Navy
Oct. 22.
Memphis
Oct. 29
Nov. 3.....Boston Col.
Texas A&M
Nov. 12
Tulsa
Nov. 26
Chattanooga, Tenn., nato.e
will make his first college start
in the Cardinals' historic Sept.
3 showdown at Kentucky.
Schnellenberger has liked
what he's seen out of Lowe,
whose most extended action
:tame after an injury to Brohm
in the Tulsa game last season.
"He's definitely stepping
into the hot scat as all my
quarterbacks have always
done," Schnellenberger said.
"I wish I would have been
able to get him more playing
time. He has the capacity and
the understanding, but now
he's going to have to step up
and get it done against some
very good football teams.
"Now, with him it's just a
matter of production and
success."

But if the Cardinals arc
going to match last season's
30 points and 4(X) yards per
game average, Lowe will need
help from his equally inexperienced backfield and receRing
corps.
Ralph Dawkins
his
.areer at I otils.ilic as ;plc
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4.7-yard average per carry.
Senior tight end Jamie
Asher was the team's top
receiver with 52 receptions
and is the elder statesman in a
group of receRerx with three
!otal I )is isbn I games under
its belt
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PICK-UP OR DELIVERY

PICK-UP ONLY SPECIAL

12" Pan Pizza

Buy any Large or Medium
Pizza at Full Regular Price,
Get a 12" Dessert Pizza
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o
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Pizza & Pasta Buffets
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see extensive action.
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MURRAY STATE

ROSTER
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
12
13
14
15
16
17
Ili
19

err

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
10
11
32
33
34
15
36
37
39
40
41
42
41
44
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
55
56
57
58
59
61
62
64
65
- 66
68
70
72
71
73
74
75
77
78
79
RO
RI
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
91
92
91
95
96
98

99

Name
Robin Handley
Matt Hall
Herman Taylor
Scan Nolen
Benii Bona
Erik Lombard
Chris Dill
Tony Turner
Bino Edwards
Jonathan Criswell
Donnie Stephens
Reuel Shepherd
Doug Turner
Kwabene Idelette
Waynce McGowan
Willie Corbin
Cary Fowler
Jerry Jordan
Andrew Henry
Tim Scarborough
Julian Wallace
Elliott Dunn
Jerome Warren
Len Cooper
Kenny Thomas
Renard° Hampton
Artemis Hines
William Ilampton
Chad Gann
Sebastian Jackson
Maurice Pollard
Terry Anthony
Lee Turner
Mike Johnson
Timmy Bland
Dax id McCann
Glen Eversley
Xavier Shephard
Alex Broxton
Ronnie Munn
Jeff llornak
Adam Kelly
Kalvm Smith
Troy Jowers
Dane Fuller
Chns Vaughn
Brian Cox
lamond Dean
Jimmy Stratton
Mike Gossett
Derrick Atchley
Phil Jones
Michael Ruppc
Daniel Harwell
Scan Coleman
Scott Evans
B J. Payne
EMI Wize
Paul Gornez
Judd Carter
Mark Robinson
Marcus Kimbrell
Terry Claggett
Marshall Hill
Thomas Janes
Dan Brown
Mike Cutter
Dcrrick Butler
Aaron Mansfield
Jamie Warder
Reginald Swinton
Shawn McDermott
Carlos Ranscy
Bill Christmas
Jim Sandtbss
Anthony Hutch
Donnie Smith
Ramon Okoli
Emmanuel Duvilla
Chris Dean
Breit Miller
Bart Crum
Tim Foster

Pos

Ht

Wt

CI-Exp Hometown (High School/Junior College)

WR
WR
Q13.
DB
QB
P
K
RB
DB
QB
TE
Dl)
QB
WR
RB
LB
DB
TB
DB
RB
Dl)
DI)
RB
WR
Dl)
WR
RB
DB
LB
DB
DL
I.B
Vv'R
RB
WR
RB
RB
TE
LB
LB
DL
WR
LB
LB
DL
LB
C
LB
LB
C

64
6-4
6-0
5-9
6-0
6-1
5-10
5-10
5-7
6-1
6-2
6-2
6-0
6-0
5-9
6-1
6-0
5-11
6-2
5-8
5-9
6-0
6-0
6-0
6-2
5-9
5-10
6-1
5-11
6-1
5-11
6-1
6-0
6-1
5-11
5-11
5-11
6-3
6-4
6-2
6-1
5-8
6-2
6-3
6-0
6-1
6-0
5-11
6-0
6-1

205
215
190
175
190
175
180
190
185
185
230
195
185
180
180
215
195
185
200
170
175
180
200
185
185
160
170
175
195
170
255
215
180
195
195
210
200
251
225
225
235
175
225
245
260
215
250
240
225
270

Fr -HS
Sr -21
Jr -IC
Fr -HS
Jr.-Sq
Jr.-2L
Jr.-2L
So-1L
Jr -2L
Fr -RS
So -IL
So -IL
Fr -RS
Jr -1C
Sr -31
So -IL
Sr-IL
So -IIS
Jr.-Sq
So.-1L
So -11S
So.-1 L
Fr -HS
Fr -KS
Fr -RS
So -HS
Fr -HS
So.-IL
Jr -2L
Fr -HS
Fr -RS
So -IL
Fr -RS
Fr.-HS
Sr -3L
So -IL
So -RS
Jr -2L
Fr -HS
Fr.-HS
Jr.-2L
Jr -Sq
Fr.-HS
So -TR
Jr.-RS
Fr.-HS
Fr.-HS
Jr -IC
Sr.-3L
Sr . -2L

Chvensboro, Ky.(Owensboro)
Tallahassee, Ha.(Lincoln)
Orlando, Fla.(NE Mississippi IC)
Memphis, Tenn.(White Haven)
Milan, Tenn.(Milan)
Orlando,
(Oviedo)
Murray, Ky.. (Murray)
Conway, Ark.(Conway)
LaGrange, Ga. (Fort Campbell [Ky.))
Trenton, Tenn.(Peabody)
Clearwater, Fla. (Country-side)
Conway, Ark.(Conway)
Melbourne, Ky.(Campbell County)
Fort Myers, Fla (Rancho Santiago)
Princeton, Ky.(Caldwell County)
Detroit, Mich (Marlin Luther King)
Hopkinsville, Ky. (Hopkinsville)
Sherman, Tex.(Sherman)
St Laurent, Quebec, Canada (Vanier Academ))
Little Rock, Ark.(McClellan)
Louisville, Ky.(JelTersontown)
Little Rock, Ark.(Mills)
Hickman, Ky (Fulton County)
Spnngfield, Ky.(Washington County)
Memphis, Tenn.(East)
Memphis, Tenn "(East)
Louisville, Ky.(Doss)
Little Rock, Ark (McClellan)
Tuscumbia, Ala (Deshler)
Memphis, Tenn.(White Haven)
Monroe, La.(Wassnian)
Louisville, Ky.(Male)
Covington, Ky.(Holmes)
Memphis, Tenn. (Bartlett)
Dalgren, Va.(King George County)
Elimbethtown, Ky. (Central Hardin)
Radcliff, Ky.(North Hardin)
Atlanta, Ga (McNair)
Graceville, Fla (Graceville)
Russellville, Ark (Russellville)
Grand Haven, Mich.(Grand Haven)
Rochester, Minn.(John Marshall)
Memphis, Tenn.(White Haven)
Gainesville, Ga.(Mississippi State)
Henderson, Ky.(Henderson County)
Tallahassee, Ha.(Godby)
Memphis. Tenn.(Bartlett)
Chapel Hill, Tex. (Tyler C.C.)
Bradenton, Fla. (Manatee)
Shcpardsville, Ky. (Bullitt Central)

LB
DL
OL
DT
OL
OT
NT
OL
OL
OG
OL
OL
01
OL
OL
OT
OL
WR
LB
WR
WR
WR
DL
DI,
TE
DL
DL
DI.
DE
I/T
K

6-1
6-1
6-1
6-4
6-0
6-4
6-0
6-2
6-3
6-4
6-3
6-2
6-1
6-I
6-I
6-5
6-3
6-2
6-1
6-0
6-2
5-11
6-1
6-5
64,
6-4
6-4
6-5
6-4
6-4
5-11)

240
210
290
250
263
260
250
245
280
250
270
280
255
280
285
285
290
190
185
175
175
175
205
250
210
275
215
300
250
265
160
215
275

Jr.-JC
Jr.-2L
Jr.-JC
So -HS
Sr.-2L
Fr.-HS
Fr.-HS
So.-IL
Jr.-JC
Fr.-HS
Fr.-Trf
Sr.-2L
Fr.-RS
So.-IL
So.-1L
Fr-HS
Jr -2L
Fr.-RS
Fr.-HS
Fr -HS
Fr -HS
Fr -RS
So -IL
Sr -2L
Fr -HS
Jr -IL
Fr -IIS
Jr -TR
Jr -JC
Fr -RS
Fr -HS
Jr -IIS
Sr -TR

Haleyville, Ala.(Kilgore CC)
Sarasota, Fla. (Sarasota)
Danville, Ala (Georgia Military)
Brownsville, Tenn. (Brownsville)
Louisville, Ky.(Pleasure Ridge Park)
Savannah, Tenn.(Hardin County)
Massillon, Ohio(Washington)
Clearwater, Fla.(Clearwater)
Devine, Tex.(Ranger C.C.)
Gainesville, Fla. (Gainesville)
Milford, Conn.(Milford Academy)
Tallahassee, Fla.(Lincoln)
Elizabethown, Ky.(Elizabethtown)
Atlanta, Ga.(McNairy)
Cedartown, Ga.(Cedartown)
Orlando„Fla.(Boone)
Eric, Pa.(McDowell)
Shcnvood, Ark.(Sylvan Hills)
Louisville, Ky.(Eastern)
Mumfordsville, Ky.(Hart County)
Little Rock, Ark.(Central)
Sherwood, Ark.(Sylvan Hills)
Humboldt, Tenn (Humboldt)
Houston, Texas(Westfield)
Newport, Ky (Central Catholic)
South Fulton, Tenn (South Fulton)
Bloomingdale, Fla (Blooniingdale)
Little Rock, Ark (Arkansas)
Brooklyn, N Y (Nassau C C)
Elliabethiown,Ky (Central Hardin)
Murray, Ky (Calloway County)
Murray, Ky (Murray)
Griffith, Ga (Mississippi State)

6- 1

DL

6-1

Ha.

Sept. 1
at Eastern Illinois

6:30

Sept.8
WESTERN KENTUCKY

7:00

Sept. 17
at Southeast Missouri

6:30

Sept. 24
MIDDLE TENNESSEE

7:00

Oct. 1
TENNESSEE-MARTIN

7:00

Oct.8
at Austin Peay

6:30

Oct. 15
at Eastern Kentucky

1:00

Oct. 29
TENNESSEE TECH

2:30

Nov.5
at Morehead State

12:30

Nov. 12
TENNESSEE STATE

1:30

Nov. 19
at Western Illinois

1:00

•
•••
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Murray High
Tigers

Calloway Co.
Lakers

1994 TIGER SCHEDULE

1994 LAKER SCHEDULE

Aug. 26.
Sept. 2.
Sept. 9.
Sept. 16.
Sept. 23.
Sept. 30.
Oct. 7.
Oct. 14
Oct. 21
Oct. 28.

at Calloway Co.
Trigg Co.
Fulton Co.
Marshall Co.
at Russellville.
South Fulton, TN (Homecoming)
at Fulton City
Tell City, IN
Ballard Memorial
at Heath

All Games start at 7:30 p.m.

31 Jack Drake
32 Brian Dennison
33 Sean Haverstock
40 Tim Hinton
42 Mike Rossi .
44 Robert Weatherly
51 Matt Westphal
52 T.J. Myhill
53 Shaun Guinn
55 Blake Ross
62 Adam Blalock
63 Tom Lynn
64 Richie Edwards
65 Joey Mehr
66 D.J. Steffey .
67 Jeff Hedges
68 Nathan Garvin
69 Jon Bell
70 Scott Brown
72 Brian Sinclair
73 Alan Chase
74 Jerry Boyd
76
80
81
82
83
84

Brad Fox
O'Shea Hudspeth
Heath Kraemer
Joe Hayman
Tyler Powers
Jason Rouse
86 Robert Howard

Murray
at South Hopkins
at Hopkinsville
Lone Oak
Union Co.
at Dresden, TN
at Fulton Co.
Graves Co.
Paducah Tilghman
at Hart County

All Games start at 7:30 p.m.

1994 TIGER ROSTER
NO NAME
1 Salim Sanchez .
2 Albert Byrd
3 Courtney Kent
4 Chris Cheaney
5 James Foster
6 Preston Weatherly
7 David Abbot
8 Greg Miller
9 Ted Booth
12 Jeremiah Rayburn
13 Jeremie Olive
15 Allen Thompson
21 Donnie Thomas
22 Kevin Knight
23 Al Plan
25 Kenny Hammonds

Aug. 26
Sept. 2.
Sept. 9.
Sept. 16.
Sept. 23.
Oct. 1.
Oct. 7.
Oct. 14
Oct. 21
Oct. 28.

HGT WGT
POS
RB/S 5-10 170
WR/S 6-1 160
RB/DB 5-10 160
TB/S 6-3 190
TE/S 6-4 190
6-2 170
OB
OB/DB 5-10 145
K
5-11 145
WR/DE 6-1 195
WR/DE 6-2 190
RB/CB 5-8 170
OB/S 6-0 150
WR/DB 5-7 130
OB/DB 5-9 160
K
5-11 160

WR/DB 6-0
FB/LB 5-9
FB/LB 5-9
K
6-1
FB/LB 5-8
RB/DE 5-9
FB/DT 6-4
OT/DL 6-1
C/NG 6-2
C/NG 5-10
OT/NG 5-6
OT/DT 6-1
OT/DT 5-10
OT/NG 5-11
OG/DE 5-10
OG/DL 5-7
OG/DT 6-0
OG/DE 6-0
OG/LB 6-0
FB/DE 5-11
OT/DL 6-1
OT/DL 6-1
C/DE 6-0
OT/DT 5-11
WR/DB 5-8
WR/DB 5-10
TE/DT 6-1
WR/DB 5-8
WR/DB 6-3
TE/DE 5-11

CL
SO
JR
FR
SR
SR
JR
FR
JR
SR
SR
JR
SO
SR
SR
SO

160
175
150
160
170
165
240
205
260
200
210
245
180
245
155
200
175
200
205
195
185

FR
FR
JR
JR
JR
SR
SR
SR
FR
FR
SR
SO
FR
SO
FR
FR
JR
JR
JR
SO

175
215
230
120
145
195
145
155
160

FR
JR
SO
FR
JR
JR
SO
SR
SO

SO

1994 LAKER ROSTER
NO NAME
7 Dan Arnett .
2 Sam Arnett
31 Tim Brickey
9 Tyler Bohannon
41 David Bugden
50 John Bugden
75 Jamie Burkeen
69 Craig Butler
86 David Cavitt .
44 Jason Eaves
12 Brian Duvall
64 Joe Ferguson
32 Shea Forrester
61 Derick Forsyth
65 Todd Forsyth
21 Harley Gamble
22 Curtis James
80 Jimmy Lampe
10 Jared Lencki .
36 Mitch Lilly
40 Brad Lowe
20 Jeremy McClure
24 Tim McDaniel
63 Dallas Rice
66 Mitch Ryan
60 Jon Saalwaechter
34 Chad Smith
25 Jeff Smith .
39 Luke Smith
81 Robert Taylor
55 Jacob Toney
17 Tom Watkins .

POS
HGT WGT
QB/DB 5-9 170
5-11 185
QB
FB/LB 5-11 195
TE/FS 6-5 195
FB/LB 5-7 170
C/DT 5-9 215
OT/DT 5-11 210
OG/DE 6-0 210
TE/DE 5-11 185
FB/LB 5-9 170
QB/FS 5-4 115
OG/NG 5-10 201
FB/LB 5-6 150
OG/LB 5-6 161
OT/DT 6-1 185
WR/DB 5-8 160
WR/CB 5-9 170
TE/DE 6-2 160
WR/FS 5-11 170
RB/LB 5-8 155
RB/DE 6-3 190
WA/FS 5-7 140
WR/DB 5-11 165
OG/LB 6-0 180
OT/DT 5-9 188
OG/NG 5-7 155
WR/DB 5-9 155
TE/DB 5-11 170
LB/TE 5-6 140
RB/CB 5-7 135
C/DT 6-0 210
WR/DB 5-7 155

CL
FR
JR
SR
SR
SO
SO
SO
SO
SO
FR
FR
SR
FR
FR
SR
SO
SR
SR
JR
FR
SR
FR
SR
SR
FR
FR
SO
SR
FR
FR
FR
SO
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MURRAY HIGH

Cheaney, QB questions face Tigers
MHS comes
off 12-1 year
in '93; looks
to go farther

h.

R; MARK YOUNG
.eat's Muria. High
Hger :ootball 'quad reatures
returning pla..ers. good
and speed, and experience
iron-, last .ear's 12-1 team.
-There are just a couple 01
questions head coach Rick
Fisher has to answer:
i. Is Chris Cheaney's knee
ready to withstand the rigors
d Friday night action? and
2 Who will replace Brent
Keller at quarterback?
Only two questions, but
ones whose answers will have
a major impact on Murray's
season.
Cheaney, a 6-3, 190-pound
senior with great moves and a
host of colleges seeking his
talents, was the top rusher in
the region last season and led
the Tigers to their first perfect
regular season (10-0) in school
hi story.
B
a tirst-round playoff
game against Todd County
Central saw Chcaney go out
with a knee injury, putting him
on the sideline, which was
ultimately Murray's downfall
Iwo games later against Fulton
County.
After a short stint with the
basketball squad during which
he suffered a torn knee ligament, Cheaney underwent
surgery and is now back with
the football team, making
progress toward returning to
his old self.
"He's still making good
progress," Fisher said. "We're
holding him out of contact, hut
he's doing everything else.
He's making good cuts running the ball, and he seems to
think he's coming along all
right."
Fisher said Cheaney will not
participate in contact drills in
practice in order to protect him
and save him for game nights.
"He's ready and he wants to
play, and if the doctor releases
him, we'll go," Fisher said.
"We want to get him back
slowly because we know
there's life after football and
we don't want him to take any
unnecessary risks. I'm not the
one who wif14nakc the deci-

•

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times pholo

Murray High football coach Rick Fisher instructs sophomore quarterback Allen Thompson during a recent practice
session. Thompson and
junior Preston Weatherly are battling for the starting quarterback position.
sion, he will."
Fisher is also faced with
having to find a quarterback
for the first time in four years.
Brent Keller graduated in
May as the most prolific passer in Tiger history, leaving
two players, Preston Weatherly and Allen Thompson, to
contend for the job.
Fisher said Weatherly, a
6-2, 170-pound junior, is probably the stronger thrower of

the two, but that Thompson, a
6-0, 150-pound sophomore, is
the one more likely to
scramble on the field.
Fisher gave the possibility
that both may share playing
time throughout the season. "A
lot of it will depend on how
we will want to attack a
defense, so I don't see why we
couldn't play them both in a
game," he said. "You substitute players at every other

position.
"But no matter what, it will
be a big adjustment for us
because neither one of them
threw a pass last year," Fisher
said. "Both of them are really
untested and Preston has been
out of our program for two
years. But they both have good
work habits and they encourage each other — there's no
animosity between them. I
think they'll both get better

with time and experience and
one of them will step up
soon."
Joining Cheaney in the
backfield will be a slew of
players, including Salim
Sanchez, a 5-10, 170-pound
sophomore who won two individual events at last season's
state track meet; Jeremic
Olive, a 5-8, 170-pound
(Continued)
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MARK YOUNGledger 8 Times photo

Murray senior Chris Chesney is back with the team after sustaining a
knee injury in last year's playoffs. Cheaney will start in both the
offensive and defensive backfields this season.

junior; Jack Drake, a 5-9,
175-pound sophomore; and
Robert Weatherly, a bruising
6-4, 240-pound senior.
"This is the most depth
we've ever had at running
back, and any of them could
start," Fisher said.
The Tigers return both starting receivers from last season
in seniors Ted Booth (6-1,
195) and Jeremiah Rayburn
(6-2, 190). Both were AllWestern Kentucky Conference
picks last year.
The tight end spot will be
manned by Joe Hayman, a 6-1,
195-pound junior, and a newcomer to football, James Foster, a 6-4, 190-pound senior.
Although Foster is better
known for his extensive
basketball talent, Fisher said
he will be a valuable tool on
the football field this year as
well. "He's an athlete and a
weapon and he gives us
another skilled player," Fisher
said. "Anytime you can put an
athlete out on the field, it's
good, and James has the
potential to be a great player.
"He'll turn a lot of heads
and he'll be as good in football as he is in basketball,"
Fisher said of Foster. "What
surprises everybody is that he
wants to play. He's excited
and he's worked hard to
achieve. And he's having fun,
which is the main thing."
On the offensive line, Murray returns Adam Blalock, a
6-1, 245-pound senior at

tackle; T.J. Myhill, a 6-2,
260-pound senior, who has
been moved to center; Jon
Bell, a 6-0, 205-pound junior,
at guard; Joey Mchr, a 5-10,
155-pound sophomore at
another guard; and two others
contending for the other tackle
position, Matt Westphal, a 6-1,
205-pound senior, and Scott
Brown, a 5-11, 195-pound
junior. Nathan Garvin, a 6-0,

2(X)-pound junior who was
another projected starter on the
line, is out with an injury.
"This year on offense we'll
try to spread the ball out more
because we've got good skill
people," Fisher said. "Last
year we went to Chris Cheaney when we were in trouble.
but this year we want to go in
different directions."
(Continued)

GOOD
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TEAMS!!
"Our team of
professionals are
ready to serve you
with quality workmanship and quality NAPA
parts. See us for all
your automotive needs."
-Rob Richey
Owner
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WHEEL ALIGNMENT BRAKE SERVICE
For Improved Handling and Longer
Tire Wear, See
Our Alignment
Professionals!
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I Full Spinal Examination!
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GUARANTEED REPAIRS OIL 81 FILTER CHANGE
Our Service Work
Is Covered by the
NAPA AutoCare
"Peace of Mind"
Warranty — Good
Anywhere in
the U.S.A.!

(NO OBLIGATION - NOMING TO PAY)

YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES'
fr.

1. Low Back Pain
2 Headaches
3 Shoulder Pain
4 Arthritis

5
6
7
8

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9
10
11
12

Numb Hands
Bursitis
Pain down Legs
Muscle Spasms

13
14
15
16

aches and pans. This examination normally casts 130.00 or more. It will include a
chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological lest,a blood pressure test,a*vat
alignment check, an examination for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle
strengthness lest. and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.
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FREE LIMITED TIME OFFER. Call for your appointment TODAY!
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301 N. 12th St. (at University
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1911A
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• Covers Parts and Labor
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Tight Muscles
Aching Feet
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MURRAY HIGH

DEFENSE
Murray's defense looks
good up front as the entire line
returns from last season and
.seven starters are hack overall.
The line consists of Blalock.
Robert Weatherly, Myhill and
Westphal on the line v‘ ith
Booth and Rayburn at defensive ends.
Bell, who played sonic
defensive end last season, is
being looked upon to pia)
linebacker, along with Drake.
Booth and Tirn Hinton, a 5-s.
170-pound junior.
In the defensive secondary,

returning starters are Cheaney
and Donnie Thomas. a 5-7,
130-pound junior, at safety,
and Kevin Knight, a 5-9,
160-pound senior at
cornerback.
Other players getting looks
in the • secondary are Olive.
Thompson, Courtney Kent, a
5-10, 160-pound f res h ma n.
and Foster.
"With Cheaney and Foster,
we may have the tallest safeties in western Kentucky."
Fisher said. "I guess if we're
behind at halftime, we could
challenge the other team to a
basketball game.
"We've_ always taken the

philosophy that you win
championships with defense,
and that we will always try to
build it first," he said.
KICKING
After losing All-Western
Kentucky selections at. both
kicker and punter, both positions arc still not set and
Fisher said they probably will
not be filled until the first
game. Those •getting looks at
the positions are Sean Haverclock, a 6-1, 160-pound junior;
Greg Miller, a 5-11,
145-pound junior; Al Plan, a
5-11, 160-pound sophomore;
along with Brown, Hinton and
Weatherly.
OUTLOOK
Fisher said that his team has
been counting too much on the
school's football tradition and
last year's success in practice
sessions this season and not
enough on hard work.
"We've got to come out and
re-establish ourselves; we
want to keep the tradition
alive, but we've got to go out
on the field and set it," he
said. "We lost some key people from last year when our
continuity was clicking on all
cylinders, and now we've got
to re-direct our channels.
"I think our schedule is just

FAST YARD
CLEANUP!
FREE*

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

Murray senior lineman Adam Blalock will see time on both the offensive and defensive lines for the Tigers this season.
like last year's — we have a
chance to beat'everyone on it,
but everyone also has a chance

'til'95
NoktneyDad
NoPaymentsf
No kitivest
et11995!
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Any Sport Print
or Framing of
Your Sport Print

TROY-BILT6 CHIPPER/VAC
• Ends raking and bagging forever. You guide machine to
collect, reduce and recycle debris!
• Powerful Vacuum and efficient shredder reduce volume 10:1 1
• Chipper for branches up to 3 1/2'thick!
• Convenient Autobagger packs material into
removable bag or easy disposal!
• Optional hose attachment for in-close dean up!
• Choice of models, induding self-propelled.
• Covered by exclusive 7-Year Warranty.

0111011-INILT

Murray Home 8 Auto
Chestnut St.
Murray

753-2571
753-4110
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Woodmen's Flexible Premium and
Single Premium Deferred Annuity
plans are competiti ve alternatives to
other savings plans. The initial guaranteed rate'for amountsover 15,000
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to beat us," Fisher said. "The
district race will be tough
because just about everyone
expects to be better. Fulton
County lost a lot of good players, but they just seem to reload every year down there.
"We were a couple of games
away from the state championship last year and the kids
want to get back there, but all
we're guaranteed is 10
regular-season games; what we
do in them will determine
whether or not we have a postseason," he said.

"The Home of the Ultimate in
Custom Framing"

e The

Ask your Woodmen representative
about our Flexible and Single Premium Deferred Annuity plans.
Robert Duncan
Woodmen Building
3rd 4114 Maple, Murray
753-6050

,GALLERY,
301 North 12th • University Square
Murray, KY • 759-1019
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CALLOWAY COUNTY

1

Lakers building on '93 playoff game
Calloway's
passing game
remains key
for success
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer

•

„

Calloway County's current
group of seniors has taken a
rough path through their Laker
careers, with records of 2-8 in
1991, 1-9 in 1992 and 3-8 last
season.
But last year's final game
gave the upperclassmen a big
ray of hope for breaking
through the .500 barrier this
season, and the Calloway
coaching staff has played up
the contest at every turn.
The Lakers entered last season's playoffs with a .3-7
record and a fourth -place spot
in the Class 3A First District,
putting them in the unenviable
spot of having to take on the
state's top-ranked team,
Owensboro, on the road.
By halftime, the Lakers
trailed 42-7, undoubtedly driving away many who could not
bear to watch Calloway suffer
any longer.
But Calloway wasn't beaten
just yet. They were just getting
warmed up.
The Lakers exploded in the
second half and gave the No. 1
Red Devils the scare of their
lives before finally succumbing 42-34, giving the squad a
good building block for this
season and this year's 11
seniors a motivational tool.
"We've really tried to build
on that Owensboro game,”
third-year Calloway coach Billy Mitchell said. "Our seniors
haven't had a winning season
since they've played hem but
they're showing tremendous
leadership now. They've really
changed their attitude around.
They're motivated and they're
getting better at working with
the younger players.
"The seniors want to prove
themselves, and going into the
preseason they've worked on
the weights and we're all looking forward to the season,"
Mitchell said. "The team attitude is fantastic, and the players have confidence in what
they're doing.
"We're looking for more
improvement this season;
we've set our goals high, and
with the seniors we have, we'll

%1
4
•
* A
MARK YOUNG/Ledger & T,mes photo

Calloway County head football coach Billy Mitchell hopes to point his seniors toward their first winning season.
The Lakers will rely on their
experience and passing game to reach above the .500 mark.
be in better shape than in past
seasons," he said. "The goal
that the seniors set for themselves was a winning season,
but we've got to take our
games one at a time and get
our guys ready each Friday
night. Hopefully, we can get a
break here and there."
OFFENSE
Returning to lead the Laker
offensive attack, however, is
one of the just two juniors on

the roster, Sam Arnett (5-11,
185), who passed for 1,725
yards last season.
"We didn't have a lot of
experience list year; Sam
hadn't even taken a snap
before last year," Mitchell
said. "And we had a tough
schedule with Paducah Tilghman, Graves County and
Hopkinsville, but we got a
little 'bit of experience &writ
and we should be a lot better
off this year."

Arnett will have several
capable targets to throw to this
season in seniors Tyler Bohannon (6-5, 195), Brad Lowe
(6-3, 190) and Jeff Smith
(5-11, 170), the team's only
other junior, Jared Lcncki
(5-11, 170), and sophomore
David Cavitt (5-11, 185).
"Brad Lowe has had a tremendous preseason, and he's
an all-state caliber player,"
Mitchell said. "Jared Lencki is
also an outstanding receiver.

"The passing game is our
game, and with the receivers
we have and Sam at quarterback, we've got to be able to
throw the ball and other teams
will have to stop our passing
attack to beat us," Mitchell
said. "This year we'll look forward to Friday nights.
"We base everything on diepass, and our game is similar
to the Run-and-Shoot." Mitch(Continued)
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CALLOWAY COUNTY

ell said. "So if we can throw
the ball for 1,700 yards and
spread our wide receivers and
get the ball to our athletes,
that's what we'll do. With
Sam at quarterback, we should
be able to do that."
Running the ball out of the
backfield will be senior fullbacks Tim Brickey (5-11, 195)
and Jody Kelso (5-10, 175).

Brickey, however, may not
be available for the early
games of the season as he suffered a slight fracture in a preseason scrimmage against
Heath.
"It will depend on how
quickly he heals if we can use
him early on," Mitchell said.
"He's a very dedicated player
who started every game last
year and we hate for him to

miss any games. He's a real
leader."
Across the offensive line,
Calloway will start seniors
Todd Forsyth (6-1, 185) and
Dallas Rice (6-0, 180) at right
tackle and right guard, respectively; and three sophomores,
John Bugden (5-9, 215) at center, Craig Butler (6-0, 210) at
(Continued)
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Calloway County receiver Tyler Bohannon is back for his senior
campaign with the Lakers.
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GALLOWAY COUNTY left guard and Jamie Burkecn
(5-11, 210) at left tackle.
"If we can get the young
players up and ready, then our
line will be there," Mitchell
said.
DEFENSE
The Lakers' 5-2 defensive
set will feature many of the
same faces from the offensive
side of the ball.
Sophomore David Bugden
(5-7, 170) will get the start at
nose tackle, with Burkeen at
left tackle, Forsyth at right
tackle, Butler at right defensive end and Lowe at left end.
The linebacking corps
includes Rice, Brickey and
Smith, with Kelso at strong
safety, Lencki at defensive
halfback, Bohannon at free
safety and senior Tim McDaniel (5-11, 165) at cornerback.
"I'm thinking that the linebacking corps should be our
best spot on defense right now

because they've all played for
three years," Mitchell said.
"The secondary should also be
strong because they've all
played for three years except
for Jared Lcncki, but he's
played there before too. We're
hoping Todd Forsyth will
bring up our front line."
Bohannon will be busy on
game nights, as he will handle
all of the kicking duties for the
second straight year.
SCHEDULE
The Lakers open the season
Friday by hosting cross-town
rival Murray. Other nondistrict foes include Lone Oak,
South Hopkins, Fulton County,
Hart County and Dresden,
Tenn.
In the district race, Mitchell
says he doesn't see any one
team dominating the season as
did Graves County last season
(4-0 in district, 10-0 overall).
"I think Tilghman, Hopkinsvine and Graves County could

all win it because no team has
the experience that Graves had
last year," he said. "Hopkinsvine has some players that
could start for any team in the
state and they have great team
speed. If their sophomore linemen can come up, they could
take it. They probably have
one of the best quarterbacks
anywhere, and he's got a lot of
schools looking at him
already, even though he's just
a sophomore.
"With Union County you
never know; they could be
good or mediocre," Mitchell
said. "And I hope we fit in the
top half of the district race
somewhere. This is one of the
toughest districts in the state,
and any of the teams could
have a great year, it will
depend on luck and who has
the fewest injuries."
The district slate is somewhat to Calloway's advantage
as they play Tilghman, Graves
and Union County at home.

)to
Or

MARK YOUNGkedger & Times photo

Calloway County junior quarterback Sam Arnett, who threw for better
than 1,700 yards last season, returns to try and help the Lakers to a
winning season in 1994.
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AFC in 1-year Super Bowl drought
By BARRY WILNER
AP Football Writer
As recently as 1989, the
AFC actually was won by
someone other than the Buffalo Bills. It only seems like the
Bills have been losing Super

Bowls forever.
Of course, before Buffalo
became so dominant in its
conference and so astute at
losing the big one to the NFC
champion, the Denver Broncos
made a habit of failing at Sup-

IT'S TIRE TIME
Large Selection Of
White Letter
60 Series and 70 Series
•Untroyal
•Laramle

•Jetson
•Performer

(Large Selection of Used Tires)
r_

•

HOLLAND TIRE
COMPANY
Prentice & James Holland - Owners

East Main St.

753-5606

1994-95
AFC Race
PICKS:
Division winners:
Miami, Pittsburgh,
Los Angeles.
Wild Cards:
Buffalo, Denver, Kansas City.
AFC Champion:
Los Angeles.
cr Bowl time. Not since the
1983 season has an AFC representative actually won the
.lam thing, when the Raiders
routed the Redskins.
Ever since, it's been "Just
Lose, Baby," for the AFC in
the NFL title game. So what
better way to break the
11-year schneid than by sending those rowdy Raiders back?
It very well could happen
this year. While the NFC
appears a two-team race
between Dallas and San Francisco for the third straight season, the AFC is wide open.

And the wide-open attack and
big-play defense of the Raiders seem suited for breaking
through and breaking the
Bills' hold on the conference.
"We're getting closer to
where we want to be," Raiders coach Art Shell says. "I'm
not worried about the progress
of this team."
"Each week that goes by, I
feel better and the team plays
better," adds quarterback Jeff
Hostetler, who gets the privilege of throwing to a track
team on which versatile AllPro Tim Brown is the slowpoke. "The Super Bowl is a
long way off. We're in a tough
division, maybe the toughest
in the league. We have a long
..way to go."
Hostetler, who makes a
habit of winning when given
the opportunity — he sat
behind Phil Simms in New
York for six years — is correct about the AFC West.
Three of its five members, the
Raiders, Chiefs and Broncos,
are capable of winning the
conference crown.
If the Raiders do win, it will
be thanks to that bombs-away
passing attack featuring
Brown, Olympic gold medal
sprinter James Jett, Alexander
Wright and Rocket Ismail.
Their offensive line is steady
enough, but they need to
improve a running attack

ranked 26th last year.
Defensively, the Silver and
Black have made opponents
black and blue because of their
overpowering pass rush. With
Greg Townsend released and
Howie Long retired, that unit
might seem undermanned. But
Anthony Smith (12% sacks)
became a force in 1993 and
Chester McGlockton, all 320
pounds of him, is headed that
way. The secondary, led by
Terry McDaniel, is among the
league's best.
The Raiders also have frontoffice continuity, a critical element that can't be
underestimated.
Denver's offense shouldn't
be underestimated, either. Just
having John Elway makes any.
attack strong, and he now has
Anthony Miller (84 receptions,
1,162 yards, seven TDs) and
Michael Pritchard (74, seven
scores) joining H-back Shannon Sharpe (81, 995, nine) in a
superb receiving group. Rod
Bernstine and Leonard Russell
are formidable in the
backfield.
But the Broncos' defense,
even with the addition of cornerback Ray Crockett, is suspect enough to drop Denver
behind Los Angeles.
And maybe even behind
Kansas City, which is banking
on better health for Joe Monta(Continued)
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Cowboys,49ers to battle for NFC
By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Football Writer
When the Dallas Cowboys
beat Buffalo 30-13 in the last
Super Bowl, it marked the
10th straight time an NFC
team had won the NFL tile and
the second straight for the
Cowboys..
Still, the underpinnings of
NFC supermacy may be cracking ender the strain of free
agency, the salary cap and the
internal problems of Dallas,
which seeks to become the
first team to win three consecutive Super Bowls.
A look at the NFC shows
just two teams seemingly capable of going all the way: Dallas and San Francisco. Even
more striking is that each is
one injury away from sinking
into mediocrity.
"This could all go up in
smoke, it could all go up in
smoke with injuries before
September," Carmen Policy,
the 49ers' president, says of
high expectations in San Francisco with the signings of
Richard Dent, Rickey Jackson,
Gary Plummer, Ken Norton
and Bart Oates.
The 49ers hope that will be
enough to bring them back to
their rightful place atop the
NFL after three losses in the
last four NFC title games.
Dallas, meanwhile, has the
core of the team that won two
straight titles, but a thinner
supporting cast.
More importantly, Jimmy
Johnson, who pushed all right
buttons for those two seasons,
is in a TV studio awaiting a
coaching vacancy after his

breach with Jerry Jones. His
replacement is Barry Switzer,
out of football. for five years
and never a coach in the NFL.
Can anyone else win the
conference? Green Bay, Minnesota and maybe even Atlanta
have the best shots. The other
other winners in the NFC's
decade — Chicago, New York
and Washington — are
rebuilding.
But teams that stays healthy
will win — with the exception
of Tampa Bay, which will be
working on an even dozen seasons of double-digit losses.
The salary cap has stripped
everyone of depth: high-priced
veterans are no longer acceptable if they don't start, and
almost everyone's backups are
untested $162,500 youngsters.
Still, it starts with Dallas
and its three superstars: quarterback Troy Aikman, running
back Emmitt Smith and wide
receiver Michael Irvin.
"I'd be crazy to tinker with
them," says Switzer, who has
let Johnson's assistants do the
coaching and has stuck to
serving as chairman of the
board. "This is a team that's
won two straight Super Bowls.
Why fix what's not broken?"
There are holes, however.
Norton's defection leaves one
at middle linebacker, where
Robert Jones, a No. I draft
choice two years ago, tries
again after having lost Johnson's confidence. The defection of Kevin Gogan (Raiders)
and John Gesek (Washington)
leave the offensive line thin,
particularly with center Mark
Stepnoski recovering from a

1994-95
NFC Race
PICKS:
Division winners:
Dallas, Green Bay,
San Francisco.
Wild Cards:
Arizona, Minnesota,
Atlanta.
NFC Champion:
San Francisco.
knee injury.
Still, as long as Aikman,
Smith and Irvin stay healthy,
it's hard to see the Cowboys
losing the East.
The Giants, who took Dallas
into overtime of the final
regular-season game last year,
have lost $11 million worth of
players from their 11-5 team.
Moreover, they lost two corn er s t on e s: linebacker
Lawrence Taylor, who retired,
and quarterback Phil Simms,
perhaps the most publicized
cap casualty.
So the quarterback will be a
virtual rookie, Dave Brown,
who has been outstanding in
exhibitions but has thrown
only 10 regular-season passes
in two seasons. The Giants
also lost three-fourths of the
starting secondart.
If anyone can challenge, it
may be Phoenix, where the
arrival of Buddy Ryan has
doubled the 'season-ticket base
for a team that won four of its
last five under Joe Bugel to

finish 7-9. Still, even the everoptimistic Ryan acknowledges
it may take a little time to put
in his "46" defense.
"We're lucky we have only
one division game early," he
says.
The cornerstones of Ryan's
rebuilding are two of his exEagles: Seth Joyner and Clyde
Simmons. But he also says he
loves his offense, particularly
running back Ron Moore, who
gained 1,018 yards in 10
games last year after replacing
the injured Garrison Hearst.
Philadelphia, 4-0 until Randall Cunningham got hurt and
went 8-8 for the season, could
surprise people if Cunningham
rebounds. The offensive line is
strong, for once, although the
loss of leaders like Joyner and
Simmons may hurt a defense
led by one of the NFL's best
cornerbacks, Eric Allen.
Washington (4-12 last year)
rebuilds under Non' Turner,
Johnson's offensive coordinator in Dallas. Heath Shuler, the
No. 3 pick in the draft, may be
thrown in at quarterback to
learn the hard way.
Minnesota and Green Bay,
both 9-7 last year, should top
the Central, although Detroit,
which won last year, finally
has one quarterback instead of
three after signing free agent
Scott Mitchell. In this division, only quarterback Brett

Nine in Green Bay remains in
place.
The Packers have added
Sean Jones and Steve McMichael to take the doubleteaming pressure off Reggie
White, their free-agent acquisition a year ago. They've also
added Reggie Cobb to bolster
the running game.
The main addition, however,
may be wide receiver Curtis
Duncan, who with Robert
Brooks may take some of the
double coverage off Sterling
Sharpe. Sharpe caught more
than 100 passes for the second
straight season last year but
Favre threw a league-high 24
interceptions.
Minnesota solved its quarterback rotation by acquiring
Warren Moon from Houston.
But it still depends on defense
— minus the often-moody
pass rusher, Chris Doleman,
who was shipped off to
Atlanta.
The Lions will depend on
Barry Sanders to run the ball
and Mitchell to throw it. But
they need more from Pat
Swilling, a disappointment as
a pass rusher last season.
"We know a lot of people
don't think much of us, but we
think a lot of ourselves," says
coach Wayne Fontes. "A lot
of people are picking us fourth
(Continued)
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(AFC)
na and another Pro Bowl year
from Marcus Allen. If those
two elder statesmen are up to
form, the Chiefs have a shot at
their first Super Bowl since
1970. Their defense, paced by
Neil Smith and Derrick Thomas, is first-rate, although the
secondary has been rebuilt
after some costly departures
(Kevin Ross and Albert Lewis)
through free agency.
Seattle is headed in the right
direction behind quarterback
Rick Mircr and defensive
tackle Cortez Kennedy. San
Diego is going the opposite
way after getting hammered in
offseason moves.
The scramble in the AFC
East might be just as frantic as
in the West. The Bills have
won five of the last six divaskirl titles, but Miami took the
East in 1982 and probably
would have last year until
injuries ravaged the roster,
dropping the Dolphins from a
league-hest 9-2 to a nonplay oi 9-7.
"We expett the Dolphins to
he ri,git there v,ith us every
says Bills quarterback
Jim Kelly. Any team Don
Shula coaches is hound to be
gmd."
This Shula team could be
his first Super Bowl squad in a

decade.. Dan Marino returns
from the first major injury of
his career, a torn Achilles tendon, even more resolved to get
back to the championship
game.
"I got to the Super Bowl in
my second year in the
league," he says. "After we
lost to the 49ers, I looked
around and thought, 'I'll be
back a few more times.' But
we haven't been back since."
Miami has plenty of firepower, with a deep corps of
receivers and three dependable
running backs. Its defense is
more questionable, but a
healthy Troy Vincent in the
secondary and John Offerdahl
at linebacker might erase those
doubts.
Erasing the Bills from the
race simply won't happen.
They're too savvy, too strong
and too determined to prove
themselves all over again. Not
that they should need to: the
Bills are the only team to win
four successive conference
tities.
Until they win a Super
Bowl, though, they will carry •
an unfair stigma. That doesn't
give a fair shake to Kay,
Thurman Thomas. Andre
Reed, Bruce _Smith, Darryl
Kent Hull and the
other stars back for another

run at the championship.
With Nate- Odomes and
Howard Ballard gone as free
agents, though, it could mcan
a year with even more abuse
as the Bills don't get to the
Super Bowl.
The Patriots, Jets and Colts
shouldn't even dream about
such lofty goals. New England
might reach .500 in Bill Parcells' second season, especially if QB Drew Bledsoe continues making progress. The
Jets have lots of stars, from
Ronnie Lott to Boomer Esiason to Nick Lowery, but those
guys aren't in their primes
anymore. The Colts already
have lost one of their top
picks, linebacker Trey Alberts
(fifth overall) for the season
and saw their other first-round
prize, Marshall Faulk, get
banged up. It could be the start
of another dreadful season for
Indianapolis.
Pittsburgh and Houston will
go at it in the Central, as they
have the last two years. The
Oilers lost too much (Warren
Moon. Lorenzo White, William Fuller, Scan Jones, Greg
Montgomery) to push the
Steelers too far. But they
shouldn't slip down to the
level of Cleveland and
Cincinnati.
The Steelers have a gam-

plug holes at linebacker, Dent
and Jackson bolster the pass
rush and Oates replaces the
departed Guy McIntyre in the
offensive line. But Steve
Young is now the only experienced quarterback and must
stay healthy to keep Jerry
Rice, John Taylor, Ricky Watlas and the rest of the skill
players at full efficiency.
New Orleans started 5-0 and
finished 8-8, coincidental with
a decline in Wade Wilson's
performance at quarterback.
Atlanta was 6-10, had the
league's worst defense and
tried to solve that by firing
Jerry Glanville, promoting
offensive coordinator June
Jones to head coach. They
traded for quarterback Jeff
George and Dolcman, and
signed 38-year-old Clay
Matthews to play linebacker,
but are thinner at receiver with
the departure of Haynes. The Rams, 5-11 last year,
had the rookie of the year in
Jerome Bettis.

(ISIFC)
in the division. No one thinks
we're good enough. We think
we're good enough."
Chicago has transformed its
offense by signing Erik Kramer to play quarterback and
Lewis Tillman to run the ball
after going 7-9 with the NFL's
worst offense. But wide
receivers have been dropping
in training camp and the whole
group will take a while to get
used to each other.
In Tampa Bay, Sam Wyche
laces the dilemma of trying to
build with Trent Dilfer at
quarterback or trying to win
and save his job. Given the
team's track record — five
5-11 seasons in the last seven
— he may do neither.
San Francisco's problem
last year was defense, the culprit in a "dismal" 10-6 season
and the 38-21 loss to Dallas in
the conference title game.
So Plummer, Norton and
sixth-round pick Lee Woodall
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"Satisfied Customers Are Our

1 300 121 By Pass

1•••:

Houston won its final 11
games last season before flopping in the playoffs. It doesn't
seem capable of 12 victories
and a division title again.
• The Browns are in their
fourth season under Bill Belichick, and they've made little
progress. The Bengals have
the league's top draft pick,
Dan Wilkinson, and will contend for next year's No. 1
choice, too.

bling defense and a .conservative offense, which suits coach
Bill Cowher and his main
assistant, Ron Erhardt, just
fine. Rod Woodson, the 1993
defensive player of the year,
Greg Lloyd, Darren Perry,
Carnell Lake and Kevin
Greene set the tempo of mayhem. Barry Foster, Neil
O'Donnell, John L. Williams
and Dermontti Dawson keep
the offense chugging along.
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753-5315
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RACER COACHES
(Cont'd from Page 8)
freedom," Markuson continued."He calls the plays, but
we all have input. We hash it
out and when we come to an
agreement we go with it. It
always comes down to what's
best for the team." .
Houston Nun's bright staff
of future head coaches came
from all over the country to
join him. With a few possible
exceptions, Nutt had coached
with every member of the staff
at either Oklahoma State, Arkansas or Arkansas State.
With very few exceptions,
all of them came to work at
Murray State for one reason:
Houston Nutt.
"There was no question,"
said Markuson, who worked
with Houston at Oklahoma
State. "He told me on the
phone .what I'd make and what
I'd be responsible for and said,
'1 want you on my staff. Let's
get this thing going.'
"I said let's go, I'm there.'
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Murray State offensive line coach Mike Markuson barks out
instruction to his lineman, as freshman Judd Carter (72) listents
closely during a recent practice.

Here's
To A
Winning
Season-

Head Coach: Houston Nun
Alma Mater: Oklahoma State, 1981
Career/MSU record: 4-7(One year)
Telephone:(502)762-6181
Best Time to Reach Coach Nutt: Mornings
Assistant Coaches:
Kim Dameron(Arkansas '83/Def. Coord., Secondary)
Mark Hutson (Oklahoma '89, Tight ends, Special teams)
Fred Jones(Louisville '93, Wide receivers)
Mike Markuson(Hamline '83, Offensive line)
Larry McClain (Western Carolina '81, Def. line, Strength)
Danny Nutt(Arkansas '86, Running backs)
Charley Wiles(MSU '87, Linebackers, Recruiting)
Student Assistant Coaches: Alex Wilson, Justin Crouse,

Ready! Set
Hut one... Hut two...
Pro Football At Its
Finest This Fall.
Sponsored in part by: The Murray Insurance Agency, Carroll Inc., Parker Ford-Lincoln-Mercury,and Cain's. Inc

1

Rip 'em Racers!
Tackle 'lam Tigers!
Sink 'era Lakers!
F OR D
HPY
N

"You Will Be Satisfied"

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St.

Murray

753-5273

Channel 19

TUP.411
1111
NETWO1111
Af
1110111104
r

Day, Date
Thurs., 8/18
Sun., 8/21
Fri., 8/26
Sun., 9/4
Sun., 9/11
Sun. 9/18
Sun., 9/25
Sun., 10/2
Sun., 10/9
Sun., 10/13
Sun., 10/20
Sun., 10/30

==1'1/111•111
11•111111
-

Channel 31

T.If IOTA( SPORTS IIIFTMONO.

Game

Time

San Fran. 49ers at San Diego Chargers 7 p.m.
7 p.m.
Denver Broncos at Dallas Cowboys
7 p.m.
Kansas City Chiefs at Buffalo Bills
San Diego Chargers at Denver Broncos 7 p.m.
New York Giants at Phoenix Cardinals 7 p.m.
Kansas City Chiefs at Atlanta Falcons 7 p.m.
7 p.m.
Chicago Bears at New York lets
Miami Dolphins at Cincinnati Bengals 7 p.m.
Wash. Redskins at Philadelphia Eagles 7 p.m.
Cleveland Browns at Houston Oilers
7 p.m.
7 p.m..
Green Bay Packers at Minn. Vikings
Pittsburgh Steelers at Arizona Cardinals 1p*.

Bel-Air
Shopping Center

Regular Season
Sat. 8/6
Sat., 8/20
Thurs., 8/25
Sun., 11/6
Sun., 11/13
Sun., 11/20
Sun., 11/27
Thurs., 12/1
Sun., 12/4
Sun., 12/11
Sun., 12/18
Sun., 12/25

Kansas City vs Minnesota at. Tokyo
Buffalo vs Houston at San Antonio
Dallas at New Orleans
LA Raiders at San Francisco
Tampa Bay at Detroit
LA Rams at San Francisco
New England at Indianapolis
Chicago at Minnesota
Buffalo at Miami
New Orleans at Atlanta
LA Raiders at Seattle
Detroit at Miami

CA13 E
VLSI
N

9 pm.
7 p m.
7 pm
7 pm.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.

Mon.-Fri. 8:30-5:00
753-5005
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CONVENIENCE
YouCanBank On!
C

onvenience and Quality Service is a combination that's hard to
beat. And no. one Works harder than Bank of Murray to provide you with
the best in banking! As a Bank of Murray
customer, you'll enjoy conveniences such as:
•AccEss24 - Account information at your
fingertips via any touch tone phone — 24 hours
Pilir444 a day7 with no
fee.
•CASH RESERVE A pre-approved line
of credit for overdraft
protection, personal
ptircliasc, 01' c\ft'a ca.sli. •24-HOUR Timm
Ilibtalms - Thcrcsim lee fOr usiiig U 11 Batik of MlItTaV
1 nachinc...and through the Cirrus'
nem ork \(J11 can use 1110t Nil his Of NIAIS
%k 1 1e?IA cr \ oil trawl. •
3CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS - .11i uilli driNe-thro teller
\\ II id( ,.,,‘,... Pli,Is. localk issued credit
clink. at iiontatic pa‘i I lent direct
deposit. discoui it br()kerage service
aild an accessible trust deparftnent.
Most importantly, you'll appreciate
our staff which is dedicated to providing
you with superior service. Visit us to find out more about our unmatched
Convenience and Quality Service! Or call,
•

4
44.

753_1893

11 Bank of Murray
A Peoples First Corporation.Bank

•

NIain Office — 101 S. Fourth St. • Unbersity Branch 7 515 N. 12th St. • S. Manor Branch — 611 12th St • Member FDIC
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